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Chapter 1

Introduction and Outline

Automated deduction techniques in first-order logic with equality are applied in
many subfields of mathematics and computer science, like (constraint) logic and
functional programming, synthesis and verification of hardware and software, secu-
rity of communication, data bases and knowledge-based systems or computational
linguistics.

Hence it is not surprising that during the last decade the field has seen im-
portant progress in the development of new theoretical insights, like new inference
systems, stronger completeness results, and complexity and decidability issues. Most
of this research has focussed on paramodulation calculi with ordering and equality
constraints, built-in equational theories and/or redundancy elimination techniques.

In this thesis, several new contributions are described concerning automated
deduction with built-in theories. Some fundamental new completeness results are
obtained, and new constraint solving techniques for enhancing the efficiency of the
inference systems are developed.

In this chapter, first the area is introduced in an informal way, based on [NR01],
with emphasis on the intuitive background of the different techniques. After this
informal introduction, the structure of this thesis is outlined.

1.1 Paramodulation

Paramodulation originated as a development of resolution [Rob65], one of the main
computational methods in first-order logic (see [BGOla]). Robinson showed that
resolution together with factoring is refutation complete, that is, the empty clause
will eventually be inferred by systematically enumerating all consequences of an
unsatisfiable set of clauses by (binary) resolution:

C VA DV-iB it a = mgu(A, B)(CV D)a
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where mgu(A, B} denotes a most general unifier of A and ß, and factoring:

C V A V Ö
(CVA)<7

if a = mgu(A, B)

For dealing with the equality predicate ~ by resolution, one can specify it by
means of the following congruence axioms £:

— > x ~ x (reflexivity)
x ~ y — )• y ~ x (symmetry)

x ~ y A y ~ z — >• x ~ 2 (transitivity)
xi ~ yi A . . . A xn ~ yn ->• /(a^ , . . . , xn) ~ /(yi , . . . , yn) (monotonicity-I)
xi ~ yi A . . . A xn ~ yn

AP(zi , . . . ,zn) -)-P(yi,...,yn) (monotonicity-II)

In fact the monotonicity axioms are axiom schemes: one monotonicity-I axiom
is required for each non-constant n-ary function symbol /, and, similarly, one
monotonicity- II axiom for each predicate symbol P. A set S of clauses is satis-
fiable in first-order logic with equality if, and only if, Su£ is satisfiable in first-order
logic without equality1 .

However, resolution and factoring inferences with £ tend to cause the genera-
tion of too many (mostly unnecessary) new clauses. Therefore, Robinson and Wos
explored another possibility. They tried to avoid the need for specifying equality by
treating it as part of the logical language, i.e., directly considering first-order logic
with equality. This requires the design of dedicated inference rules, like paramodu-
lation [RW69]:

C V s ~ í D ...

where D\p is the subterm of D at position p, and D[t]p denotes the result of replacing
in D this subterm by t. Paramodulation, together with resolution and factoring, was
proved refutation complete, under the presence of the reflexivity axiom and certain
tautologies called the functional reflexivity axioms

for every n-ary function symbol / of the alphabet. Later on, Brand [Bra75] proved
that the functional reflexivity axioms were unnecessary, as well as paramodulation
into variables, that is, paramodulations where D\p is a variable. However, even

'Note that there is no logical equivalence. First-order logic (FOL) with equality has more
expressive power: for instance, in FOL with equality the clause x ~ a V x ~ 6 expresses that the
cardinality of models is at most two, which cannot be expressed in FOL without equality.
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under these restrictions, paramodulation is difficult to control: unless additional re-
finements are considered, it quickly produces a large amount of unnecessary clauses,
expanding the search space excessively.

The strengths and weaknesses of paramodulation have led to fruitful theoretical
research on paramodulation-based theorem proving, and a large number of exper-
iments with paramodulation have been performed at the Argonne group by Wos,
Overbeek, Menschen and others (see, e.g., [Wos88, Wos96] for references), and espe-
cially by McCune with his provers Otter [McC94] and EQP [McC97a] and his recent
automated proof of the Robbins conjecture [McC97c, McC97b].

1.1.1 Knuth-Bendix completion

An important tool in paramodulation is the use of term orderings for restricting
the number of inferences. Paramodulation is in fact based on Leibniz' law for re-
placement of equals by equals. Now the basic idea of ordered paramodulation is to
only perform replacements of big terms by smaller ones, with respect to the given
ordering >-.

This is precisely the idea of (ordered) rewriting. Let us consider now unit equa-
tions: we address word problems of the form E \= u ~ u, where E is a set of equations
and u ~ v is another equation. Assume that >- is a reduction ordering on terms
(see Chapter 2 for the precise definitions). A term t is rewritten in one step with an
equation / ~ r (or, equivalently, r ~ /) of E by replacing a subterm la of í by ra, for
some substitution a such that la >- ra. For example, let E consist of the equations
plus(Q,x) ~ x and plus(s(x),y) ~ s(plus(x,y)). Denoting each step by — >£ (and
assuming the steps agree with >-), we have

plus(S(s(Q)),s(Q)) ->B s(phis(s(0),s(0))) -IE s(s(Plus(0,s(0)))) ->E s(s(s(0)))

This (ordered) rewrite relation terminates: starting from some finite term £, after
a finite number of steps a normal form (i.e., a term that cannot be rewritten any
further) is obtained.

Now let — >•£ denote zero or more of these steps (i.e., — t*E is the reflexive-transitive
closure of the relation — »#). A set of equations E is called confluent w.r.t. the
given >- if, whenever s — >^ u and s ->£ v, there is some t such that u -ï*E t and
v — >•£ t. It is not difficult to see that then every term has a unique normal form.
Furthermore, rewriting is then a decision procedure for deduction in the theory of
E, since E {= s = t if, and only if, s and í have the same normal form2.

The first instances of ordered paramodulation appeared in Knuth-Bendix com-
pletion [KB70]. Roughly, a completion procedure attempts to transform a given

2 More precisely, one rewrites the ground Skolemisations of « and t, and X is required to be total
on such ground terms.
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set of equations into an equivalent confluent one. A crucial step of the transforma-
tion process is the computation of critical pairs between equations. A critical pair
is an equation obtained by superposition, the restricted version of paramodulation
in which inferences only involve left hand sides of possible rewrite steps, i.e., only
the big terms (w.r.t. X) are considered. During the completion process equations
are simplified by rewriting, and tautologies, i.e., equations of the form s ~ s, are
removed.

Note that, since the word problem is not decidable in general, a finite confluent
E cannot always be obtained. In Knuth and Bendix' original procedure this could
be due to /en/we3 or to non-termination of completion. For completely avoiding
failure, ordered or unfailing completion was introduced [Lan75, HR87, BDP89].

This leads to complete theorem provers for equational theories E, since for every
valid equation a rewrite proof will be found after a finite number of steps of the
(possibly infinite) completion procedure. Moreover, if the process terminates, it
produces a confluent system for ordered rewriting. For improving the efficiency
and for reducing the number of cases of non-termination of completion, numerous
additional simplification methods and critical pair criteria for detecting redundant
inferences have been developed [BDH86, Pet90, MN90, Bac91, BD94, CNNR98].
Indeed, nowadays completion has become the method of choice for most state-of-
the-art equality reasoning systems.

1.1.2 Ordered paramodulation for general clauses

Extending the notion of critical pair, completion procedures were developed for
going beyond unit equations. For instance, for obtaining confluent sets for rewrite
relations like conditional and clausal rewriting, completion procedures were designed
for transforming sets of conditional equations (definite Horn clauses with equality,
i.e., of the form sj ~ fi A ... A sn ~ tn -» s ~ í) [Kap84, JW86, KR91, Gan91], or
restricted equality clauses [NO90].

The generalization of this kind of completion procedure to full first-order clauses
with equality required the development of more powerful proof techniques for es-
tablishing completeness. Using the transfinite semantic tree method Hsiang and
Rusinowitch [HR91] proved the refutation completeness of ordered paramodulation,
while Bachmair [Bac89] applied an extension of the so-called proof ordering tech-
nique for obtaining similar results.

By means of their model generation proof method, similar to other forcing tech-

3 Failure could occur because Knuth and Bendix considered rewriting with a terminating set
of uni-directional rules, instead of ordered rewriting (applying equations in whatever direction
agrees with the given reduction ordering, as explained here). Hence in their view equations had
to be oriented into terminating rules, which fails if an equation like the commutativity axiom
f ( x , y) ~ f ( y , x) appears.
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niques developed by Zhang [Zha88] and Pais and Peterson [PP91], Bachmair and
Ganzinger [BG90, BG94b] proved the completeness of an inference system for full
first-order clauses with equality, based on síncí superposition: paramodulation in-
volving only maximal (w.r.t. the ordering >-) terms of maximal equations of clauses.
Such superposition-based inference systems, as well as the model generation method,
are explained in detail in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

1.1.3 Selection strategies

A crucial way for reducing the search space in automated deduction are the so-
called selection strategies. In such strategies the possible inferences between clauses
are restricted to the ones involving selected literals. This selection can be done in
several different ways. The maximal (or ordered) strategies for a given atom ordering
can of course also be seen examples of selection strategies. For example, in a maximal
resolution strategy, a (ground) inference between AvC and ->AVD is performed only
if A is larger in the given atom ordering than all other atoms in C and D. Another
well-known selection strategy is the so-called eager negative selection strategy, where
in each clause a single negative literal is selected whenever there is any. This leads
to the so-called positive strategies (positive unit strategies in the Horn case) because
always the left premise of each (resolution or paramodulation) inference is a positive
(unit) clause. These strategies are usually easier to prove complete, but sometimes
they are not very efficient, because, roughly speaking, one enumerates all solutions
of its conditions before using the positive information of a clause (as discussed in
[Der9l]). In [BG94b] is is shown that for ordered paramodulation and superposition,
it is complete to select in a clause an arbitrary non-empty subset of its negative
literals.

1.1.4 Paramodulation with constrained clauses

The advantages of constrained formulae are nowadays widely recognized in the con-
text of logic programming. The first ideas for specific applications to paramodulation-
based theorem proving were given in [Pet90, KKR90]. The semantics of a clause C
with a constraint T, written C \ T , is simply the set of all ground instances Ca of
C such that a is a solution of T. For example, if = denotes syntactic equality of
terms, the constrained clause P(x) \ x = f (y) A y > a denotes4 all ground atoms
P(/(i)) such that t is greater than a in the given term ordering X. Hence if T is
unsatisfiable then C \ T is a tautology.

Note that > and = are used as syntax in the constraint language. Their semantics will be a
given term ordering >- and a given congruence (usually syntactic equality of terms) that depend on
the context.
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In [KKR90] ordered paramodulation inference rules were expressed for the first
time by explicitly formulating the ordering and equality restrictions of the inferences
by constraints at the formula level. This gives:

C V s ~ 11 T D\T'
CVL>[t ]p |TAT' A s=D\p A OC

where T and J" are the constraints inherited from the premises, the equality con-
straint s = D\p stores the unification restriction, and OC is an ordering constraint
of the form s > t A ... encoding the ordering restrictions imposed by this inference.
However, the completeness results of [KKR90] were limited since they required to
enumerate the solutions of the constraints and propagate (i.e., apply) these solutions
to the clause part.

Constraints are closely related to the so-called basic strategies, where no infer-
ences need to be computed on subterms generated in unifiers of ancestor inference
steps (like its counterpart in ¿^-unification, called basic narrowing [HulSO]). It is
clear that if such an inference system with inherited constraints is applied without
propagation, then it is basic: the inferences only take place on the clause part C
of a formula C \ T , and no unifiers are ever applied to C, since the unification
restrictions are simply stored in the constraint part T.

Nieuwenhuis and Rubio [NR92a, NR95] showed that, in the context of super-
position, indeed propagation of the equality constraints is not needed, thus proving
the completeness of basic superposition. By using closure substitutions, which play
the role of equality constraints, the same results were obtained independently by
Bachmair and others [BGLS92, BGLS95], giving additional refinements based on
term selection rules and redex orderings. These developments took place indepen-
dently of much earlier work in Russia by Degtyarev [Deg79], who used conditional
clauses (which can in fact be seen as clauses with syntactic equality constraints)
for describing a form of basic paramodulation without ordering restrictions (see also
[DV86]).

In [NR92b] it is shown that by inheriting as well the ordering constraints one
can restrict the search space even further without losing completeness. In [LS93]
equality, disequality and irreducibility constraints are applied for obtaining more
powerful redundancy methods in basic equational completion. Finally, in [NR95] the
use of constraints in theorem proving procedures is put in a more general framework
based on the notion of constraint inheritance strategies. The main idea in all these
strategies is that the ordering and equality restrictions of the inferences can be kept
in constraints and inherited between clauses. If some inference is not compatible with
the required restrictions, applied to the current inference rule and to the previous
ones, then the inference can be blocked. Therefore, for taking advantage of the
constraints, algorithms for constraint satisfiability checking are required.
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1.1.5 Paramodulation with built-in equational theories

In principle, the aforementioned paramodulation methods apply to any set of clauses
with equality, but in some cases special treatments for specific equational subsets of
the axioms are preferable. On the one hand, some axioms generate many slightly
different permuted versions of clauses, and for efficiency reasons it is many times
better to treat all these clauses together as a single one representing the whole class.
On the other hand, special treatments can avoid non-termination of completion
procedures, like with /(a, 6) ~ c in the presence of associativity and commutativity
axioms for /. Also, some equations like the commutativity axiom are more naturally
viewed as "structural" axioms (defining a congruence relation on terms) rather than
as "simplifiers" (defining a reduction relation). This allows one to extend completion
procedures in order to deal with congruence classes of terms instead of single terms,
i.e., working with a built-in equational theory E, and performing rewriting and
completion with special ^-matching and J5-unification algorithms.

Early results on paramodulation and rewriting modulo E were given by Plotkin
[Plo72], Slagle [Sla74] and Lankford and Ballantine [LB77] and extended E-rewriting
was defined by Peterson and Stickel [PS81]. Several ^-completion procedures for the
equational case were developed e.g. in [LB77, HueSO, PS81, Jou83, JK86, BD89].
Special attention has always been devoted to the case where E- includes axioms
of associativity and commutativity (AC), which occur very frequently in practical
applications, and are well-suited for being built in due to their permutative nature.

The generalization of these ^-completion techniques to full first-order clauses
with equality has been studied in e.g. [Pau92, Wer92, RV95, BG94a], usually with
particular treatments for the AC case. Paramodulation modulo E then becomes
roughly the following rule, which has one conclusion for each a in UE(S, D\p], a
minimal complete set of E'-unifiers of D\p and s:

C V S ~ Í D , - rr / ni \
( C V D [ t ] }a unifiers am UE( s, D\p )

Note that in general there is no unique most general ^-unifier for a given E-
unification problem, and that new variables may appear: for example, if / is an
AC-symbol, then f ( x , a ) and /(y, ò) have the two AC-unifiers <j\ = {x t-> b, y h-> a)
and <72 = (x i-> /(ò, z), y H-> /(a, z } } .

Another well-known equational theory that is interesting for being built in is the
one of abelian groups (AG). Paramodulation with built-in abelian groups has been
investigated by many authors [Che86, Zha93, Mar94, Mar96, GW96, Wal98, Wal99,
Stu98]. This is not surprising since abelian groups are of course ubiquitous in many
applications of (semi-)automated reasoning. But building in AG is also attractive
for at least two more reasons.
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On the one hand, due to the fact that diophantine equation solving is easier
in the integers than in the natural numbers, AG unification is easier than AC and
ACl unification. If all free symbols are constants, then there is one single most
general AG unifier and the decision problem is polynomial, whereas for AC and
ACl the decision problems are NP-complete, and for AC there are exponentially
many unifiers. Although with arbitrary free symbols the decision problem is NP-
complete in all three cases, AG unification behaves better in practice. Also the
number of unifiers is usually much smaller and not doubly exponential as for AC
(see [BS93, BS01] for surveys on these results).

Another aspect that makes building-in AG attractive is called symmetrization
(e.g., by Le Chenadec in [Che86]): modulo abelian groups (+,—,0), every ground
equation can be written as u + ... + u ~ í, where u is greater (w.r.t. the given term
ordering >-) than the summands in í. As we will see, this allows one to restrict infer-
ences to this maximal summand and to avoid the prolific inferences with extended
equations that appear in the AC case.

1.1.6 Basic paramodulation with built-in equational theories

For an equational theory E, the number of fJ-unifiers of two terms may be large.
For instance, the cardinality of a minimal complete set of AC-unifiers is doubly
exponential in general [Dom92] (in a sense, this is also an upper bound [KN92]).
Hence a single E-paramodulation inference can generate a large number of new
clauses.

Therefore, equality constraints become extremely useful in this context. In con-
strained E-paramodulation, instead of J5-unifying the terms, the unification problem
is stored in the constraint. Hence in the constrained superposition inference rule the
semantics of the symbol '=' in the equality constraint s = D\p becomes inequality.
Dealing with a constrained clause C \ s — t can be much more efficient than having
n clauses Ci,.. . ,C„, one for each .E-unifier of s and t, since many inferences are
computed at once, and each inference generates one single conclusion. Furthermore,
computing £7-unifiers is not needed. A clause C with an ^equality constraint T
can be proved redundant by means of efficient (sound, but possibly incomplete)
methods for detecting unsatisfiable T. If C is the empty clause, a contradiction has
been derived if, and only if, the constraint part T is satisfiable, and hence in this
case refutation completeness requires a semi-decision procedure for detecting these
contradictions. Such a procedure exists for every finite E.

The completeness of such a fully basic strategy for the AC-case (combined with
ordering constraints) was first proved in [NR94, NR97], although the first results on
(almost basic) constrained deduction methods modulo AC were reported in [Vig94].
The basicness restriction is considered to "have been a key strategy" by McCune
[McC97c] in his celebrated AC-paramodulation-based proof of the Robbins problem.
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1.1.7 Symbolic constraint solving

Equality constraints are also known as unification problems, since they generalize
the notion of unification, which usually consists in solving one single equation. Due
to the large amount of applications of unification in automated deduction, logic
programming and, in general, in symbolic computation, equational constraints have
been used in many different applications. Hence for this topic here we refer to [BS01]
for a detailed survey.

Concerning ordering constraints, apart from the applications to pruning the
search space in automated theorem proving, they are useful in many other con-
texts like proving termination of term rewrite systems or confluence of ordered term
rewrite systems [CNNR98]. Some applications of ordering constraints to ordered
strategies in theorem proving gave rise to the distinction between fixed signature
semantics (solutions are built over a given signature F) and extended signature
semantics (new symbols are allowed to appear in solutions) [NR92b].

The satisfiability problem for ordering constraints was first shown decidable for
fixed signatures when X is a total LPO [Com90] or a total RPO [JO91]. For ex-
tended signatures, decidability was shown for LPO in [NR95] and for RPO in [Nie93].
Regarding complexity, NP algorithms for LPO (fixed and extended signatures) and
RPO (extended ones) were given in [Nie93]. Recently, an NP algorithm has been
given as well for RPO under fixed signatures in [NRV99]. For the AC-RPO order-
ing of [RN95], decidability was shown in [CNR95]. NP-hardness of the satisfiability
problem is known, even for one single inequation, for all these cases [CT94]. A
new family of algorithms, for full RPO and both semantics, has been introduced
recently in [NR99]. These algorithms are based on a new notion of solved form,
where properties of orderings like transitivity and monotonicity are taken into ac-
count. They are simple and, since guessing is minimised, more efficient. For the
Knuth-Bendix Ordering (KBO), frequently used in automated reasoning systems,
recently constraint solving algorithms have been given as well [KVOO, KV01].

1.2 Overview of this Thesis

In this section the contents of the different chapters of the thesis are outlined.
After this introduction, in Chapter 2 we formally introduce the basic concepts

and notations, and in Chapter 3 the model generation technique is introduced.
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1.2.1 Paramodulation with non-monotonic orderings

Chapter 4 is the first one introducing new results: it is shown that ordered paramod-
ulation is also complete when orderings with less requirements are used. The main
idea is the following.

All the proof techniques for ordered paramodulation that were mentioned in the
previous section, the transfinite semantic tree method [HR91], the proof ordering
method [BDH86, BD94], and the model generation method [BG94b], require a well-
founded, monotonie ordering on ground terms, i.e., a reduction ordering. Moreover,
this reduction ordering must be total on the set of ground terms (or extendable to
a total one). But in many practical situations these requirements are too strong.
For example, for efficiency reasons one may want to use an ordering that cannot
be extended to a total one, like f (a) >- f(b) and g(b) >- g(a), for which a and 6
must be uncomparable in any monotonie extension of >-. Another typical situation
is deduction modulo built-in equational theories E, where the existence of a total
E-compatible reduction ordering is a very strong requirement. In fact, for many E
such orderings cannot exist. For instance, when E contains an idempotency axiom
f ( x , x ] = x, then if s >- í, by monotonicity one should have f ( s , s ) y /(s, í), which
by E-compatibility implies s >- /(s, í) and hence non-well-foudednèss.

In Chapter 4 of this thesis we introduce techniques for dropping the monotonicity
requirement that open the door to deduction modulo many more classes of equational
theories. The only properties required for >- are well-foundedness and the subterm
property. Our results are given there for paramodulation with general first-order
clauses with eager selection of negative literals. This solved a well-known open
problem, e.g. at the RTA list of open problems [RTA01] since 1995. The only
properties required for >- are well-foundedness and the subterm property. Part of
the results given in this chapter have been published at the LICS'99 conference
[BGNR99].

1.2.2 Knuth-Bendix completion

In Chapter 5 of this thesis we present a fundamental new result concerning Knuth-
Bendix completion: we describe the first practical Knuth-Bendix completion pro-
cedure that finds a convergent TRS for a given set of equations E and a (possibly
non-totalizable) reduction ordering >- whenever it exists. This was a well-known
open problem (e.g., on the RTA list of open problems since its creation in 1991).
Note that being a reduction ordering is the minimal possible requirement on >-, since
a TRS terminates if, and only if, it is contained in a reduction ordering. Part of the
results given in this chapter have been published as well at the LICS'99 conference
[BGNR99].
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1.2.3 Completeness of arbitrary selection strategies

For first-order Horn clauses without equality, resolution is complete with an arbi-
trary selection of one single literal in each clause ([dN96], Theorem 6.7.4). For Horn
clauses with built-in equality, i.e., paramodulation-based inference systems, the sit-
uation is far more complex. In [Lyn97] some positive and negative results are given
for the case where a total reduction (well-founded, monotonie) ordering on ground
terms is given. Then arbitrary selection strategies are compatible with superposi-
tion. Also conditions for eliminating redundant clauses are given in [Lyn97], and
counter examples indicating the limitations for doing so. For example, in certain
circumstances the elimination of tautologies can lead to incompleteness.

In Chapter 6 of this thesis we prove a more general result for Horn clauses with
equality: if a paramodulation-based inference system is complete with eager selec-
tion of negative equations and, moreover, it is compatible with equality constraint
inheritance (like, in particular, it happens for superposition), then it is complete
with arbitrary selection strategies.

A first application of this result is the one for paramodulation with non-monotonic
orderings of Chapter 4, where the completeness of strategies different from eager neg-
ative selection was left open. Here we show that those results are compatible with
equality constraint inheritance and hence with the basic strategy, thus further re-
stricting the search space. Therefore, our result is applicable, and we obtain the
completeness of the same inference system but with arbitrary selection strategies.
Part of the contents of this chapter has been published as well at the ICALP'2001
conference [BGOlb].

1.2.4 Paramodulation with built-in abelian groups

In Chapter 7 we introduce a new technique for paramodulation with built-in abelian
groups (AG). Compared with previous approaches, the technique we introduce in
this chapter is simpler, and no inferences with the AG axioms or abstraction rules
are needed. This is the first approach where abelian groups are fully built-in in this
sense. Furthermore, AG-unification is used instead of the computationally more ex-
pensive unification modulo associativity and commutativity. Due to the simplicity
and restrictiveness of our inference system, its compatibility with, redundancy no-
tions and constraints, and the fact that standard term orderings like RPO can be
used, we believe that our technique will become the method of choice for practice,
as well as a basis for new theoretical developments like logic-based complexity and
decidability analysis. For example, we obtain a very simple direct decision procedure
for the satisfiability of ground clause sets modulo abelian groups. Part of the con-
tents of this chapter has been published as well at the LICS'2000 conference [GNOO],
whose results have been further developed in the journal version [GNOlb].
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1.2.5 Ordering constraints for built-in abelian semigroups, monoids
and groups

In Chapter 8 we introduce a uniform technique providing the first constraint solving
algorithms for a class of ordering constraints used when dealing with built-in abelian
semigroups, monoids and groups.

As mentioned in Section 1.1.4 of this introductory chapter, ordered strategies
and ordering constraint inheritance can be used without loosing completeness with
built-in algebraic theories E, like AC [NR97, Vig94] or AG [GNOO]. An additional
advantage of constraints in this context is that in each inference only one conclu-
sion is generated, instead of one conclusion for each E-unifier. But, probably due
to the lack of adequate orderings and constraint solving algorithms, these ideas
have not been put into practice yet. For example, McCune found his well-known
AC-paramodulation proof of the Robbins conjecture [McC97c] by still computing
complete sets of AC-unifiers, and adding one new equation for each one of them
(although heuristics were used to discard some of the unifiers).

Indeed, of the many, rather complex, AC-compatible reduction orderings that
have been defined in the literature, only for the AC-RPO ordering of [RN95] a
constraint solving algorithm exists [CNR95]. But, unfortunately, this algorithm is
far from practical due to its conceptual and computational complexity, arid moreover,
it only deals with extended signature semantics.

However, in many practical cases one has to deal with only one single associative
and commutative symbol, and then a simple version of the RPO on flattened terms,
which we will call FRPO, fulfills all requirements. The same FRPO can be used as
an ingredient for an AG-compatible reduction ordering AG-RPO that satisfies all
necessary requirements, by using it to compare AG-normal forms of ground terms.
Finally, it turns out that an ACO-compatible ordering ACO-RPO is obtained in a
similar way by considering normal forms w.r.t. the rule x + 0 —> x.

In Chapter 8 of this thesis we give NP algorithms for these RPO-based orderings
for abelian semigroups, abelian monoids and abelian groups. We believe that the new
techniques will lead to reasonably efficient practical algorithms for these orderings,
and give new insights for the development of constraint solving methods over fixed
signatures for other E-compatible orderings. Part of the contents of this chapter has
been published as well at the LICS'2001 conference [GNOla].

1.2.6 Directions for further research

This research is far from closed. In Chapter 9 of this thesis we outline a number of
interesting open questions, as well as ideas for the implementation of some of the
results that have been obtained. Most of these directions for further work could lead
to a PhD. thesis on themselves, and are hence outside the scope of this thesis. For
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example, for some possible extensions of the results of Chapters 4 and 5, counter
examples to their completeness exist, but for others, concerning weaker orderings or
more powerful redundancy notions, the compleness remains open.
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Chapter 2

Basic Concepts and Notation

Here we introduce the main basic tools used: terms, rewriting, term orderings, first-
order equality clauses and equality Herbrand interpretations. Most (if not all) of
our definitions are the ones of [NR01].

2.1 Terms and (rewrite) relations

Let T be a signature, a (finite) set of function symbols with an arity function
arity: F —> IN and let X be a set of variable symbols. Function symbols / with
arity(/) = n are called n-ary symbols (when n = 1, one says unary and when
n = 2, binary). If arity(f) — 0, then / is a constant symbol. The set of first-order
terms over f and X, denoted by T(f", X), is the smallest set containing X such that
/(*!,...,*„) is in r (F, X] whenever / 6 T, arity (f) = n, and í l t . . .,i„ 6 T(F,X).
Similarly, T(F) is the set of variable free or ground terms. Note that T(F} = 0
if there are no constant symbols in T. As usual, along this thesis it is therefore
assumed that there is at least one constant symbol in F.

A position is a sequence of positive integers. If p is a position and í is a term, then
by t\p we denote the subterm oft at position p: we have t\\ = t (where A denotes the
empty sequence) and /(¿i,.. .,ín)|¿.p = ¿tip if 1 < ¿ < n (and is undefined if i > n).
We also write i[s]p to denote the term obtained by replacing in t the subterm at
position p by the term s. For example, if t is /(a, g(b, /i(c)), d), then i|2.2.i = c> and
i[d]2.2 = f ( a , g ( b , d ) , d ) . We say that a a variable (or function symbol) a; occurs (at
position p) in a term t if i|p is (rooted by) x. By vars(t) we denote the set of all
variables occurring in t. If í is a term of the form /(ii,. . . , in), then we define top(t)
to be the function symbol /. The syntactic equality of two terms s and t will be
denoted by s = í.

A substitution a is a mapping from variables to terms. It can be extended
to a function from terms to terms in the usual way: using a postfix notation, ta

17
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denotes the result of simultaneously replacing in í every x 6 Dom(a) by xa. Here
substitutions are sometimes written as sets of pairs x i-> t, where x is a variable and
í is a term. For example, if a is {a; »-» /(ò, y), y •-»• a), then <7(z,y)<7 is g(f(b,y),a)
(this example illustrates the swnuZianeous replacement: applying a "from left to
right" yields g(f(b, a),a), which is not the intended meaning).

A substitution a is ground if its range is T(^). Unless stated otherwise, we will
assume that ground substitutions a applied to a term í are also grounding, that is,
vars(t) C Dom(a), and hence itr is ground. A term t matches a term s if sa = t for
some cr. Then í is called an instance of s.

A term í is unifiable with a term s if sa = £<r for some substitution a. Then <r
is called a unifier of s and í. Furthermore, a substitution a is called a most general
unifier of s and í, denoted mgu(s, t), if sa ~ ta, and for every other unifier 0 of s
and í, it holds that s9 = saa' = tO = taa' for some a', that is, roughly, if every
other unifier 0 is a particular instance of a. We sometimes speak about the mgu of
s and £ because it is unique up to variable renaming (see [BS01] for details and for
unification algorithms computing rngw's).

A multiset over a set 5 is a function M: S —ï IN. The union and intersection of
multisets are defined as usual by MI U M%(x) = MI (x) + Ma (a;), and MI n M-a(x) =
min(Mi(x), MZ(X)). We also use a set-like notation: M = {a, a, 6} denotes M(a) =
2, M(6) = 1, and M(x) = 0 for x =£ a and x ^ ò. A multiset M is empty if M(x) = 0
for all x 6 5.

If —» is a binary relation, then <— is its inverse, f4 is its symmetric closure, —>•+
is its transitive closure and —>•* is its reflexive-transitive closure. We write s —l' t if
s —>* í and there is no t' such that t —> t'. Then í is called irreducible and a normal
form of s (w.r.t. —>•). The relation —» is well-founded or terminating if there exists no
infinite sequence si —» 82 —» ... and it is confluent or Church-Rosser if the relation
4-* o -f* is contained in -»* o <—*. It is locally confluent if <— o -4 C —>•* of-*. By
Newman's lemma, terminating locally-confluent relations are confluent. A relation
-> on terms is monotonie if s -» í implies u[s]p -4 u[i]p for all terms s, t and tí
and positions p. A congruence is a reflexive, symmetric, transitive and monotonie
relation on terms.

An equation is a multiset {s, í}, denoted s ~ t or, equivalently, t ~ s. A rewrite
rule is an ordered pair (s, t), written s —> t, and a set of rewrite rules A is a rewrite
system (sometimes we will also write such rules as s =» í to avoid confusion with the
arrow -> of clauses in sequent notation). The rewrite relation with R on T(^r, X),
denoted —>H, is the smallest monotonie relation such that la —>H ra for all / -> r g R
and all a. If s -*# t then we say that s rewrites into t with R. We say that R is
terminating, confluent, etc. if —>n is. A rewrite system R is called convergent if it
is confluent and terminating. It is not difficult to see that then every term t has a
unique normal form w.r.t. —»#, denoted by nfR(t), and s = t is a logical consequence
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of R (where R is seen as a set of equations) if and only if nfR(s) = T»/R(Í) . Sometimes
the congruence relations (on T^)) H-Jj (or 4->¿;) are denoted by R* (E*) or =R (=E).

2.2 Term or der ings

A (strict partial) ordering >- is a transitive and irreflexive binary relation. An
ordering >- on terms is stable (or closed) under substitutions if s >- f implies sa >~ ta
for all s, t and CT; it fulfills the subterm property if u[s]p >- s for all s, u and p ̂  A.
It is total on T(J^) if for all s and í in T(.F), either s = í or s >- í or í >- s; if = is a
congruence diiferent from syntactic equality, we speak about totality up to —.

A rewrite ordering is a monotonie ordering stable under substitutions; a reduction
ordering is a well-founded rewrite ordering, and a simplification ordering is a rewrite
ordering with the subterm property.

The following properties are not difHcult to check: a reduction ordering total
on T(F) is necessarily a simplification ordering on T(^); by Kruskal's theorem,
simplification orderings are well-founded (for finite, fixed-arity signatures); and a
rewrite system R is terminating if and only if all its rules are contained in a reduction
ordering X, i.e., / >- r for every / -> r 6 R (in fact, then —^ is itself ä reduction
ordering).

Let >- be an ordering on terms and let = be a congruence relation. Then >- is
called compatible with = if s' = s >- t = t' implies s' >- í' for all s,s',í and í'. If E is
a set of equations, then >- is called E-compatible if it is compatible with =& Note
that if >- is E-compatible, s =B t implies s ^ t and t ^- s.

Let >- be an ordering on terms and let = be a congruence relation such that >-
is compatible with =. Then these relations induce relations on tuples and multisets
of terms as follows.

The lexicographic (left to right) extension of y with respect to = is the relation
ylex on n-tuples of terms defined by:

(si,...,sn) ylex {*!,...,*„) if si = i i , . . . , s j t_ i =tk-i and sk >• tk

for some k in 1.. .n. It is well-known that, if >- is well founded, so is >-lex.
The multiset extension of = is defined as the smallest relation == on multisets

of terms such that 0 == 0 and

5U {s} ==S'u{t}ifs = t/\S == 5'

The multiset extension of >~ with respect to = is defined as the smallest ordering
»• (or >-mu/) on multisets of terms such that

M U {s} «- N U {Í!,..., i„} if M == N and s >- í,- for all i e 1.. .n
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Sometimes the notation »- is used without explicitly indicating which is the con-
gruence =. In these cases = is assumed to be the syntactic equality relation = on
terms. If >- is well founded on 5, so is H- on finite multisets over 5 [DM79].

A way to define suitable orderings for practical purposes (like termination proving
or automated deduction) is to construct them directly from a well-founded prece-
dence, an ordering >-^ on T. This is done in the so-called path orderings, like
the lexicographic path ordering (LPO) or the recursive path ordering (with status)
(RPO) [KL80, Der82].

Let y f be a precedence and let f be the disjoint union of two sets lex and mul,
the symbols with lexicographic and multiset status, respectively. By =mu¡ we denote
the equality of ground terms up to the permutation of direct arguments of symbols
with multiset status: f(si,...,sm) =mu¡ g(ti,...,tn) if / = g and hence m = n,
and s„ii) =mui ti for 1 < i < n and where TT is a permutation of 1... n which is the
identity if / 6 lex.

In this setting, RPO is defined as follows: s >-rpo x if a; is a variable that is a
proper subterm of s or else s = f(s\.. .sn) >-rpo t = g(ti • • -tm) if at least one of the
following conditions holds:

• Si yrpo t or s¡ =mui t, for some i e {l.. .n}

• / ^F 9i and s yrpo t j , for all j in {l.. .m}

• / = g (and hence n=m) and / e mul and {s\,..., s„] X*-rpo {*i, • • • » tn}

• f = g (and hence n=m) and / G lex, (s\,.. .,s„) >-(.̂  (¿ii • • - ) £ n ) i and s Vrpo

t j , for all j in {l.. .n)

where >-^ and >-)-rpo are, respectively, the lexicographic and multiset extensions of
^rpo with respect to =mui-

The lexicographic path ordering (LPO) is defined as the particular case of an
RPO where f = lex, i.e., where all symbols have a lexicographic status.

It is known that RPO is a reduction ordering on T(F,X], which is moreover
total on T(F) up to =mui (and hence in case of LPO, total up to =) if y? is total
on T [KL80, Der82].

LPO's are useful for extending reduction orderings >- that are total up to a
congruence = (like RPO is total up to =„,„/), to reduction orderings total up to =.
This extension is obtained by a lexicographic combination >-t whose first component
is >-, and whose second component is a total LPO >-{po, that is, s >-t t if either s y t
or s = t and s >-/po t.

It is not difficult to see that RPO is C-compatible (C for commutativity) if
commutative symbols have multiset status, but it is not AC-compatible.
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2.3 Equality clauses and Herbrand interpretations

A clause is a pair of finite multisets of equations F (the antecedent) and A (the
succèdent), denoted by F -> A. We sometimes use a comma in clauses to denote the
union of multisets or the inclusion of equations in multisets; for example, we write
s ~ í, F, F' -> A instead of {s ~ i}uFuF' -> A. Clauses e\,..., en -* e{,.. MeJ„ are
sometimes (equivalently) written as a disjunction of equations and negated equations
-ici V ... V ~>en V e[ V ... V e'm. Hence, the e,- are called the negative equations, and
the e'j the positive equations, respectively, of the clause.

A clause F -» A is called a Horn clause if A contains at most one equation. The
empty clause D is a clause F -> A where both F and A are empty. A positive (resp.
negative) clause is a clause F -> A where F (resp. A) is empty, and a unit clause is
a clause with exactly one literal.

We will use all aforementioned notions and notations defined for terms í, like i|p,
i[s]p, uars(i), ta, etc., as well for equations and clauses in the expected way. For
example, a term u occurs in a clause F -» A if £ ~ s 6 F U A and í|p ~ u for some
position p.

Let R be a set of ground equations (or rewrite rules). Then the congruence <-»¿j
defines an equality Herbrand interpretation I: the domain of / is T(F), each n-ary
function symbol / of f is interpreted as the function // where //(ii,.. .,in) is the
term /(ti , . . . , in), and where the only predicate ~ is interpreted by s ~ t if s &*R t.
The interpretation / defined by R in this way will be denoted by R*. We write
s = t G / if s <->^ í. / satisfies (is a model of) a ground clause F —> A, denoted
/ [= F ->• A, i f / 2 r o r / n A / 0 . The empty clause ü is hence satisfied by no
interpretation. I satisfies a non-ground clause C if / satisfies all ground instances of
C. I satisfies a set of clauses 5, denoted by I f= 5, if it satisfies every clause in 5. A
clause C is a logical consequence of (or C follows from) a set of clauses 5, denoted
by 5 f= C, if C is satisfied by every model of 5.

2.4 Constraints and constrained clauses

An (ordering and equality) constraint is a quantifier-free first-order formula built
over the binary predicate symbols > and = relating terms in T(7-', X). Regarding
semantics, the constraints are interpreted in T(^), and = is interpreted as some
congruence =c on T^) (like syntactic equality or AC-equality) and > is interpreted
as a given reduction ordering X on ground terms that is total up to =c. Hence a
solution of a constraint T is a ground substitution a with domain vars(T) and such
that Ta evaluates to true for the given =c and >-. If a solution for T exists, then T
is called satisfiable. If every ground substitution with domain vars(T) is a solution
of T then T is a tautology.
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A constrained clause is a pair C | T where C is a clause and T is a constraint.
A ground instance of C | T is a ground clause Co where a is a solution of T.
The semantics of C | T is the set of all its ground instances. Hence, by definition,
an interpretation / satisfies C | T if I (= Co for every ground instance Co of
C | T . Therefore, clauses with unsatisfiable constraints are tautologies. A clause
C | T is the constrained empty clause, denoted as well by D, if C is empty and
T is satisfiable. Constrained clauses C | T where T is a tautology are sometimes
denoted by C, omitting the constraint part T.

2.5 Inference Systems

A logical inference is a step by which from a multiset of zero or more constrained
clauses (the premises) a new constrained clause (the conclusion) is obtained. An
inference rule 7£

if condition

is (a finite representation of) the set of inferences where from the multiset of clauses
of the form {Ci | TI ... Cn \ Tn} one can infer D \ T if condition holds. One
such an inference is called an inference by Ti. An inference system J is a set of
inference rules. An inference by T is an inference by one of the rules of X. We will
frequently consider inference rules where premises or conclusions have constraints
that are tautologies and hence these constraints are omitted.

An inference rule 7£ is correct if, for all inferences by 7£, the conclusion is a
logical consequence of the premises, and an inference system is correct if all its rules
are correct. A set of constrained clauses S is closed under X if for every inference by
X with premises in S, the corresponding conclusion is in 5. X is refutation complete
if ü 6 S for every unsatisfiable set of constrained clauses 5 closed under X. All
inference systems in the remainder of this thesis are easily proved correct, and we
will focus on completeness.



Chapter 3

The Model Generation
Technique

In this chapter, we introduce the model generation method, Bachmair and Ganzinger's
standard technique for establishing the completeness of ordered paramodulation cal-
culi [BG94b]. We dedicate an independent chapter to this technique because it will
be used several times in this thesis. This introduction of the model generation
technique has been adapted from [NR01].

3.1 A simple inference system for ground Horn clauses

Here start with a simple example on ground Horn clauses. Note that if C \ T is a
constrained clause where C is ground and T is satisfiable, then it is equivalent to
C | T where T denotes a tautological constraint. Hence while dealing with ground
clauses constraints will be omitted.

In the following, let yg be a given total reduction ordering on T(F), and let
s > t denote s >- í V s = t. The inference system Ç for ground Horn clauses with

23
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equality is the following:

superposition right:

r ' - > / ~ r T^s-t
' s|p = / , /* ,»• , *>-„*, and

, r-= if l >-ç u for all u occurring in F', and
' L JP — s >-c u for all v occurring in F

superposition left:

T' -» / ~ r F 5 ~ t -> A «|p s / , / h, r, * h, í, and
=7-=—, , ' if I >~s u for all u occurring in F', and
Jl • J. * O l l \f\ — If f iCA . f* 11 * » TI AL JP s >j3 v for all v occurring in F, A

equality resolution:
F,s~s-> A

if s >¿ v for all v occurring in F, A

Let us remark that the equality resolution rule is named after the fact that it
encodes a resolution inference with the reflexivity axiom of equality x ~ z,

It is sometimes said that in the superposition rules the inferences take place with
the term / on the term s, and that the inference involves s and /. Note that in (?,
superposition right inferences involve only terms s and / that are strictly maximal in
their respective premises, that is, they are bigger w.r.t, >-<? than all other occurrences
of terms in these premises. Superposition left takes place also with strictly maximal
terms, but on (possibly non-strictly) maximal terms (that is, they are larger than
or equal to all terms in their premise).

3.2 Extending the ordering to literals and clauses

In order to prove the refutation completeness of Ç we first define the following total
ordering >-c on ground clauses. If C is a clause

sl = si j • • • i sn = sn ~~^ *1 ~ 'l ) • • • ) *m = ^m

then we define ms(C) as the multiset:

, Si, «Ì, s'J» • • M {»n, «n, s'n, S^}» {*!) *D» • • • , {*

Finally, let >-c be the ordering on clauses defined by comparing these expressions
by the two-fold multiset extension of >-, that is, C yc D if ms(C)(ymui)muiins(D).
The result is a total ordering on ground clauses1 .

'Roughly, >-c compares the multisets of all equations occurring in the clauses, but where in
addition terms occurring negatively have slightly more weight than the ones occurring positively; in
fact, in order to make >-c total on ground clauses, the information of which equations are positive
and which ones are negative has to be present anyway.
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3.3 Generating the interpretation

Now we come to the key to the model generation method. Our aim is to prove the
completeness of Ç. We do this by showing that, if 5 is a set of ground Horn clauses
closed under Q and D $ 5, then 5 is satisfiable. The satisfiability proof of 5 is of
a constructive nature: first, an equality Herbrand interpretation will be built, and
second, it will be shown that this interpretation is a model of 5.

We now informally explain the first part. The interpretation we build will be
the congruence R* induced by a set of ground rewrite rules A, where each rule in R
has been generated by some clause of 5 (hence the name "model generation"). The
generation process of R is defined by induction on >-c. Each clause C in 5 generates
a rule or not, depending on the set AC of rules generated by clauses D of S with
C >-c D (and on the congruence Rç induced by RC)- These ideas are formalised as
follows:

Definition 2 (Model generation) Let C be a clause in 5. Then Gen(C) = {/ => r},
and C is said to generate the rule / => r, if, and only if, C is of the form F -> / ~ r
and the three following conditions hold:

1. R*c£C, • '.v-

2. / >-p r and / yc u for all u occurring in F

3. / is irreducible by RC

where RC = UC>-CD Gen(D). In all other cases Gen(C) = 0. Finally, R denotes
the set of all rules generated by clauses of 5, that is, R = Lbes Gen(D).

Let us analyse the three conditions. The first one states that a clause only
contributes to the model if it does not hold in the partial model built so far and
hence we are forced to extend this partial model. The second one states that a
clause can only generate a rule / => r if / is the strictly maximal term of the clause.
The third condition, stating that / is irreducible by the rules generated so far, is,
together with the second one, the key for showing that R is convergent, from which
the completeness result quite easily follows:

Lemma 3 For every set of ground clauses 5, the set of rules R generated for 5 is
convergent (i.e., confluent and terminating). Furthermore, if .R£, \= C then R* \= C
for all ground C.

Proof: Evidently, R is terminating since I >-s r for all its rules / =>• r. To prove
confluence, it suffices to show local confluence, which in the ground case is well-
known (and easily shown) to hold if there are no two different rules / => r and
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I' =>• r' where /' is a subterm of I. This property is fulfilled: clearly when a clause
C in 5 generates / => r, no such /' =>• r' is in RC', but if /' =$• r' is generated by a
clause D with D yc C then, by definition of ^-c, we must have /' >-0 / and hence I'
cannot be a subterm of / either.

To show A£ N C implies R* |= C, let C be T -> A, and assume A£ (= C. If
Rc \= A then A* (= A since RD RC- Otherwise, A£ ^ F. Then A* £ r follows
from the fact a term t occurring negatively in a clause is bigger than the same í
occurring positively: all rules in R\Rc are generated by clauses bigger than C, and
hence have left hand sides that are too big to reduce any term occurring in F. Since
R is convergent this implies R* p T. ü

3.4 Completeness for the ground case

Theorem 4 The inference system Q is refutation complete for ground Horn clauses.

Proof: Let 5 be a set of ground Horn clauses that is closed under Q and such that
0^5. We prove that then 5 is satisfiable by showing that R* is a model for 5. We
proceed by induction on >-c, that is, we derive a contradiction from the existence of
a minimal (w.r.t. >-c) clause C in 5 such that R* \£ C. There are a number of cases
to be considered, depending on the occurrences in C of its maximal term s, i.e., the
term s such that s >jg u for all terms u in C (s is unique since >-0 is total on

1. s occurs only in the succèdent and C is F -> s ~ s. This is not possible since
A* fiC.

2. s occurs only in the succèdent and C is F — > 5 ~ t with s ̂  t. Since R* ̂  C,
we have R* D F and s ~ t £ R*, i.e., C has not generated the rule s => t. This
must be because s is reducible by some rule / => r G RC- Assume / => r has
been generated by a clause C' of the form F' — » / ~ r. Then there exists an
inference by superposition right:

F ' - > / ~ r F -+ s ~ í
F',F->S[r]p~í

whose conclusion D has only terms u with s >-c u, and hence C >-c D. More-
over, D is in 5 and R* p D, since A* D F U F' and s[r]p ~ í g A* (since
otherwise s[/]p ~ í 6 A*). This contradicts the minimality of C.

3. s occurs in the antecedent and C is F, s ~ s —ï A. Then there exists an
inference by equality resolution:

F,s~s-> A_____
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for whose conclusion D it holds that C >-c D. Moreover, £> is in 5 and R* ̂  D,
which is a contradiction as in the previous case.

4. s occurs in the antecedent and C is F, s ~ f -> A with s >-0 t. Since R* |£ C,
we have s ~ t 6 R* and since A is convergent, s and í must have the same
normal forms w.r.t. A, so s must be reducible by some rule / =£• r 6 R. Assume
/ => r has been generated by a clause C' of the form I" —)• / ~ r. Then there
exists an inference by superposition left:

-» I ~ r F, s[l]p ~

for whose conclusion D it holds that C >-c D. Moreover, D is in S and A* ^ U,
which again contradicts the minimality of C. D

The following example shows how the rewrite system R changes during a closure
of a set of ground clauses and that, although for the intermediate sets the obtained
R* is not a model, the R* obtained for the closed set is a model.

Example 5 Consider the lexicographic path ordering generated by the precedence
/ >-?• a >~f b >-f c >-f d. The following table shows in the left column the ground
Horn clauses (sorted with respect to the ordering) at each closure step, in which the
first one is the initial set, and in the right column the set R corresponding to each
intermediate set. The maximal term of every clause is underlined and the subterms
of the clauses involved in the inference are framed.
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5

/(d)~

f(d) ~

-4 0~<f
d -4 a ~ 6

-4 /([c"D — d

-> ç~ d
-> f(d) ~d

d -> a ~ 6

-> /(c) ~ d

-> c~ d
d ~ d — >• a ~ 6

/(«O*
-»• /(d) ~ d

d -4 a ~ ò
-»• /(c) ~ d

R

c =» d

c => d
/(d) =» d

c => d
a => 6

/(d) => d

Let us conclude this section with a remark on additional ordering restrictions.
In superposition left as well as in equality resolution, it is possible to strengthen
the conditions in such a way that only one negative literal becomes eligible for
inferences. For example, in superposition left on an equation s ~ í, one can require
that í >- í' for all equations s ~ t' in F, that is, we use the maximal equation rather
than just the maximal term; if two equations have the same maximal terms, we
compare the other terms. Similarly, in equality resolution we can require s >-1' for
all equations s ~ t' in F. In the inference system for general clauses (see Section 3.8)
we have included these restrictions, since such comparisons between equations are
needed there anyway. We did not consider them for Q for simplicity reasons, and
also because by means of selection of negative equations we will be able to obtain
stronger results in a simpler way (see Section 3.9).

3.5 Non-equality predicates

In this framework, equality can be considered to be the only predicate, since for every
other predicate symbol p, (positive or negative) atoms p(ti.. .tn) can be expressed
as (positive or negative) equations p(t\.. .tn) ~ true, where true is a new special
symbol, and where p is considered as a function symbol rather than as a predicate
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symbol. Note however that, in order to avoid meaningless expressions in which
predicate symbols occur at proper subterms one should adopt a two-sorted type
discipline on terms in the encoding.

It is easy to see that this transformation preserves satisfiability. Very roughly:
one can "translate" the interpretations such that a ground atom is true in a Herbrand
interpretation / if and only if in the equality Herbrand interpretation /' over the
modified signature the term p(t\.. .tn) is congruent to true. Be we remark that two
ground atoms that are false in / need not be in the same congruence class of /'.

After this satisfiability preserving transformation, ordered resolution (ground)
inferences of the form:

—— if A yg T' and A >j, T, A.r ' ,r-»A
become a special case of superposition left:

I" —>• A ~ true F, A ~ true
T', T, true ~ true -» A

combined with equality resolution (or simplification, as we will see) for eventually
eliminating the trivial equation true ~ ime.

For efficiency reasons it is convenient to make true small in the ordering. Some-
times it is also useful to take into account that p is a predicate symbol when handling
the ordering restrictions. For example, in orderings like RPO, if the predicate sym-
bols p are bigger in the precedence than function symbols then p >-f q implies
p(íi , . . . , ín)<7 > - i p o q ( s i ì . . . , s m ) f f f o t all ground a.

3.6 Clauses with variables

Up to now, in this chapter we have only dealt with ground clauses. If we consider
that a non-ground clause represents the set of all its ground instances2, a refutation
complete method for the non-ground case would be to systematically enumerate
all ground instances of the clauses, and to perform inferences by Q between those
instances. But fortunately it is possible to perform inferences between non-ground
clauses, covering in one step a possibly large number of ground inferences. We now
adapt Q according to this view.

For example, at the ground level, in the superposition right inference

F' _>. / ~ r F -> s ~ t *|p S /, / >-,, r, s J-0 í, and
— if I >-g u for all u occurring in I", and

T, r -> s[r]„ ~ t
* s yg v tor all v occurring in r

By Herbrand's theorem, considering only the ground instances preserves satisfiability; in fact,
this is a consequence of (the proof of) Theorem 11.
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we required s|p and / to be the same term. At the non-ground level, this becomes a
constraint s\p = I on the possible instances of the conclusion, that is, the conclusion
is a constrained clause D \ T . Hence if the conclusion is D | s\p — I A ... , the
instances Da for which s\pa ^ la are not created. The same is done for the ordering
restrictions. For instance, instead of requiring / X0 r as a condition of the inference,
it becomes part of the constraint of the conclusion, excluding those instances Da
of the conclusion that correspond to ground inferences between instances of the
premises for which la >-0 ra does not hold:

I" -4 / ~ r F -* s ~ í
F', r -> s[r]p ~ t \s\p=l A / > r A s>t A . . .

Note that here we have written the inference rule without constraints in its premises,
since at this point we are only interested in the constraints that are generated in
this concrete inference.

This inference rule can be further restricted with the additional condition stating
that the inference is not necessary if s\p is a variable. This shows that, by working
on the non-ground level, certain inferences between ground instances of the premises
turn out to be redundant: at the non-ground level we do not perform, for an instance
with <T, the inferences inside a (also called inferences below variables), that is, on
positions sa\p where s\pi is a variable for some prefix p' of p.

Note that, as usual, it may be necessary to rename variables in the premises in
order to avoid name clashes: the premises C and D are assumed to fulfill vars(C) n
vars(D) — 0.

Now we define the inference system 'H for non-ground Horn clauses, writing s>T
as a shorthand for the constraint s>Ui A s > uj A . . . A s>un A s > un if F
is a multiset of equations {HI ~ u i , . . . , un ~ vn} (and similarly, we write s > F for

A s>t>i A . . . A s>un A s>un):

superposition right:
r ' - » / ~ r r -> s ~ ¿

F', r -> s[r]p ~ t \s\p = l A / > r A />F' A s>t A s>F

superposition left:
r' -> ¿ ~ r r, s ~ ¿ ->• A

F' ,T,s[r]p ~ t -> A \s\p = l A /> r A />T A s>t A 5>T,A

equality resolution:
r ,s~í-^ A

F-» A |s=í A s > T,A

where in both superposition rules s\p is required not to be a variable.
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Example 6 Consider the lexicographic path ordering generated by the precedence
h >r a >-f f >-f g >-jr 6. In the following inference

g(s)~a-»/(o,a;)~/(3;,s) _ -» h(f(a,g(y)) ~ %)
g ( x ) ~ x - + h ( f ( x , x ) ) ~ h ( y ) \ f ( a i x ) = f(a,g(y)) A h(f(a,g(y))>h(y) h

f ( a , x ) > f ( x , x ) A f(a,x)>g(x) A f(a,x)>x

the constraint of the conclusion is satisfiable: using the properties of the ordering
and solving the unification problem, the constraint can be simplified into

z=S(y) A a>x

which has, for instance, the solution {y 1-4 6, x H-* g (b)}.
On the other hand, the following inference is not needed

_
-+f(a,x)~h(z) | f ( x , x ) = f(g(y),z) A f(g(y),z) >h(z) A

f ( x , x ) > f ( a , x )

since the constraint of the conclusion has no solution; it can be simplified to

x—9(y) A x = z A y > h(z) A x>a

which implies y > h(g(y)). Note that the equality constraint and the ordering
constraint considered separately are both satisfiable but their conjunction is not. ü

Let us also remark that, at the non-ground level, several terms in a premise
C may be involved in paramodulation inferences; for a term t it may be the case
that for some ground instances Ccr the term ta is the maximal one, and for other
instances it is not.

3.7 Completeness without constraint inheritance

There are several possible treatments for the constrained clauses generated by the
inference system ~H. The classical view is to deal only with unconstrained clauses.
Conclusions of the form C \ s = í A OC , for some ordering constraint OC, are then
immediately converted into C a where a = mgu(s,t). This strategy will be called
here "U without constraint inheritance, in contrast with other possibilities which will
be introduced later on.

Of course, the clause Ca has to be generated only if the constraint s — t A OC is
satisfiable in T(F), where = is interpreted as the syntactic equality relation =, and
> as the given reduction ordering X . If >• is the lexicographic path ordering (LPO)
the satisfiability of such constraints is decidable [Com90, Nie93], But traditionally
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in the literature weaker approximations by non-global tests are used; for example,
inference systems are sometimes expressed with local conditions of the form r ^ /
when in our framework we have I > r as a part of the global constraint OC. Note that
such weaker approximations do not lead to unsoundness, but only to the generation
of unnecessary (for completeness) clauses.

In the following, we call a set of (unconstrained) Horn clauses 5 closed under H
without constraint inheritance if Da 6 S for all inferences by H with premises in 5
and conclusion D \ s = tf\OC such that s = t/\OC is satisfiable and a — mgu(s, t).

Theorem 7 The inference system H is refutation complete without constraint
inheritance for Horn clauses.

Proof: Let 5 be a set of Horn clauses closed under H without constraint inheritance
such that D ^ 5. The proof is very similar to the one for Q: we exhibit a model
R* for 5. We proceed again by induction on >-c, but now the role of the ground
clauses in the proof for G is played by all ground instances of clauses in 5, and the
generation of rules in R from these ground instances is the same as for Q. Now we
derive a contradiction from the existence of a minimal (w.r.t. >~c) ground instance
Ca of a clause C in 5 such that R* }j= Ca. The cases considered are the same ones
as well, again depending on the occurrences in Ccr of its maximal term sa.

The only difference lies in the lifting argument, which is the same in all cases and
is hence analyzed here for only one of them: C is F, s ~ t -» A and sa >-c ta. Since
R* ty= Ca, we have sa ~ ta G R* and since R is convergent, sa must be reducible
by some rule la =3- ra E R, generated by a clause C" of the form I" — » / ~ r. (Note
that, since we assume that there are no name clashes between the variables of C and
C', we can consider that the instances of C and of C' under consideration are both
by the same ground a.) Now we have sa\p = la, and there are two possibilities:

An inference. s\p is a non-variable position of s.
Then there exists an inference by superposition left:

_ _
F', T, s[r]p ~ t -*• A \s\p=l A l>r A />T A s>t A s>T,A

whose conclusion D \ T has an instance Da (i.e., a is a solution of T) such that
Ca >-c Da, where R* ̂  Da, contradicting the minimality of Ca.

Lifting, s pi is a variable x for some prefix p' of p.
Then p = p' • p" for some p", and xa p» is la. Now let a' be the ground substitution
with the same domain as a but where xa' = xa[ra]p» and ya' = ya for all other
variables y. Then R* \£ Ca' and Ca >-c Ca', contradicting the minimality of Ca.
O
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3.8 General clauses

In this section general clauses are considered, i.e., clauses that may have several
equations in their succedents. For this purpose, the inference system H is adapted.
In order to restrict the amount of inferences to be performed, it is desirable to
preserve the property of 'H that for each ground clause (or instance) C, only one
literal of C is involved in superposition inferences with C. Since now the maximal
term of C may occur in more than one equation in the succèdent, it is decided
that among these equations the one whose other side is maximal will be used. This
leads to the notion of maximal and strictly maximal equations in C. In order to
express maximality and strict maximality of equations as constraints, we use the
following notation. The constraint gr(s ~ t, A) expresses that the equation s ~ í,
i.e., the multiset {s, t}, is strictly greater, w.r.t. the multiset extension of >-, than
all equations u ~ v in A. For each u ~ t; this condition s ~ í »- u ~ v can be
expressed for instance by the constraint:

s>u A (s>v V t>v) V s>v A (s>u V t>u) V
t>u A (s>v V t>v) V t>v A (s>u V t>u)

Similarly, the constraint greq(s ~ í, A) expresses that s ~ t >j- u ~ t; for all u ~ v
in A. The full inference system X for general clauses is

superposition right:
T' -> / ~ r, A7 _ F -» s ~ t, A _

r ' , r - > s r ~ i , A ' , A s\p=l A
/> r A />r A fifr(/~r,A') A
s>í A s>r A 0r(s~í, A)

superposition left:
T' -> / ~ r, A'_

F', T, s[r]p c- í -> A', A I s|p = / A
/ > r A />r A £rr(/~r,A') A
s>í A greq(s ~ í, T U A)

equality resolution:

T-> A | s = t A 5freg(s ~ í, T U A)

equality factoring:
T -> s ~ í, s' ~ í', A

r,í ~í'-> s~í', A |s=s' A s>í A s>r A ^reç(s ~ í, A U {s' ~ t'})

where as in the Horn case in both superposition rules s|p is not a variable.
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Here the superposition rules and the equality resolution rule play the same role
as their counterparts in the inference system 'H. The equality factoring rule is
new. Intuitively, it expresses that, if s and s' are syntactically equal, and í and t'
are semantically equal, then the two equations in the succèdent express the same
information, and one of them can be omitted.

Example 8 Consider the lexicographic path ordering generated by the precedence
9 Ï~F h a&d the following inference by superposition right

-> g(z) ~ h(z) _ -» f(g(x),y) ~ g(x), f(g(x),y) ~ y
f ( h ( z ) , y ) ~ g ( x ) J ( g ( x ) , y ) ~ y \ g(x) = g(z) A g(z) > h(z) A

)><7(*) A
) , y) ~ g(x), {f(g(x),y) ~ y})

where gr(f(g(x),y) ~ ff(x), {f(g(x), y) ~ y}) can be simplified into g(x) > y. Now,
simplifying the rest of the constraint, the conclusion of the inference can be written
as

-> /(&(*)• y) - 00»0i f(g(x),y) ^y I x - z A g (x) > y
Below an overview of the new aspects for the completeness proof of J with respect

to 'H is given. For simplicity, only the ground case is considered; lifting to clauses
with variables is analogous to what was done for H. First, a new condition is added
in the generation of the rewrite system R for a set of clauses 5, and the second
condition is adapted in order to select the strictly maximal positive equation that
produces the rule:

Definition 9 Let 5 be a set of ground clauses and let C be a clause in 5. Then
Gen(C] = {I =*• r}, and C is said to generate the rule / => r, if, and only if, C is of
the form F -» / ~ r, A and

2. I ^g r, I )~c F, and / ~ r >$- u ~ v for all u ~ v in A

3. / is irreducible by RC

4. RC £ r ~ t' for every / ~ t1 € A

where RC = Ucî-cD Gen(D}. In all other cases Gen(C) = 0. Finally, R denotes
the set of all rules generated by clauses of 5, that is, R = Uoes Gen(D).

The proof of Lemma 3 can be easily adapted to show that here again R is
convergent and that if Rç f= C then R* \=C. In a very similar way, it can be shown
that the new conditions force clauses generating rules to have only one positive
literal satisfied by the interpretation:
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Lemma 10 If a clause C of the form F —> I ~ r, A generates the rule I => r then
R* (= T and A* ^ A.

Theorem 11 The inference system 1 is refutation complete for general clauses.

Proof: Since lifting is done as for %, here we only extend the proof for the ground
case Q. There is one additional case due to the new conditions for generating rules
in R. The other cases of the proof for Ç are straightforwardly adapted by using
lemma 10 to show that the conclusion of the required inference is not satisfied by
the model.

The new case is: C is of the form P —>• s ~ í, A, with s >• í, F and s ~ í is
maximal in A, and it has not generated a rule because there is an equation s ~ t' in
A such that R"c |=1 ~ t' (note that this case includes also the case in which s ~ í
is maximal in A, but not strictly maximal).

Then, with A = s ~ í', A', there exists an inference by equality factoring

F -> s ~ t, s ~ í', A'
r, t ~ t' -> s ~ í', A'

whose conclusion D is such that C yc D and R* ¡£ D, contradicting the minimality
ofC. ü

3.9 Selection of negative equations

The inference system X includes strong ordering restrictions: roughly, a superpo-
sition inference is needed only if the terms involved are maximal sides of maximal
equations in their respective premises, and even strictly maximal in case they occur
in positive equations. But more constraints can be imposed. If a clause C has a
non-empty antecedent, it is possible to arbitrarily select exactly one of its negative
equations. Then completeness is preserved even if C is not used as left premise of any
superposition inference and the only inferences involving C are equality resolution
or superposition left on its selected equation.

The inference system S (for selection) for general clauses is defined to consist of
the four rules of inference system / where for all premises of the inference rules no
negative equation has been selected, plus the following two additional rules, where
the selected equations have been underlined:
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superposition left on a selected equation:
T -» / ~ r, A'

r ' ,r ,s[r]p~f->A',A | s|p = / A
l>r A />r ' A 0r( /~r ,A') A s>i

equality resolution on a selected equation:
r , s~t -> A

r ->A | a=t

where, as usual in superposition rules, s|p is not a variable.
Note that an adequate selection strategy gives us a strictly more restrictive

inference system: among the set of maximal negative equations, just select one
of them, and select no equation if this set is empty. It is clear that in the inference
system 1. all maximal equations of the antecedent are eligible for superposition left
or equality resolution, whereas in S only the selected one is eligible.

The intuition behind selection is, roughly, that a clause with negative equations
does not need to contribute to the deduction process until its whole antecedent
has been proved from other clauses, and in particular one can require the selected
equation to be proved first.

In practice one can select for example always a maximal equation (under some ar-
bitrary ordering) of the antecedent. Selecting always a negative equation, whenever
there is one, leads in the Horn case to the so-called positive unit literal strategies,
that is, the left premise of superposition inferences is always a positive unit clause
[Der91, NN91]. For general clauses eager selection leads to positive strategies, where
the left premise is always a positive clause, i.e., it has only positive literals. Adapt-
ing the proof of completeness of Theorem 11 to this framework with selection is an
easy exercise: it suffices to consider that clauses with selected equations generate no
rules.

3.10 Completeness with constraint inheritance

Here we consider sets of constrained clauses, rather than unconstrained ones, as in
the previous sections. For simplicity, we deal with the Horn case only.

Definition 12 A set of constrained Horn clauses 5 is closed under H with con-
straint inheritance it D \ TI A. . .ATnAs = tf\OC is in 5 whenever C\ \ T\ , . . . , Cn \ Tn

are clauses in 5 and there is an inference by ~H with premises C\ , . . . , Cn and con-
clusion D | s = í A OC such that the constraint T i A . . . A T „ A s = i A OC is
satisfiable.
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This strategy is incomplete in general: the closure under H with constraint
inheritance of an unsatisfiable set of constrained Horn clauses needs not contain the
empty clause.

Example 13 Let >- be the lexicographic path ordering where a >~f b. Consider
the following unsatisfiable clause set 5:

1. -> a~ 6
2. ->• P(x) | x = a
3. P(6) -»•

S is clearly closed under % with equality constraint inheritance, since no inferences
by H that are compatible with the constraint of the second clause can be made.
We have a ^~f b and hence the first clause could only be used by superposing a on
some non-variable subterm, while superposition left (i.e., resolution) between 2 and
3 leads to a clause with an unsatisfiable constraint x = a A b = x. However, S does
not contain the empty clause. This incompleteness is due to the fact that the usual
lifting arguments, like the ones in Theorem 7, do not work here, since they are based
on the existence of all ground instances of the clauses. Note that this is not the case
here: the only instance of the second clause is P(a), whereas the lifting argument in
Theorem 7 requires the existence of the instance P(b). ü

Fortunately, the strategy is complete for what we will call well-constrained sets
of clauses, which turn out to be adequate for many practical situations. A key
idea in this context is the following (quite intuitive) notion of irreducible ground
substitution. Let A be a ground rewrite system contained in the given ordering >-
(that is, / >- r for all rules / => r of R). A ground substitution a is reducible by
R if xa is reducible by R for some x 6 Dom(<r); if there is no such x then a is
irreducible. Furthermore, if 5 is a set of constrained clauses, then irredfi(S) is its
set of irreducible instances, that is, the set of ground instances Ca of clauses C \ T
in 5 such that a is a solution of T and xa is irreducible by R for all x 6 vars(C).

Definition 14 A set of constrained clauses 5 is well-constrained if either there are
no clauses with equality predicates in 5 or else for all R contained in X we have
irredR(S) U R \= S.

Example 15 (Example 13 continued) The clause set 5 of the previous example is
not well-constrained: if R is (a =i> 6} then the instance P(a) of the second clause
is not a logical consequence of irredn(S) U R (in fact, the second clause has no
irreducible instances for this R). D
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Let us give some more intuition behind the definition of well-constrained sets.
For clauses without equality predicates, the situation is clear: all such sets are well-
constrained (this is why logic programming without equality is compatible with
arbitrary constraint systems).

Now let us consider clause sets 5 including equality predicates. First, note that
if 5 is a well-constrained set, so is its closure w.r.t. any sound inference system,
since the property of well-constrainedness is preserved under the addition of logical
consequences. Second, it is not difficult to see that if all clauses in 5 have only
tautologie constraints then S is well-constrained: every instance Cet is either in
í'rra¿#(S), or else a is reducible by R. Then a can be reduced into a "normal form"
cr', where Ccr' is in MTedß(5), and we have trra¿#(S) U R (= Ccr.

But there are other non-trivial examples of well-constrained sets.

Example 16 Let >- be the lexicographic path ordering where g y? a >•? f >-jr b.
Then, constrained clauses like g(x, x) ~ 6 | a > x may appear in well-constrained
sets, since the variable x is not "lower bounded": as for unconstrained clauses, for
all a the term xcr can be reduced into a "normal form" za', where g(xa'i xa') ~ 6 is
in iTTedß(5), and hence we have irredfi(S)UR (= g(xcr,xcr). Here g(x, x) ~ 6 | a>x
denotes the infinite set of clauses of the form g(fn(b), /"(&)) ~ 6 for n > 0, that is,
5(6,6) ~ 6, g ( f ( b ) J ( b ) ) ~ 6, £f(/(/(6)),/(/(6))) ~ 6. . . Note that such (in this
case even non-regular) tree languages cannot be captured by standard first-order
clauses. D

Furthermore, it will become clear from the completeness proof below that the
notion of well-constrained clause could be modified in order to capture more cases
by not considering all R contained in >-, but only those R whose rules could be
generated in the model generation technique applied to the given clause set. Then,
one can know in advance that certain (e.g., constructor) terms will be irreducible
w.r.t. such R. Here we have not done this in order to keep the definition of well-
constrainedness simple.

The refutation completeness of tí for well-constrained clause sets 5 can now be
established by applying a simple variant of the model generation technique. Before
we give the formal proof, let us explain the main ideas. Let 5 be a set of well-
constrained clauses that is closed under H with equality constraint inheritance, and
assume ü ^ S. As always, we show that then S is satisfiable by generating a rewrite
system R for 5 (in a similar way as before) and then proving that A* f= 5.

For this purpose, we first show that R* \= irredfi(S) like in Theorem 7, but
where the lifting case never needs to be applied (since we only consider the set of
irreducible instances of S). Once we have R* (= irredfi(S), then also R* [= 5, since
of course R* (= R and by well-constrainedness of S (where well-constrainedness is
required only with respect to the particular R that has been generated) we have
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irredfi(S) U R \= S (note that if there are no equality literals in S then irred^S)
coincides with S).

Theorem 17 The inference system % is refutation complete with constraint in-
heritance for well-constrained sets S of Horn clauses.

Proof: Let S be closed under H with equality constraint inheritance. Again we
build a model R* for S whenever CI £ S. As said, we prove that R* \= irredn(S),
which implies A* |= S by well-constrainedness.

We build R as for Theorem 7, but now only the irreducible (w.r.t. RC) instances
of 5 contribute to its construction: a ground instance C of the form F —» / ~ r in
irrednc(S) generates the rule / => r of R if the usual conditions (i), (ii) and (iii)
apply.

Now again we derive a contradiction from the existence of a minimal (w.r.t. ^c)
ground instance Ca G irredR(S) for some C \ T Ç. S, where a is a solution of T,
such that R* ̂  Ca. Again we consider several cases, depending on the occurrences
in Co of its maximal term sa. Let us analyse only the case where C is F, s ~ t —> A
and sa >-c ter. Since R* ^ Ccr, we have R* (= sa ~ ÍCT, and hence the term sa is
reducible by some rule la => ra G R, generated by an instance C'a of some C' \ T',
where C1 is of the form F' -* / c¿ r.

Now we have sa\p — icr, and, since a is irreducible by R, the only possibility
is now that s\p is a non-variable position of s. Then there exists an inference by
superposition left:

r -* ¿ ~ r r, s ~ t ->• A
F ' ,T ,s[r] p ~ í -> A |s|p = / A l>r A 1>T' A s>t A s>T,A

whose conclusion has an instance Da where a is a solution of T A T' A s\p =
I A / > r A / > r ' A s > t A s > F , A such that Ca yc Da and where
R* ^ Da. Furthermore, Da g irredft(S): indeed xa is irreducible by R for all
variables x G vars(D). This is clearly the case if a: G vars(C). For x G C", there
are two cases: if x = I then x g vars(D) since la >- ra, F'cr; if x ^ / then xa is
irreducible w.r.t. RC< by construction of R, and hence also w.r.t. R, since for all
rules /' =$• r' G R \ RC' we have /' ^0 la >-g xa and hence such rules cannot reduce
xa. Altogether, this contradicts the minimality of Ca. G
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Chapter 4

Paramodtilation with
Non-Monotonie Orderings

Up to now, all existing completeness results for ordered paramodulation require the
term ordering y to be well-founded, monotonie and total(izable) on ground terms.
For several applications, these requirements are too strong, and hence weakening
them has been a well-known research challenge.

In this chapter we introduce a new completeness proof technique for ordered
paramodulation where the only properties required on >- are well-foundedness and
the subterm property. The technique is a relatively simple and elegant application of
some fundamental results on the termination and confluence of ground term rewrite
systems (TRS).

4.1 Introduction

All main techniques for proving the completeness of paramodulation-based infer-
ence systems, like the transfinite semantic tree method [HR91], the proof ordering
method of [BDH86, BD94] and the model generation method [BG94b] explained
in Chapter 3, rely at some point on the requirement that the term ordering >- is
well-founded, monotonie and total (or extendable to a total ordering) on ground
terms.

But, as said, in many practical situations these requirements are too strong.
A typical situation is deduction modulo built-in equational theories E, where the
existence of a total E-compatible reduction ordering is a very strong requirement.
For example, the existence of such an ordering for the case where E consists of
associativity and commutativity (AC) properties for some symbols remained open
for a long time, and, once it was found, it triggered quite a number of results, like the
decidability of the ground AC-word and -unification problems. Unfortunately, for
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many E such orderings cannot exist. For instance, when E contains an idempotency
axiom /(z, a;) = x, then if 5 >- í, by monotonicity one should have f ( s , s ) y /(s, í),
which by E-compatibility implies s y /(s, í) and hence non-well-foundedness.

In this chapter we introduce techniques for dropping the monotonicity require-
ment that, among other applications, open the door to deduction modulo many
more classes of equational theories. The only properties required for >- are well-
foundedness and the subterm property. This solves a well-known open problem (e.g.
at the RTA list of open problems [RTA01] since 1995).

Our technique (given in Sections 4.2 to 4.7) is a variant of the model genera-
tion technique, with the main difference that the termination of the ground rewrite
system R that defines the model is not a consequence of the ordering. Instead, ter-
mination of R follows from other properties. In one of the settings treated here, it
follows from the irreducibility, w.r.t. R itself, of the right hand sides of all rules of R;
in another setting, if R is contained in a well-founded ordering >- with the subterm
property, its termination follows from the irreducibility of the right hand sides at
non-topmost positions only. Since each terminating TRS R induces a reduction (i.e.,
well-founded, monotonie) ordering —»¿, we can then use induction on (an extension
of) this reduction ordering for proving the main completeness results. These results
are given here for paramodulation with general first-order clauses with eager selec-
tion of negative literals (see Chapter 3). In Chapter 6 we analyze strategies with
selection of positive literals. In Section 4.8 we shortly mention the applicability of
techniques for redundancy elimination and constraint inheritance in the context of
these techniques (in Chapter 6 constraint inheritance in this setting is considered in
more detail). Finally, in Section 4.9 we give some counterexamples indicating the
limitations for some of the extensions.

4.2 Some properties of ground TRS and orderings

Let us recall from Chapter 2 that a (strict partial) ordering on T(F, X) is an ir-
reflexive transitive relation >-. It is'a reduction ordering if it is well-founded and
monotonie, and moreover, it is stable under substitutions: s >- t implies ser >~ ta for
all substitutions a. It fulfils the subterm property if >O D>, where t> denotes the
strict subterm ordering.

Definition 18 A west ordering is a well-founded ordering on T(f) that fulfils the
subterm property and that is total on T"(JF) (it is called west after well-founded,
subterm and total).

Not all well-founded orderings on terms can be extended to west orderings, even
if they do not contradict the subterm property. For example, if a H f (b) and
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& >-i /(«)i then, if >- is (Xi U t>)+, we get a X /(ò) >- b >- f (a) >• a. But every well-
founded ordering can be totalized [Wec9l], and hence every well-founded ordering
satisfying the subterm property can be extended to a west ordering. We also have
the following:

Lemma 19 Every reduction ordering )~r can be extended to a west ordering.

Proof: Let Xri be (xr U D>)+. Then >-ra is well-founded. We will derive a contra-
diction from the existence of an infinite sequence s\ >-rí s¡ >-rs . • • with s\ minimal
w.r.t. X r- By monotonicity of >•> we have that s[t] > t >-r u implies s[t] >-r s[u] > u,
i.e. the relations commute in this direction. Now since > is well-founded there should
be some $k in the sequence which is the first one such that Sk >-r $k+i i and hence
by applying the commutation property we can re-arrange the sequence obtaining
an infinite sequence s\ >-r s2 >-rs . . .s'k >-ri sjt+j >-rs . . • for some s2i . . ., s'k, which
contradicts the minimality of $i . D

Lemma 20 Let A be a ground TRS such that for all rules / — > r in R the term r
is irreducible by R. Then R is terminating.

Proof: Assume R is non-terminating. Then there exists an infinite rewrite sequence
¿i — >K ¿2 — *R ... It is easy to extract an infinite subsequence s\ —ÌR «2 —*R • • • of
it where there is at least one rewrite step s, —ÏR s,-+1 at the topmost position, i.e.,
where s; = / and s,-+i = r for some rule / -> r in R. But then s,-+i is irreducible by
A, contradicting the infiniteness assumption. D

Lemma 21 Let >- be a west ordering, and let A be a ground TRS such that, for
all/ -» r in Ä, / >- r and r is irreducible by R at non-topmost positions. Then R is
terminating.

Proof: If R is non-terminating there is an infinite sequence sj -fR «2
at least one rewrite step s,- -># s,-+i at the topmost position, i.e., where s,- = / and
s,-+i = r for some rule / — > r in R. But then s,-+i — >/j s,-+2 -ÏR .'. . is an infinite
sequence with steps only at topmost positions, where s,-+i >- «,-+ 2 >~ • • • contradicting
the well-foundedness of >-. D

Finally we will also use the following well-known results on orderings:

Lemma 22 ([DJ90]) If A is a terminating TRS then -f¿ is a reduction ordering.
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4.3 West order ings in practice

In practical applications (theorem provers, implementations of Knuth-Bendix com-
pletion) the west ordering y can be defined and dealt with in different ways.

One possibility is that an approximation of >- is available by a non-total ordering
yv on terms with variables such that s y0 t implies sa >- ta for all ground a (e.g.,
when >~v is a reduction ordering of which >- is an extension, as in Lemma 19). Then,
inferences with ordering restrictions like laff >- raff for some ground substitution 0
can be proved redundant by showing that ra >v la. Indeed, the actual west ordering
need not always be really built for application purposes. It suffices for completeness
that it exists, and for practice that a reasonably good approximation is available.

We now mention two general-purpose techniques for defining >- such that in
practice it can be used or approximated efficiently.

4.3.1 Semantic path orderings

The recursive path ordering with status (RPO, [Der82]) (which includes the lexico-
graphic path ordering, LPO), is a well-known, easy to implement, general-purpose
ordering for deduction purposes. It is a reduction ordering that is total on ground
terms. It compares the head symbols of the terms (with a precedence ordering on
the function symbols), and then recursively it applies a (sometimes lexicographic or
multiset) comparison on the arguments. Since RPO is monotonie and includes the
subterm relation, it cannot prove termination of rules like /(/(#)) -> f (g(f (%))), be-
cause the term g(f(x)) is larger than its subterm /(x), and hence, by monotonicity,
f(g(f(x})) will always be larger than f(f(x)).

The semantic path ordering (SPO, [KL80]) is a well-known powerful general-
ization of the RPO, where the precedence on function symbols is replaced by any
(well-founded) underlying (quasi-)ordering involving the whole term rather than
only its head symbol. This makes the ordering much more powerful. In fact, for
every terminating TRS R there is some SPO that includes ->¿. SPO includes the
subterm relation, but it is not monotonie in general. In fact, it can handle rules like
/(/(a;)) -> f(g(f(x))). The price to be paid is that for proving termination of TRS
by an SPO, one needs to prove in an ad-hoc way its monotonicity for contexts of
rule instances, that is, for all terms s and t such that s rewrites to í by A in one
step.

Since the results of this chapter imply that for deduction by ordered paramodu-
lation monotonicity is not needed, and any SPO can be extended to a west ordering,
SPO is an interesting candidate for these purposes. Furthermore, in Chapter 5 of
this thesis we will show that if A is a convergent TRS for some set of equations E,
and —>¿ is included in a west ordering (like an SPO), then unfailing Knuth-Bendix
completion on E with this west ordering will compute this R.
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4.3.2 Non-monotonie E-compatible orderings

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, an important bottleneck for defining
deduction techniques modulo built-in equational theories E is to find the required
total (up to E-equal ground terms), E-compatible reduction ordering. But if the
monotonicity requirement can be dropped, this becomes a much simpler task.

Let us consider as an example such an ordering for the case where E consists of
associativity and commutativity (AC) properties. The AC-compatibility of such an
ordering >- means that s —AC s' >- t =ACt' implies s' >- t'. It is easy to check whether
two ground terms are AC-equal by using their flattened forms: a term s can be
flattened by removing all AC-operators / that are immediately below another /. For
example, if / and g are AC-operators, then the term h ( f ( f ( a , a } , f ( b , g ( c , g ( d , e } ) } } }
is flattened into h(f(a, a, b, <?(c, d, e))). Two terms are AC-equal if, and only if, their
flattened forms are equal up to permutation of arguments of AC-operators.

Therefore, when trying to define total AC-compatible orderings, the first idea
that comes to mind is to apply general-purpose orderings on the flattened forms of
the terms to be compared, like an RPO where AC-symbols have multiset status. But
the resulting ordering may not be monotonie: if / is an AC-operator that is larger
than g, then f (a, a) will be larger than g(a, a), but f(g(aia),a) will be larger than
/(a, /(a, a)), because the latter term becomes /(a, a, a) after flattening. However,
it is not difficult to see that one obtains an AC-compatible west ordering from this
simple approach.

4.4 Paramodulation with equations

In this section we introduce part of our ideas for the purely equational case. Dealing
with this simple case first is useful not only for explanation purposes, but also
because its results will be used in Chapter 5 on Knuth-Bendix completion. In the
following, let >- be a given west ordering.

Definition 23 The inference rule of (equational) ordered paramodulation with re-
spect to >- is:

/ ~ r s ~ t

where a = mgu(s\p,l), the most general unifier of s\p and /, where s|p is not a
variable, and I is maximal in its premise, that is, for some ground substitution 0, it
holds that laO >- raO.

As said, the usefulness of the ordering restrictions in practical applications de-
pends on the way the west ordering >- is given. For example, if only an approximation
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is given by a non-total ordering >-„ on terms with variables such that s >-„ í implies
sa >- ta for all ground a, then the inference is not needed if, for instance, ra yv la.

We now define, by induction on >-mui> a ground TRS RE generated by a set of
equations E:

Definition 24 Let E be a set of equations. An instance e of the form / ~ r of an
equation in E generates the rule / —>• r if

1. / >- r, and

2. / and r are irreducible by Re

where Re is the set of rules generated by all instances d of equations in E such that
e >~mu¡ d. We denote by RE the set of rules generated by all ground instances of E.

The previous construction is similar to the one of [BG94b] we explained in detail
in Chapter 3, but here the rules are oriented only by a (possibly non-monotonic) west
ordering. Hence the termination of RE has to be ensured otherwise, and therefore
we require not only the left hand sides to be irreducible, but also the right hand
sides.

Property 25 Let E be a set of equations. Then for all rules / -» r in RE we have

1. r is irreducible by RE

2. / is irreducible by RE \ {I -> r}

Proof: For the first property, by construction, if an instance e generates / -> r, the
term r is irreducible by Re. Since / >- r, and >- is irreflexive and fulfils the subterm
property, clearly / —> r itself does not reduce r either. Finally, for every rule /' —» r'
generated by an instance d with d >-mui e, we must have /' X / and hence I' y r
which implies that /' cannot be a subterm of r either.

For the second property, by construction, if an instance e generates / —» r, then
the term / is irreducible by Re. Now, as before, for every rule /' -» r' generated by
an instance d with d >-mu¡ e we must have /' X /. Since /' must be irreducible by Rj
which contains / —)• r we have /' =z= I, and hence /' >- /, which implies that /' cannot
be a subterm of /. d

Lemma 26 For every set of equations E, the ground TRS RE is convergent.

Proof: Termination follows by Property 25.1 and Lemma 20. For confluence, since
RE is terminating, by Newman's lemma we only need to show that RE is locally
confluent, which holds by Property 25.2. ü
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Theorem 27 Let E be a set of equations closed under ordered paramodulation
with respect to a west ordering )~. Then R*E [= E.

Proof: Since RE is terminating, by Lemma 22 it follows that —^ is a reduction
ordering. We now proceed by induction on the well-founded ordering on ground
equations (—>j!j )mu/i denoted in the remainder of this proof by >-#. A contradiction
is derived from the existence of a minimal w.r.t. >-ß ground instance e of the form
sa ~ ta of an equation s ~ t in E such that A£ ]/=• e. Since R*E }fc e, the equation
e is not a tautology of the form u ~ u, and hence one its sides is strictly larger
w.r.t. the (total) ordering >- than the other one. Moreover, again since R*E ^ e, the
equation e has not generated any rule of RE- This must be because either scr or ta
is reducible by Re. Then there exists some equation / ~ r that has generated a rule
la —ï ra reducing sa or ta. We consider the case where sa is reducible; the other
one is analogous. Now we have sa\p = la, and there are two possibilities:
(i) An inference: s\p is a non-variable position of s.
Then there exists an inference by ordered paramodulation:

l ~ r s ~ t
(s[r]p~t)0

whose conclusion has an instance d of the form (s[r]p ~ £)<r, such that e f-R d and
R*E \fc d, contradicting the minimality of e. Note that this inference satisfies the
ordering constraints of ordered paramodulation, since la >- ra.
(ii) Lifting: s\p> is a variable x for some prefix p' of p.
Then p = p' -p" and xa\p» is la. Now let a' be the ground substitution with the
same domain as a but where xa' = xa[ra]pn and ya' = ya for all other variables y.
Then R*E ^ sa' = ta' and ea >~pt ea', contradicting the minimality of e. ü

4.5 A slightly stronger paramodulation rule

In the proof of termination of RE (lemma 26) we can as well use lemma 21 instead of
lemma 20. More precisely, we only need the right hand sides of the rules in RE to be
irreducible at non-topmost positions (instead of being completely irreducible). Due
to this observation, we can restrict our paramodulation rule avoiding its application
at topmost positions of small sides of equations. Then we obtain the following strict
ordered paramodulation rule:

Definition 28 The inference rule of (equational) strict ordered paramodulation
with respect to >- is:

/ ~ r s ~ t
(s[r]p ~ t)a
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where a = mgu(s\p, 1), the most general unifier of s\p and /, where s\p is not a
variable, and / is maximal in its premise, and if p = A then s is also maximal in its
premise, that is, for some ground substitution 0, it holds that laO y raO, and, if
p = X then we also have saO >- taO.

Now to prove theorem 27, we slightly modify Definition 24, the generation of
RE, obtaining the following variant of it:

Definition 29 Let E be a set of equations. An instance e of the form / ~ r of an
equation in E generates the rule / -» r if

2. I is irreducible by Re, and

3. r is irreducible by Re at non-topmost positions.

where Re is the set of rules generated by all instances d of equations in E such
that e ymui d. In the remainder of this section, we denote by RE the set of rules
generated by all ground instances of E.

We can now adapt Property 25, and prove it analogously. From this property,
lemma 26 holds as before but using lemma 21 to conclude termination.

Property 30 Let E be a set of equations. Then for all rules / -4 r in RE we have

1. r is irreducible by RE at non-topmost positions.

2. / is irreducible by RE \ {/ -> r}.

Now we adapt the proof of Theorem 27 for the strict ordered paramodulation
rule.

Theorem 31 Let E be a set of equations closed under strict ordered paramodu-
lation with respect to a west ordering >-. Then R*E \= E.

Proof: As in Theorem 27, we proceed by induction on the well-founded ordering
on ground equations >-#, deriving a contradiction from the existence of a minimal
w.r.t. >-R ground instance e of the form sa ~ ta of an equation s ~ í in E such that
R*E YZ e. Since scr cannot be equal to i<r, we assume w.l.o.g. that sa y ta.

The equation e has not generated any rule because sa is reducible by Re or ta is
reducible by Re at a non-topmost position. Then there exists some equation I ~ r
that has generated a rule la — > ra, which reduces sa or ta. The case where sa is
reducible is analogous as in Theorem 27. For the other case we have ta\p = la, for
some position p ^ X. If p is below a variable position in t then we apply the same
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lifting argument as in Theorem 27, and otherwise, since p jí A, we can conclude
as well by the existence of an ordered paramodulation inference with a smaller
conclusion. D

This strict ordered paramodulation rule of Definition 28 will be adapted for the
Horn case and the case of general clauses in Sections 4.6 and 4.7 respectively, and
the non-strict one of Definition 23 will be used to obtain the results on unfailing
Knuth-Bendix completion in Chapter 5.

4.6 The Horn case

In this section we generalise the results of the previous section to Horn clauses. In
the following inference system it is assumed that in each clause with a non-empty
antecedent one of these negative equations, the one that is written underlined, has
been selected (see Chapter 3 and [BG98]). In the Horn case this leads to positive
unit strategies (and in the non-Horn case to positive strategies): left premises of
paramodulations are unit clauses, and the only inferences involving non-unit clauses
are equality resolution or paramodulation left on its selected equation.

Definition 32 The inference system H for Horn clauses with respect to the west
ordering >- is defined as follows:

paramodulation right:

paramodulation left:
-> / ~ r F. s ~ t -» A

equality resolution:
r , s~ t -> A
(r -+ A)<7 where a = mgu(s, t)

where moreover in both paramodulation rules s\p is not a variable, / is maximal in
its premise, and if p — A then s is also maximal in its premise, that is, for some
ground substitution 0, it holds that laO >- rao, and, if p = X then also saO x taO,

Definition 33 Let 5 be a set of Horn clauses. We denote by ES the subset of all
positive unit clauses in 5, that is, ES = { s ~ t | —>• s ~ í G 5 }, and we denote by
RS the set of rules generated by ES as in Definition 29 (i.e. RS — RES)-
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The following constructions follow the same lines as the model generation method
explained in Chapter 3. We now use multiset extensions for lifting orderings >• on
terms to orderings on equations and clauses. Let C be a ground clause, and let
emul(s ~ t) be {s, t} if s ~ t is a positive equation in C, and {s, s, í,í} if it is
negative. Then, if >- is an ordering, we define the ordering >-e on (occurrences of)
ground equations in a clause by e >-e e' if emul(e] >-mu¡ emul(e'). Similarly, ^c on
ground clauses is defined C Xc D if mse(C) (>-mu/)mu/ mse(D), where mse(C) is
the multiset of all emul(e) for ocurrences e of equations in C.

Theorem 34 (refutation completeness of H for Horn clauses)
Let S be a set of Horn clauses closed under 'K. Then G g S if, and only if, S is
unsatisfiable.

Proof: The left to right implication is trivial. For the other one, let 5 be a set
of clauses closed under H such that ü ^ 5. As in Theorem 27, we proceed by
induction on >-^5, which will be denoted in the remainder of this proof by >-#. This
ordering is monotonie where needed (see the cases below) and well-founded. Again
it is proved that R*s is a model of 5 by deriving a contradiction from the existence of
a minimal w.r.t. >-R ground instance C of a clause in 5 such that ÄJ ^ C. Since £5
is closed under strict ordered paramodulation, by Theorem 31, we have ÄJ \= I?s,
and therefore C cannot be a positive unit clause. Two cases have to be considered:

1. C is an instance FCT. sa ~ ta —> ACT of a clause F. s ~ t -> A, where sa = ta.
Then there is an inference by equality resolution

T,s~t -» A

whose conclusion has an instance D of the form FCT —>• ACT such that C >-R D
and moreover, D is in 5 and R$ \£ D, which is a contradiction.

2. C is an instance FCT. SCT ~ ta -4- ACT of a clause F,s ~ t —>• A, where, w.l.o.g.,
sa y ta.

Then, since ñj ^ C, we have R*s \= sa ~ ÍCT, and, since RS is convergent, there
must be a rewrite proof of SCT ~ ta by RS, that is, SCT and ta must rewrite
into the same normal form by R$. This implies that either ta is reducible
at a non-topmost position or else SCT is reducible. (Note that it cannot be
the case that the only possible reduction step on SCT ~ ta is at the topmost
position of ta. By such a step, a new term t' is obtained with ta >- t' and t'
again irreducible at non-topmost positions; since SCT >- ÍCT, such a sequence of
topmost steps on ta can never produce SCT).
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Then either the lifting argument applies like in Theorem 27, or else there is
an inference by paramodulation left:

-» / ~ r F. g ~ t—»• A

whose conclusion has an instance D of the form (F, s[r]p ~ t —> A)<r such that
C >-R D and R"g \fc D, which is a contradiction. D

4.7 General clauses

Now we consider general clauses. As for the Horn case, we consider that in each
clause with a non-empty antecedent one of its negative equations, the one that is
written underlined, has been selected.

Definition 35 The inference system I with respect to the given west ordering >-
is defined as follows:

paramodulation right:
-> / ~ r, A -)• s ~ í, A' ,, t \

; :—. A A where a = mgu(l, sL)
(->s[r]p~i,A,AV v w

paramodulation left:
-* /~ r ,A r .s~¿-4 A' , ,. . ." where ff=mgu(l's|p)

equality resolution:
r , s~ t -> A

where (T =

equality factoring:
V O r^l f G* !**> +1 Ar o _ _ t , o — ( > , ¿ a . / / \

-7- -. T-7— where a = mgu(s, s )(í ~ í' -*• s ~ í, A)(T a v » ;

where in both paramodulation rules s|p is not a variable. The ordering restrictions
are as follows:

In paramodulation right, / is strictly maximal in / ~ r, and / ~ r is the strictly
maximal equation in its premise, and if p — A, then s is strictly maximal in s ~ t
and s ~ t is the strictly maximal equation in its premise. Formally: for some ground
substitution 0 it holds that laß y rad and (/ ~ r)aO >-e eaO for all equations e in
A, and if p = A, then saß y ta0 and (s ~ t)aO >-e eaO for all equations e in A'.
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In paramodulation left, / is strictly maximal in / ~ r, and / ~ r is strictly
maximal in its premise, and if p = A, then s is strictly maximal in s ~ t.

Finally, in equality factoring, s is strictly maximal in s ~ t and s ~ t is maximal.

Definition 36 Let 5 be a set of clauses. An instance C of the form -* I ~ r, A of
a clause in S generates the rule / -> r if

1. R*c £ C,

2. / >- r, and (/ ~ r) >-e e for all equations e in A,

3. / is irreducible by RC,

4. r and A are irreducible at non-topmost positions by RC

5. AC- N r — * ̂ or no equation / ~ t in A.

where AC is the set of rules generated by all instances D of clauses in S such that
C >-c D. In the remainder of this section, we denote by RS the set of rules generated
by all ground instances of S.

Again we have the following property which implies convergence of AS-

Property 37 Let 5 be a set of clauses. Then for all rules / —> r in AS we have

1. r is irreducible by AS at non-topmost positions.

2. I is irreducible by Rs\{l -^ r}.

Lemma 38 Let 5 be a set of clauses. Then the ground TRS AS is convergent.

Lemma 39 Let 5 be a set of clauses. If -> / ~ r, A is an instance C of a clause in
5 that generates the rule / —>• r in RS, then Ä5 ̂  A.

Proof: We first prove that if R*s (= s ~ t for ground s and t that are irreducible
at non-topmost positions and such that s >- í, then no rules with left hand sides
greater than s (w.r.t. y) are used in the rewrite proof. We proceed by induction on
the size of s ~ t w.r.t. ^mu/- The first step can only apply at topmost position of s
or t. If it is on t then we obtain s ~ r, where í —> r is the applied rule in RS, and
hence s X t X r, by definition of AS, and r is irreducible at non-topmost positions
by Property 37. 1, and then we can conclude by induction hypotheses. Otherwise,
we obtain r ~ í, where s —» r is the applied rule in RS, and hence as before s X r
and r is irreducible at non-topmost positions. If r = t we are done, and otherwise if
r >- í or t >- r we can conclude by induction.

Now, assume s ~ t is a ground equation in A with a rewrite proof using RS and
such that s X t. The rules generated by clauses D with D )-c C cannot be used,
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since they have left hand sides greater than / and hence greater than s w.r.t. >-, and
s and í are irreducible at non-topmost positions. But since Rfc ^ s ~ í the rule
/ — » r is used. Hence s = I and s ~ í rewrites into r ~ £, to which / — » r cannot be
applied any more, which contradicts the last condition of Definition 36. D

We now introduce a well-founded ordering >-# that will be used in the proof of
Theorem 43. In contrast to the Horn and equational cases, it does not coincide with

Definition 40 Let 5 be a set of clauses. By >-# we denote the smallest transitive
relation such that sì-ut whenever (i) s — >^ t or (ii) s > t or (iii) s and í are
irreducible at non-topmost positions w.r.t. RS and s >- í.

The ordering >-# fulfils the following properties wrt. RS.

Property 41 Let S be a set of clauses. Then for all ground terms s and t s.t. s is
irreducible at non-topmost positions and s>-ßi we have

1. s>- t

2. í is irreducible at non- topmost positions

Proof: If s>-Rt by case (ii) or (iii) it trivially holds. Otherwise, s -*RS st -ÏRS

. . . ->HS sn -+RS t. Since s is irreducible at non-topmost positions and, by prop-
erty 37.1, all right hand sides of rules in RS are irreducible at non-topmost positions,
all steps in the sequence are at topmost positions, which implies on one hand that í
is irreducible at non-topmost positions, and on the other, by definition of RS, that
s y si >- . . . >- sn >~ í. n

Lemma 42 Let 5 be a set of clauses. Then — >¿ is a reduction ordering and >-R
is well-founded.

Proof: Since RS is a terminating TRS, — >¿ is a reduction ordering by Lemma 22.
Now assume >-R is not well-founded. Since (— ̂  U >)+ is well-founded by Lemma 19,
there is also some such infinite sequence ii )-R ¿2 >-R t$>-R. . . starting with case
(iii): where ii and £2 are irreducible w.r.t. RS at non-topmost positions and t\ >- £2-
Then, by Property 41, ¿3, £4 etc, are all irreducible at non-topmost positions, and
ti >- ¿2 >- £3 • • • w.r.t. the well-founded west ordering >-, which is a contradiction, ü

Theorem 43 (refutation completeness of I for general clauses)
Let S be a set of clauses closed under J with respect to a west ordering >- . Then
n e 5 if, and only if, 5 is unsatisfiable.
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Proof: We prove that if ü g! S then R$ is a model of 5 by induction on (>-H)C, which
is a well-founded ordering on clauses. In the following, we (ambiguously) write y R
for terms, equations and clauses instead of >-/{, (>-R)C and (>-/j)c respectively. We
derive a contradiction from the existence of a minimal w.r.t. >-# ground instance C
of a clause in 5 such that Rg ^ C.

1. We first consider the case where C is an instance with a of a positive clause
— » s ~ t, A, where sa ~ ta is strictly maximal with respect to ye in C and w.l.o.g.
sa >- íc7. Since ÄJ ty= C, we know C has not generated any rule due to one of the
following reasons:

la. ta is reducible by RC at a non-topmost position. Then there exists some clause
-» / ~ r, A' in 5 whose instance C' with C >-c C1 generates the rule la -f ra
reducing ta.

If, for some prefix p' of p, the term i|p» is a variable z, then the same lifting
argument as in proof of Theorem 27 applies.

Otherwise, i|p is a non-variable subterm of t, and there exists an inference by
paramodulation right:

-> / ~ r, A' -» s ~ t, A

whose conclusion has an instance D of the form (— >• s ~ ¿Hpi A) A')cr such that
by Lemma 39 R*s ^ -D- This contradicts the minimality of C since CVfíí? for
the following reasons: mse(C) = mse(A) U { {sa, ta} } and mse(D) = mse(A) U
{ {sa,ta[ra]p} }Umse(A'). Then we need to prove that {sa, ta}yRmut{sa, ta[ra]p}
and (sa ~ icr)>-/ie(T for all equations e in A'. The first one holds since, by mono-
tonicity of — ̂  , we have ta[la]pyRta[ra]p. For the second one, we have la X ua
for all terms u in A', and since they are also irreducible at non-topmost positions,
we have la ^R ua. Furthermore ta>-Rla, since ta [> la, which implies tay^ua for
all terms u in A', and hence we can conclude.

Ib. sa is reducible by AC and case la. does not apply. Then we argue as in the
previous case by lifting or an inference in s whose conclusion has an instance D of
the form (-> s[r]p ~ í, A,A')cr, contradicting the minimality of C. Here C>-nD
if p T¿ A as in the previous case. If p = X then (sa ~ taquea for all equations
e in A': since C >-c C', and sa ~ ta is the strictly maximal equation of C, we
have (sa ~ ta) ^> (10 — ?&} ï~e ecr, and since all these equations are irreducible at
non-topmost positions, (sa ~ ta)>-Rea.
le. An equation uà ~ va in A is reducible by RC at a non-topmost position. The
proof is like case la.
Id. None of the previous cases applies and A is of the form s' ~ t', A' where
sa = s'a and ÄJ f= ta ~ t'a, that is, the last condition of Definition 36 fails. Then
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there exists some inference by equality factoring

-»• s ~ í, s' ~ i', A'
(í ~ t' -> s ~ í, A')0

whose conclusion has an instance D such that AS ^ D. This contradicts the min-
imality of C: since so, ta, and t'a are irreducible at non-topmost positions, and
s'a y ta and sfa >- t'a, we have

2. If C is an instance with a of -)• s ~ í, A, where ser ~ ta is maximal but not
strictly maximal with respect to >-e in C, then condition 2 of Definition 36 fails. If
sa ~ £<T is reducible at non-topmost positions, then the same reasoning as in case
la. applies. Otherwise, the proof of case Id. applies.

3. If C is an instance with a of a clause F, s ~ t — »• A, where sa = ter, we conclude,
as in the proof of Theorem 34, by equality resolution.

4. If C is an instance with a of a clause F. s ~ t — > A, where sa 3= ta. Then
Äs (= 5<r ~ ta. Then, since AS is convergent, there is a rewrite proof for sa ~ ta.
W.l.o.g. assume sa >- ta. This implies that either sa is reducible or ta is reducible
at a non-topmost position (otherwise the only possible reduction step is at the top
of ta and a new term t' is obtained with ta >- t' and t' again irreducible except at
the top; since sa >- ta, a sequence of topmost steps on ta can never produce sa).

Then, as before, either the lifting argument applies or there is an inference by
paramodulation left (we only develope the case where the step takes place in s):

->• / ~ r, A' r.s~ t -» A
(r,s[r]p~i-»A',A)0

whose conclusion has an instance D of the form (F, s[r]p ~ t —> A, A')a such that
A| ̂  D. This is a contradiction as before, since also here CVßJ9 for the following
reasons: we have sa t> la and hence sa >;/£ la. We also have layara, and /a ~
ra^Rua ~ ucr for all equations u ~ u in A' and hence

{sa, sa, ta, ta}>Rmut{la, ra}yRmul{ua, va}. D

4.8 Redundancy and constraints

In this section we shortly mention the applicability of techniques for redundancy
elimination and constraint inheritance in the context of this chapter.

There are standard ways for uniformly covering simplification and deletion tech-
niques that are compatible with refutation completeness by notions of redundancy
for inferences and clauses, where saturation amounts to the closure under X up to
redundant inferences.
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In the setting of this chapter, there is an important difference, however, because
two different orderings are considered. The inferences are computed w.r.t. the west
ordering >-, and the completeness proof uses the reduction ordering >-R. Unfortu-
nately, redundancy should hence be defined w.r.t. >-ß, which is unknown during
the saturation process. But in many cases it is clear that Ï-R can be sufficiently
approximated. For example, practical redundancy notions like tautology deletion or
subsumption are (trivially) correct w.r.t. any >-#.

Ordered paramodulation is a very adequate inference rule for dealing with con-
strained clauses and the basic strategy. These ideas are directly applicable here:
subterms created by unifiers of inferences on ancestors can be blocked for inferences,
and in our setting this is true also for proper subterms of the term ra (which are
irreducible by RS in our proof) in the conclusions of paramodulation inferences.

4.9 Conclusions

One may wonder whether more restrictive inference systems could be complete as
well. But a number of negative results have been obtained, which are best described
by the following counterexamples.

Example 44 Inferences on non-maximal positive atoms are needed: if the incon-
sistent set 5 consists of the clauses

-4 a ~ b

with a west ordering >- where a >~ b and P(6, b) >- P(a,b), then the only other
possible inference produces the tautology P(a,b) -> P(a, b).

Example 45 Also inferences on small sides of positive equations are needed: if the
inconsistent set 5 consists of the clauses

-» a ~ í»
-> g(b) ~ g(g(a)}

x ~ g(x) —^

with a west ordering >- where a y b and g(b) y g(g(a)), then the only other possible
inferences produce clauses of the form b ~ g"(b) -> and 6 ~ g"(a) —>• for n > 1.
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Example 46 Also inferences on small sides of negative equations are needed: if
the inconsistent set of clauses S is

— > a ~ 6

with a west ordering >- where f (a, a) >- /(a, 6) and /(6, 6) >- /(a, 6), then S is closed.

Example 47 [Lyn97] For arbitrary selection strategies, these techniques are in-
compatible with tautology deletion. Consider the set

2. P(c, c, ò) , P(c, 6, c) -> ò ~ c
3. P(z,t/,y) -»Pfc.y.a:)
4. P(x,y,y) ->P(x,x,y)
5. P(c,c,c) -»•

This clause set is inconsistent: from 1. and 3. we get P(c,b, c), and from 1. and 4.
we get P(c, c, 6); these two atoms together with 2. produce è ~ c, which gives the
empty clause with 1. and 5. But the empty clause cannot be obtained by ordered
paramodulation on non-tautology clauses with an ordering where 6 >~ c, and where
always the positive literals are selected (except in clause 5., which has none). In
fact, the only new clauses obtained are tautologies.
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Chapter 5

Knuth-Bendix completion

In this chapter a well-known open problem concerning the Knuth-Bendix completion
procedure is solved. It was posed by N. Dershowitz and J-P. Jouannaud on the RTA
list of open problems [RTAOl] since its creation in 1991.

5.1 Introduction .,. ;

As explained in Subsection 1.1.1 of Chapter 1, the aim of the Knuth-Bendix com-
pletion procedure is to build a convergent rewrite system R for a given a set of
equations E and an ordering >- on terms. In fact, all current state-of-the-art the-
orem provers in pure equational logic, like Waldmeister [HBVL97], are based on
variations of the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. When given an ordering >-
that can be extended to a total reduction ordering on ground terms, this procedure
is complete in the sense that it always finds a (possibly infinite) convergent TRS
R, logically equivalent to E, contained in >-. This is very useful for automatically
proving that an equation s ~ í follows from a set of equations E, because after a
finite number of steps of such a procedure always a TRS R is reached by which a
rewrite proof for s ~ í exists.

But a rewrite system already terminates if >- is only a reduction ordering (in
fact, a rewrite system terminates if, and only if, it is contained in a reduction
ordering). Hence a very natural (frequently asked) question is: what happens if we
apply completion with a given desirable orientation by a reduction ordering that
cannot be extended to a total one, like /(a) —> f(b) and g(b) —> g(a)i for which
a and b must be uncomparable in any monotonie extension? Here this question is
answered affirmatively: by a careful further analysis of our technique, we obtain the
first practical Knuth-Bendix completion procedure that finds a convergent TRS for
a given set of equations E and a (possibly non-totalizable) reduction ordering >-
whenever it exists. Note that for arbitrary reduction orderings it does not always

59
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exist: in each £J-congruence class there should be a single minimal element. For
example, if E = {a ~ 6, a ~ c} then one of a, 6 or c should be smaller than the other
two.

In this chapter, E denotes a set of equations and >-r a reduction ordering on
T(f, X}. Then a convergent TRS for E and >-r is a convergent TRS, logically
equivalent to £?, and such that / Xr r for all its rules / -» r. The problem we deal
with is finding a convergent TRS for the given E and >-r whenever it exists, and
find it in finite time if it is finite.

5.2 A theoretical procedure

It is not difficult to devise a procedure of theoretical nature, i.e., without much
practical value, for finding a convergent TRS for E and >-r. The idea is to sys-
tematically enumerate all equational consequences of E, say si ~ ¿1,^2 — ¿2i • • • If
a finite convergent TRS R exists, there exists some (probably huge) i, such that
R is contained in (the orientations of) a subset of {s\ ~ ¿i , . . . , s,- ~ í,-}. One can
find this R by periodically checking during the enumeration process whether (i) the
subset R of orientable (with >-r) rules of {si ~ ii,.. .s,- ~ i,-} is confluent and (ii)
whether R entails E. The confluence of R can be decided by checking joinability of
all its critical pairs. After this, entailment of E can be decided by rewriting.

The following lemma states that, after enumerating i equational consequences of
E, it is not necessary to check for confluence of the orientations for each subset of
{si ~ ¿ i , . . . , S{ ~ í,-}, but that it suffices to consider the orientations of the whole
set (si ~ ¿i, . . .,5,- ~ i,-}, because unnecessary rules do not destroy convergence.

Lemma 48 Let E be a set of equations, let >-r be a reduction ordering on T(^F, ,Y),
and let A be a convergent TRS for E and X r . Let R' be any set of rules / —>• r such
that / >-r r and E \= l ~ r. Then R U R' is a convergent TRS for E and Xr.

Proof: Clearly all critical pairs between rules in R U R' are logical consequences of
E. Since A is a convergent TRS for E, all these critical pairs have rewrite proofs by
A, i.e., they are joinable. Hence A U A' is a convergent TRS for E and yr. D

The TRS R found in this way may not be minimal, that is, it may have some
proper subset R' that is also a convergent TRS for E and X r , but such a minimal
TRS always exists, and it can be effectively computed from a finite R:

Lemma 49 ([DMT88]) For every convergent TRS its unique canonical1 version
can be obtained by interreducing it by (i) normalizing all right hand sides and then
(ii) removing all rules whose left hand sides are reducible by other rules.

1 Unfortunately, the word canonical is sometimes also used as equivalent of convergent.
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5.3 Practical procedures

Regarding practically useful procedures, Devie showed that for left- and right /¿near
E (i.e., no variable occurs more than once in a side of an equation) standard Knuth-
Bendix completion finds R [DevQO]. For the general problem, the previously existing
procedures still relied on the enumeration of all equational consequences (see e.g.,
[Dev92]).

In the following, R will denote the canonical TRS for E and ^r (we assume R
exists), and we denote by Rg the canonical TRS for gnd(R), the set of all ground
instances of rules of R.

The following lemma strengthens the uniqueness result of [DMT88] to TRS in-
cluded in a west ordering, but only for the ground case:

Lemma 50 Let >~ be a west ordering, and let RI and R-z be interreduced TRS
over T(F), both included in >, and such that R¡ = R\. Then RI = A2.

Proof: Consider the rule í -> r in (R\ U #2) \ (R\ H #2) with minimal / w.r.t.
>-. Assume w.l.o.g. / —» r E R\. Since R\ ^ / ~ r and hence R% \= I — r and
Ä2 is convergent, there must be a rewrite proof by R% for / ~ r. But, since R\ is
interreduced, r and all strict subterms of / are irreducible w.r.t. RI, and hence also
w.r.t. A2> since any rule reducing them has a Ihs smaller than / w.r.t. >-. Hence there
is a rule / -> r' in Ä2- But then r' and r are both irreducible by A2 and RI \=- r ~ r'.
This implies that r and r' are the same term, contradicting the assumption that
l->r<£ R2. a

In the following we rely on some definition given in Chapter 4. We consider the
ordered equational paramodulation rule given in Definition 23 w.r.t. a west ordering
>- extending ̂ r, and the ground TRS RE as in Definition 24. Then, by Property 25,
for all rules / —> r in RE we have that / >- r, that r is irreducible by RE and that /
is irreducible by RE \ {/ -> r}.

Lemma 51 Let E' be the closure of E under ordered equational paramodulation
w.r.t. a west ordering >- extending yr. Then Rg = RE>-

Proof: By Theorem 27 we have R*E, \= £", and hence R*E, (= E, and hence E* = R*E,
since all rules in R& are logical consequences of E. Furthermore, -we clearly have
E* = R* = A*, and hence A* = R*EI. We also have Rg Ç yr C y, and RE, C >-.
Therefore, since both are interreduced we conclude by Lemma 50 that RE> = Rg- n

Now we come to the main theorem of this chapter. It says that A is a subset
of the closure of E under the inference rule of ordered paramodulation (which we
recall here from Definition 23):

/ ~ r s ~ t
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where a = mgu(s\p, 1) and s\p is not a variable, and with ordering restrictions saying
that the inference is not needed if ra >r la (or, more generally, that the inference
is needed only if laO y rcrO for some ground substitution 8, where >- is the west
ordering extending >-r).

Theorem 52 Let E' be the closure of E under equational ordered paramodulation
w.r.t. a west ordering >- extending >-r. Then E' D R.

Proof: W.l.o.g. assume there are sufficiently new constants in JF that do not occur
in E or R. Let / —» r be an arbitrary rule in R. We prove that I ~ r 6 E'. Let
a be the ground substitution replacing each variable with a distinct new constant.
Then la -> ra is in gnd(R) and also in Rg: since R is interreduced, r is irreducible
w.r.t. R (and hence ra by gnd(R)), and / is irreducible w.r.t. R \ {/ —> r} (and
hence la by gnd(R) \ {la —>• ra}). If la ->• ra is in Rg and by the previous lemma
Rg = RE', then la —f ra is in RE'- Since the new constants do not occur in E, if
la —f ra 6 .Kg», then some /' ~ r' is in E', and /a = I'Oa and rcr = r'Oa for some
0. We conclude by showing that 6 is the identity substitution: there is no equation
/' ~ r' that strictly subsumes a rule in R\ otherwise, the rewrite proof by R of /' ~ r'
would apply some rule different from / —>• r, which would then also reduce / -> r,
contradicting I -^ r Ç. R. ü

In Chapter 9 some interesting research directions are given concerning Knuth-
Bendix completion with (non-totalizable) reduction orderings.



Chapter 6

Completeness of Arbitrary
Selection Strategies

A crucial way for reducing the search space in automated deduction are the so-called
selection strategies: in each clause, the subset of selected literals are the only ones
involved in inferences. For first-order Horn clauses without equality, resolution is
complete with an arbitrary selection of one single literal in each clause [dN96]. For
Horn clauses with built-in equality, i.e., paramodulation-based inference systems,
the situation is far more complex.

In this chapter we show that if a paramodulation-based inference system is com-
plete with eager selection of negative equations and, moreover, it is compatible with
equality constraint inheritance, then it is complete with arbitrary selection strate-
gies. A first important application of this result is the one for paramodulation wrt.
non-monotonic orderings, which was left open in Chapter 4.

6.1 Introduction

As explained in Chapters 1 and 3, a crucial way for reducing the search space
in automated deduction are the so-called selection strategies. In such strategies
the possible inferences between clauses are restricted to the ones involving selected
literals. This selection can be done in several different ways. Well-known examples of
selection strategies are the maximal (or ordered) strategies for a given atom ordering.
For example, in a maximal resolution strategy, a (ground) inference between AV C
and -lAV-D is performed only if A is larger in the given atom ordering than all other
atoms in C and D. Another well-known selection strategy is the so-called eager
negative selection strategy, where in each clause a single negative literal is selected
whenever there is any. This leads to the so-called positive strategies (positive unit
strategies in the Horn case) because always the left premise of each (resolution or
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paramodulation) inference is a positive (unit) clause. These strategies are usually
easier to prove complete, but sometimes they are not very efficient, because, roughly
speaking, one enumerates all solutions of its conditions before using the positive
information of a clause (as discussed in [Der91]).

For first-order Horn clauses without equality, resolution is complete with an arbi-
trary selection of one single literal in each clause ([dN96], Theorem 6.7.4). For Horn
clauses with built-in equality, i.e., paramodulation-based inference systems, the sit-
uation is far more complex. In [Lyn97] some positive and negative results are given
for the case where a total reduction (well-founded, monotonie) ordering on ground
terms is given. Then arbitrary selection strategies are compatible with superposition
(that is, paramodulation involving only maximal sides of equations). Also condi-
tions for eliminating redundant clauses are given in [Lyn97], and counter examples
indicating the limitations for doing so. For example, in certain circumstances the
elimination of tautologies can lead to incompleteness.

In this chapter we obtain a more general result for Horn clauses with equality,
namely that, if a paramodulation-based inference system is complete with eager se-
lection of negative equations and, moreover, it is compatible with equality constraint
inheritance (like, in particular, it happens for superposition), then it is complete with
arbitrary selection strategies.

Our completeness result is based on transformations of proof trees. Its general-
ity allows us to obtain directly the completeness of arbitrary selection strategies for
other inference systems, apart from the one of superposition with total reduction
orderings. A first important application of our result is the one for paramodulation
with non-monotonic orderings of Chapter 4, where the completeness of strategies
different from eager negative selection was left open. There, techniques for dropping
the monotonicity requirement were introduced, with the only properties required for
the ordering being well-foundedness and the subterm property. However, the infer-
ence system of Chapter 4 still required the eager selection of negative equations. In
Section 6.4 we show that those results are compatible with equality constraint inher-
itance and hence with the basic strategy, thus further restricting the search space.
Therefore, our transformation method is applicable, and we obtain the completeness
of the same inference system but with arbitrary selection strategies.

The structure of the chapter is the following. In Section 6.2 we present our
transformation method for proofs, and in Section 6.3 we give our main result on
completeness of arbitrary selection strategies. In Section 6.4 we apply this new
technique to the case of the inference system of Chapter 4. Finally, in Section 6.5
we give some conclusions.
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6.2 The transformation method

In the following we deal with inference systems that are based on some selection
strategy. A selection strategy is a function from ground clauses to non-empty sets of
literals, such that the selected literals for a clause appear in the clause. An inference
between two ground clauses is allowed only if the literals involved in the inference
are selected. As usual, a non-ground inference represents all its ground instances
fulfilling the required conditions. In our case, a non-ground inference is allowed only
if, for some ground instance of the inference, the involved literals are selected.

Our hypothesis in this section is that we have at hand a paramodulation-based
inference system Af for first-order Horn clauses, which is compatible with equality
constraint inheritance and complete with a concrete strategy with eager selection of
negative equations. Let Af consist of the following inference rules:

paramodulation right:

—*• / ~ r I Ti —>• <? ~ H ToT I — / \ J-l r * — «• -*•/ •<• l _/ ir

paramodulation left:

i. / /N/ r* i Tl. T^ o <N/ / i. /\ 1 ^A

if 8\p Í

equality resolution:

F.5~¿-> A | T
T-)-A \s = t AT

where the equations written underlined must belong to the set of selected literals.
Here = is interpreted as the syntactic equality relation = when dealing with in-
stances. That is, we forbid those instances of the conclusion that correspond to
ground inferences between instances of the premises for which the constraints do
not hold.

Our aim is to prove completeness of the following inference system .4, which is a
modification of J\f allowing an arbitrary selection strategy where a single arbitrary
literal is selected in each ground clause:

paramodulation right:

F! -» / ~ r | TI r2 -» s ~ t
• s[r]p ~ t | s|p = / A Ti A T2

if *|p g X
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paramodulation left:

LÍ -> A | T2 .- , .
ri,r2,s[r]p~ í -»• A | a|p = / AT! AT2

equality resolution:

r-> A |s = i AT

In order to prove the completeness of A we will proceed as follows. Assume
S is a set of constrained clauses that is closed under A. Furthermore, let P be
a proof by A/" deriving the empty clause from 5. Then we will show that if P is
non-trivial, i.e., it has more than zero steps, then there exists another proof by A/"
from S of the empty clause with a smaller number of steps. By induction on this
proof transformation process, it follows that the empty clause belongs to 5.

Let S be a set of constrained clauses and let C | T be a constrained clause that
is in the closure of S wrt. A/". Then, as usual, the proof by Af of C \ T from S can
be expressed as a tree rooted by C \ T, and whose leaves are in 5. Now assume T is
satisfiable, and let a be a ground solution of T. Furthermore, a can be taken such
that its domain contains all variables ocurring in the proof. Therefore we can deal
with ground proofs where the constraints are replaced by their solution a (where a
ground substitution a itself is seen as an equality constraint): by a (ground) N-proof
P of C | o" from 5 we mean a proof tree by A/*, whose nodes are clauses of the form
D | <J, and whose leaves are clauses D' \ a where D' | T' is in 5 and a (= T'. By
steps(P) we refer to its number of proof steps (or, equivalently, to its number of
non-leaf nodes). The following is an example of an A/'-proof.

Example 53
L. I

—> c ~ a I a: = a -> 6 ~ c I £ = a
—> b ~ a | x = a

When dealing with A/"-proofs, we will frequently speak about its rightmost leaf
( a ; ~ a - > 6 ~ c | x = ain the example), its rightmost inner node (—>• b ~ c | x = o),
its rightmost step (the inference obtaining -> b ~ c j x = a from x ~ a -> 6 ~ c |
x = a), and its rightmost path (the nodes x ~ o — ^ 6 ~ c | x = a, — > 6 ~ c | x = a,
—> b ~ a | x = a).

An A^-proof is called antecedent elimination of T if its rightmost leaf is of the
form F -4 A | CT, its root is —> A | a, and no node on its rightmost path is obtained
by a paramodulation-right step. In the given proofs, the substitution part | a of the
clauses is omitted in order to improve readability.
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6.3 Completeness proof

Lemma 54 (fusion lemma) Let PI and PI be two antecedent elimination ^/"-proofs
of FI and F2 respectively.

Then for an arbitrary A, there exists an antecedent elimination jV-proof P such
that its rightmost leaf is Fi,F2 —>• A. Moreover, steps(P) = steps(P\) + sieps(P2),
and every non-rightmost leaf of P is a non-rightmost leaf of PI or of P2.

In the following, the Af-proof P built as in the previous lemma will be called the
fusion of PI and P2.

Lemma 55 (separation lemma) Let P be an antecedent elimination A/"-proof of
ri,r2.

Then, there exist two antecedent elimination Af-proofs PI and PI of FI and F2
respectively. Moreover steps(P) = steps(Pi) + s£eps(P2), and all the non-rightmost
leaves of PI or of PI are non-rightmost leaves of P.

Proof: We give a proof of the fusion lemma that uses the separation lemma, and
vice versa, resulting in a combined proof by induction.

1. (Proof of the fusion lemma, assuming the separation lemma is true for A/"-proofs
with a number of steps less than or equal to steps(Pi) + steps(P2))

If FI and F2 are empty, then the result is trivial. Otherwise, we analyse which
equations are selected in the clause Fi,F2 —»• A. Wlog. suppose A/" selects an
equation e in FI. We take FI = T[,e. We now apply the separation lemma to
PI and then we have two Af-proofs PU and Pi2 that are antecedent eliminations
of FI and e respectively. Moreover, steps(Pi) = steps(Pu) + sfeps(Pi2) and every
non-rightmost leaf of P\\ or of Pi2 is a non-rightmost leaf of P\, Now, we consider
different cases depending on which kind of A/"-inference is the rightmost step of P12.

la. If it is an equality resolution then it is of the form:

It does not matter for us which is Ae. Observe that in this case sieps(Pi2) = 1,
and hence steps(Pu) + sieps(P2) -f 1 = steps(Pi) + steps(P-i). Then we can apply
induction hypothesis to PU and P2 to obtain an antecedent elimination A/"-proof P'
of —>• A s.t. its rightmost leaf is Fi,r2 —» A. Moreover, steps(P') = steps(Pu) +
sieps(P2), and every non-rightmost leaf of P' is a non-rightmost leaf of PU or of P2,
and then of PI or of P2. Now we create P by inserting in the rightmost leaf of P'
the A/"-inference:
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And then P satisfies the desired conditions.

Ib. If the rightmost step of Pj2 is a paramodulation left inference, then it is of the
form:

->• A3 e -> Ae

e'

Let Pi23 be the subproof of Pi2 rooted by —> AS. And let P[2 be like P\i
but where Pi23 and the rightmost leaf are removed. The rightmost leaf of PÍ2 is
e1 —f Ae, and steps(P\-ì) = sfeps(Pi2s) + steps(P[2) + 1. Every non-rightmost
leaf of P{2 is a non-rightmost leaf of Pi2, and then of Pj. We have steps(Pu) +
steps(P(·2] + síeps(P2) < steps(Pi) -f steps(P'¿). Then we can apply twice the
induction hypothesis to PU, P{2 and P2 to obtain an antecedent elimination Af-
proof P' of -> A s.t. its rightmost leaf is F'^e', F2 —> A. Moreover, steps(P') =
steps(Pii) + sieps(P[2) -4- sieps(P2), and every non-rightmost leaf of P' is a non-
rightmost leaf of PU or of P{2 or of P2, and then of PI or of P2. Now we create P
by inserting in the rightmost leaf of P' the A/"-inference

->A3 r ; ,e ,F2^A

and inserting Pi23 above — » AS. Then, P satisfies then the desired conditions.

2. (Proof of the separation lemma, assuming the fusion lemma is true for pairs of
A/"-proofs s.t. the sum of their steps is less than steps(P))

If FI or F2 is empty then the result is trivial. Otherwise suppose wlog. that the
selected equation e in FI , F2 -> A is in FI . We take FI = Fj , e. Then there are two
cases to be considered, depending on what kind of inference is the rightmost step of
P.

2a. If it is an equality resolution, then it is of the form:

r'1,F2->A

Let P' be like P but where this step is removed. We have steps(P') + 1 =
steps(P). Therefore we can apply induction hypothesis to P' and, then, there exist
P[ and P2 s.t. they are antecedent elimination of Fj and F2 respectively. More-
over, their non-rightmost leaves are non-rightmost leaves of P', and then of P, and
steps(P[) + sfeps(P2) = steps(P'). Consider now the following A/'-inference:
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It can be seen as an Af-proof with only one step. It is an antecedent elimination
proof of e, that we name Pe. Now observe that, since F2 is not empty, we have
sieps(P2) > 1, and then steps(P() -\-steps(Pe) < steps(P). Therefore we can apply,
inductively, the fusion lemma to P[ and Pe, obtaining an antecedent elimination
A/"-proof PI of r'l,ei that is Ft. Every non-rightmost leaf of PI is a non-rightmost
leaf of Fj', and then, of P; and steps(Pl) = steps(P() + steps(Pe) = steps(P{) + 1.
Therefore steps(P) = steps(Pi) +

2b. If the rightmost step of P is a paramodulation left inference, then, it is of the
form:

Let Pa be the subproof of P rooted by — >• AS. Let P' be like P but where
PS and the rightmost leaf are removed. The root of P' is T\,e', F2 -> A, and
steps(P) = steps(P') + steps(P3) + 1. We can apply induction hypothesis on P',
two times, and obtain three antecedent elimination A^-proofs P[ , Pei and P2 of T[ ,
e' and F2 respectively, s.t. all their non-rightmost leaves are non-rightmost leaves of
P', and then of P. Moreover, steps(P') = steps(Pi) + steps(Pe,) + steps(Pî). Now
we create Pe by inserting in the rightmost leaf of Pe/ the inference

-> A3 e -> A
e1

and inserting PS above —» AS. Observe that every non-rightmost leaf of Pe is a
non-rightmost leaf of P, since it is a non-rightmost leaf of Pe/ or a leaf of P^. We
have steps(P) = steps(P{) + steps(Pe) + sieps(P2). Now, since F2 is not empty,
we have steps(P2) > 1, and then steps(P[) + steps(Pe) < steps(P). Therefore, we
can apply the fusion lemma to P[ and Pe, obtaining PI, an antecedent elimination
AT-proof of Fj, e, that is FI . Moreover, their non-rightmost leaves are non-rightmost
leaves of P{ or of Pe, and then of P. Furthermore steps(Pi) = steps(-P^)+steps(Pe).
Therefore steps(P) = steps(P1) + steps(P2). ü

Lemma 56 Let P be a AAproof that is antecedent elimination of F. Then, for all
A, there exists an antecedent elimination Af-proof P' such that its rightmost leaf is
F —> A. Moreover, steps(P) = steps(P').

Proof: By applying the fusion lemma to P and the empty proof we obtain the
desired P'. D
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Lemma 57 (general fusion lemma) Let PI be an antecedent elimination A/"-proof
of FI. Let PI be an A/"-proof of —» A with rightmost leaf F2 —> A2 (therefore a
subtree in its rightmost path is antecedent elimination, i.e. the antecedent Fj is
eliminated in Pa, but after this elimination, some paramodulation right inferences
can be made on the rightmost path).

Then there exists an ,A/*-proof P of -» A such that its rightmost leaf is FI, F2 —>
A2. Moreover steps(P) = steps(Pi) + steps(P2), and every non-rightmost leaf of P
is a non-rightmost leaf of PI or of P2.

Proof: Let P2i be the antecedent elimination jV-proof on the rightmost path of
P-Ì. Let P£ be like P2 but where P2i is removed. Note that the rightmost leaf of
P£ is —» A2s and P2 can be obtained by inserting P2i on the rightmost path of P2.
Moreover sieps(P2) = steps(P!¿) + steps(P2i). Now, since PI and P2i are antecedent
eliminations, by the fusion lemma we have there exists P' s.t. it is an antededent
elimination of FI UF2, steps(P') — steps(Pi) + sieps(P2i) and all the non-rightmost
leaves of P' are non-rightmost leaves of PI or of P2i (and then of P2). Moreover,
the root of P' can be chosen to be —> A2, maintaining these conditions. Then the
rightmost leaf of P' is FI, F2 -> A2. Now let P be the A/"-proof formed by inserting
P' on the rightmost leaf of P2. Then P satisfies all the conditions we are looking
for. D

Lemma 58 (general separation lemma) Let P be an .V-proof of -> A such that
its rightmost leaf is Fi,F2 ->• A'.

Then, there exist two A/"-proofs PI and PÏ such that P\ is an antecedent elim-
ination proof of FI and P2 is an Af-pioof of -4 A with rightmost leaf F2 —>• A'.
Moreover steps(P) = steps(Pi) + steps(P-2.), and all the non-rightmost leaves of PI
or of P2 are non-rightmost leaves of P.

Proof: Let P2i be the subtree in the rightmost path of P that is an antecedent
elimination of Fi,F2. We have that P2i is a proof of -f A'. Let P2 be like P
but removing P2i from it. We have that the rightmost leaf of P£ is —>• A' and
steps(P) = steps(Pi) + steps(P-ii). Now we apply the separation lemma to P2i and
we obtain a proof PI that is an antecedent elimination of FI, and a proof P21 that is
an antecedent elimination of F2 and, by lemma 56, we can assume that its rightmost
leaf is F2 —> A'. Now we define P2 to be like P2 but inserting P21 in its rightmost
leaf. Then PI and P2 satisfy the required conditions. D

Lemma 59 Let 5 be a set of clauses closed under A, and let P be an A/'-proof of
->• A from 5.

Then there exists an antecedent elimination A/'-proof P' of —> A from S whose
rightmost leaf is of the form F -> A, where steps(P') < steps(P) and, if F is non-
empty, then A is non-empty and its equation is the selected one in F —^ A by
A.
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Proof: We will proceed by induction on steps(P). Let the rightmost leaf of P be
of the form FI —> AI. There are several cases to be considered:

0. If FI and AI are both empty, then P has no steps and P' can be P itself.

1. One of the selected equations of FI —> AI by A is AI. We consider two possibil-
ities depending on whether some paramodulation right inference is made or not on
the rightmost path of P.

la. In the case that no paramodulation right inference is made on the rightmost path
of P, we have that A and AI coincide and P is antecedent elimination. Therefore
the P' we are looking for is directly P.

Ib. Suppose now there are some paramodulation right inferences on the rightmost
path of P. Then the highest one is of the form:

-> A2 -> A!

Let PI be the subproof rooted by -» AI. It is an antecedent elimination Af-
proof. Let PI be the subproof rooted by -» A2. Let PS be like P, but where PI
and PI are removed (the rightmost leaf of P is -> Aa). Then we have steps(P) =
steps(Pi) + steps(P2) + stepsfâ) + 1. By applying induction hypothesis to P2, we
obtain an antecedent elimination A/"-proof P.J of -* A2 from S s.t. its rightmost leaf
is of the form F2 -> A2, where A2 is selected by A, and steps(P^) < steps(Pi). If we
apply the fusion lemma to P£ and Pj, we obtain an antecedent elimination A/"-proof
Pj of -> Aa, where its rightmost leaf is FI , F2 -¥ AS, and steps(P4) = steps(P!i) +
steps(Pi) < steps(Pi) + steps(Pi). Now let PS be the jV-proof formed by PS, and
where above its rightmost leaf we insert Pj. We have ->• A in the root of PS, and
steps(P5) - steps(P3) + steps(P4) < steps(P3] + steps(P2} + steps(Pi) < steps(P)
and the rightmost leaf of P^ is F2, FI —f AS. Moreover, every non-rightmost leaf of
PS is from S: all the non-rightmost leaves of P3 are from 5, and, since PI is the
fusion of Pj and PI, then, its non-rightmost leaves are from 5 too. But also, the
rightmost leaf of PS is from 5, since the next inference is a ,4-inference from 5:

F2 -» A2 FI -> AI
F2,Fi -» A3

Then the AT-proof P' we are looking for is the one obtained by applying the
induction hypothesis to PS.

2. Assume now that FI is of the form FU, e and e is a selected equation of FI —> AI
by A. We apply the general separation lemma to P and we obtain two A/"-proofs PI
and P2 s.t. PI is an antecedent elimination proof of e and P2 is an A/"-proof of -> A
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with rightmost leaf FU — >• AI. Moreover steps(P) = sfeps^j) + sieps(P2), and all
the non-rightmost leaves of PI or of PI are non-rightmost leaves of P.

We distinguish two cases depending on wether the rightmost step of PI is an
equality resolution or a paramodulation left inference on e:

2a. If it is an equality resolution step, it is of the form:

Then PI consists in only this step, and we have the ^-inference

e,Fu -»At
Fu ->• A!

and hence FU -> AI is in S. Therefore the A/*-proof P' we are looking for is the one
obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to P2.

2b. If the rightmost step of PI is a paramodulation left inference, it is of the form:

e'

Let PS be the subproof of PI rooted by — »• AS. Let P{ be like PI but where
the subproof Pa and the rightmost leaf are removed (the rightmost leaf of P[ is
e' — »). Note that all the non-rightmost leaves of P[ are clauses from 5. We have
steps(Pi) = steps(P3) + steps(Pi) + l. We apply induction hypothesis to P3, and we
obtain an antecedent elimination «/V'-proof Pa of — )• AS from S s.t. its rightmost leaf
is of the form Fa — > AS, where AS is selected by A. Now, we apply the fusion lemma
to Pg and P{, and we get an jV'-proof Pj s.t. is antecedent elimination of F3,e',
and sieps(Pi) = steps(P^) + steps(Pi). Applying now the general fusion lemma
to P4 and PI we obtain an AT-proof P$ s.t. its rightmost leaf is Fn,e', Fa -» AI,
síeps(Ps) = steps(P^) + steps(P[) + steps(P'2) < steps(P) and all the non-rightmost
leaves of P$ are non-rightmost leaves of P% or of P[ or of P-Ì and, hence, from 5.
But also the rightmost leaf of P$ is a clause from S, since the next inference is an
^-inference from 5:

F3->A3 FU, e -»Ai

Therefore the A/"-proof P' we are looking for is the one obtained by applying the
induction hypothesis to PS. ü

Theorem 60 (Completeness theorem) Let 5o be an unconstrained set of clauses,
and let 5 be the closure of So under A. If So is unsatisfiable, then D 6 S.
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Proof: By completeness of Af there is an M-pioof of D from S. Then, applying
lemma 59 to the case where A is empty gives us a trivial .AA-proof of ü, since A can
not be selected by A and, hence, F must be empty. Consequently O ç 5. O

6.4 Application to paramodulation with non-monotonic
orderings

Here we prove the refutational completeness of the inference system presented in
[BGNR99] with added equality constraint inheritance, for the case of Horn clauses.

Definition 61 A west-ordering is a well-founded ordering on T(^) that fulfils the
subterm property and that is total on T(F) (it is called west after well-founded,
subterm and total).

For a given a west ordering >-, the inference system J for Horn clauses with
equality is (selected equations are written underlined):

paramodulation right:

->• l ~ r | TI -» s ~ t j T2

-)• s[r]p ~ t | s\p = IA Ti A T2

if s\p £ X and la >- ra for some ground substitution a which is a solution of
s|p = /AT! AT2.

paramodulation left:

->• / ~ r | TI T, s~t -> A | T2

T, s[r]p ~ t -> A | s|p = / A TI A T2

if s|p £ A" and /cr ^ ra for some ground substitution a which is a solution of
s|p = /ATi AT2.

equality resolution:

r.s~¿-> A | T
F-* A | s = i AT

The following theorem can be proved according to the standard model generation
techniques explained in Chapter 3.

Theorem 62 The inference system J with equality constraint inheritance is refu-
tationally complete for first-order Horn clauses.
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We can use our result of theorem 60 for proving the completeness of a modifica-
tion JA of the inference system J'. In JA any strategy selecting a single (positive
or negative) equation in each clause is allowed. Note that this new result is not
an immediate consequence of theorem 60. The reason is that for right and left
paramodulation there is an ordering restriction la >- rcr, and, for explanatory rea-
sons, we did not consider this kind of restrictions in the definition of J\T, But in
the proof transformation from M to A one uses a given substitution a that satisfies
all the constraints. This also holds in the case of a proof tree by J and, more-
over, this a satisfies all the required restrictions la >- ra appearing in it. Hence the
transformation process works exactly in the same way.

Theorem 63 The inference system JA with equality constraint inheritance is
refutationally complete for first-order Horn clauses.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have shown that if a paramodulation-based inference system is
complete with a concrete strategy with eager selection of negative equations and,
moreover, it is compatible with equality constraint inheritance, then it is complete
with arbitrary selection strategies.

Therefore we have generalized the result in [Lyn97] about refutation complete-
ness of arbitrary selection strategies for superposition. Moreover, the generality of
our proof transformation method allows us to obtain directly the completeness of
arbitrary selection strategies for other inference systems. We have shown that the
results of Chapter 4 for paramodulation with non-monotonic orderings are compat-
ible with equality constraint inheritance, thus further restricting the search space
and allowing arbitrary selection strategies.

We have also generalized, in a sense, the result in [dN96] for Horn clauses without
equality, about completeness of resolution with an arbitrary selection of one single
literal in each clause.

In [BG94b] standard methods for proving compatibility with redundancy elim-
ination techniques are given, by which, roughly, a clause is redundant if it follows
from smaller clauses. These notions are not applicable to our proof transformation
technique. But this is not surprising, since by these standard techniques all tautolo-
gies are redundant, which is not the case here. Some kind of tautologies have to be
kept in order to preserve completeness in the case of arbitrary selection strategies,
as shown by the counter example from [Lyn97] that was given in Example 47 of
Chapter 4.



Chapter 7

Paramodulation with Built-in
Abelian Groups

In this chapter, a new technique is presented for superposition with first-order clauses
with built-in abelian groups (AG). Compared with previous approaches, it is simpler,
and AG-unification is used instead of the computationally more expensive unification
modulo associativity and commutativity. Furthermore, no inferences with the AG
axioms or abstraction rules are needed; in this sense this is the first approach where
AG is completely built in.

7.1 Introduction

As explained in previous chapters, it is crucial for the performance of a deduction
system that it incorporates specialized techniques to work efficiently with certain
theories, since a naive handling of their axioms leads to an explosion of the search
space. Perhaps the most important example of this is paramodulation, an inference
rule specialized to equality in the context of resolution-based systems. Essentially,
paramodulation builds the congruence axioms in inside the inference system.

Another well-investigated line of research concerns building-in equational the-
ories inside paramodulation and resolution-based systems. Some axioms generate
many slightly diiferent permuted versions of clauses, and for efficiency reasons it is
many times better to treat all these clauses together as a single one representing
the whole class, i.e., to work with a built-in equational theory E, and performing
deduction with specialized E-matching and E-unification algorithms.

Early results on paramodulation modulo E were given by Plotkin [Plo72], Slagle
[Sla74] and Lankford and Ballantine [LB77] and extended E-rewriting was defined
by Peterson and Stickel [PS81]. Special attention has always been devoted to the
case where E includes axioms of associativity and commutativity (AC), which occur

75
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very frequently in practical applications, and are well-suited for being built in due
to their permutative nature. Note that in general there is no unique most general
.E-unifier for a given .E-unification problem, and that new variables may appear: for
example, if / is an AC-symbol, then /(x,a) and f(y,b) have the two AC-unifiers
<TI = {z H-> b, y i-> a} and cr2 = {x i-> /(6, z),y H-» /(a, z}}.

Resolution modulo E is relatively simple: there exist general completeness results
for resolution with constraints, which essentially say that completeness is preserved
when unification is replaced by ^-unification. The reason is that resolution infer-
ences, which take place at the atom level, do not interfere with the built-in equational
theories, which aifect only the term level, and hence lifting can still be done (see
[NR01]). Unfortunately, for paramodulation this is far from true, and for each built-
in theory special inference rules have to be designed and their completeness proved.

Paramodulation with built-in abelian groups (AG) has been investigated by
many authors [Che86, Zha93, Mar94, Mar96, GW96, Wal98, Wal99, Stu98]. This is
not surprising since abelian groups are of course ubiquitous in many applications of
(semi-)automated reasoning. But building-in AG is also attractive for at least two
more reasons.

On the one hand, due to the fact that diophantine equation solving is easier in the
integers than in the natural numbers, AG unification is easier than AC and ACl (i.e.,
abelian monoid) unification. If all free symbols are constants, then there is one single
most general AG unifier and the decision problem is polynomial, whereas for AC
and ACl the decision problems are NP-complete, and for AC there are exponentially
many unifiers. Although with arbitrary free symbols the decision problem is NP-
complete in all three cases, AG unification behaves better in practice. Also the
number of unifiers is usually much smaller and not doubly exponential as for AC
(see [BS93, BS01] for surveys on these results).

Another aspect that makes building-in AG attractive is called symmetrization
(e.g., by Le Chenadec in [Che86]): modulo abelian groups (+ ,—,0) , every ground
equation can be written as u + ... + u ~ í, where the summand u is greater (w.r.t.
the given term ordering >-) than the summands in t. As we will see, this allows one
to restrict inferences to this maximal summand and to avoid the prolific inferences
with extended equations that appear in the AC case.

Symmetrisation is also exploited in Marché's framework for Knuth-Bendix com-
pletion of unit equations with built-in theories (ranging from AC to commutative
rings) [Mar94, Mar96]. His completion procedure decides the ground word problem
modulo AG by building a finite convergent rewrite system. However, his procedure
is not refutation complete for equations with variables: in many cases it fails since
it cannot handle symmetrisation at the non-ground level.

Full first-order clauses are considered by Ganzinger and Waldmann in [GW96,
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WaI97], where symmetrisation is also central. This work focusses not on AG, but on
the more general theory of cancellative abelian monoids. It applies AC1 unification
and abstraction rules, which, roughly, turn clauses like C V f (s) ~ í into C V x ^
s V f (x) ~ í, where x is a new variable; this of course increases the number of
possible inferences on /. By specialising to torsion-free divisible abelian groups,
AC-unification and inferences into variables can be avoided, but abstraction remains
necessary [Wal98, Wal99].

In Stuber's work on paramodulation for abelian groups represented as integer
modules [Stu98], symmetrization is again crucial, but AG unification is not applied.
Instead, AC unification is used, and hence paramodulation inferences with the AG
axioms on the remaining clauses are needed. For example, refuting a clause like
/(—b + x -f a) $é /(O) requires inferences with the AG axioms, instead of directly
finding the contradictory instance ò — a for x by AG-unification. Technically, even
for the ground case, his inference rules and proofs are rather involved. In Stuber's
PhD. Thesis [Stu99], proofs for the ground case are given in a uniform framework
for AG and several other commutative theories.

Here we apply avariant of Bachmair and Ganzinger's model generation technique
(see Chapter 3 and [BG94b]}, where the model is defined by rewriting, modulo as-
sociativity and commutativity of +, with the well-known convergent rewrite system
RAG for AG, plus a set of ground rewrite rules R that consists of symmetrised rules
u+.. "i+u —> t and their inverse version — u —» u+.. ,n~1^+u—t. Hence >- has to be
an AC-compatible reduction ordering orienting these rules, which can be fulfilled by
simple general-purpose orderings like RPO (this was already mentioned by Marché).
This gives relatively simple completeness proofs for full first-order ground clauses.
From our results it is easy to obtain a decision procedure for the satisfiability of
arbitrary sets of ground clauses modulo AG.

For completely building-in AG at the non-ground level, and hence avoiding all
inferences with the AG axioms by applying AG-unification, the main problem is: how
to lift, to inferences on non-ground clauses C, the rewrite steps with R U RAG on
ground instances Cal The steps with R indeed become inferences, but for the steps
with RAG this is precisely what we want to avoid. The key ideas to our solution are
roughly as follows. We keep non-ground clauses C fully simplified w.r.t. RAG (which
is a cheap and useful simplification anyway). Furthermore, in the completeness
proofs we consider instances with reduced1 substitutions a (extending some ideas
from the basic superposition approach [NR95, BGLS95]). Some steps with RAG

may then still be needed in C a at the frontier between C and a. But a careful
analysis of these steps reveals that they can be covered by considering inferences
with AG-unification on adequate subterms.

In the preliminary version of this work, [GNOO], we used a different notion of irreducibility. In
this chapter the definitions are more intuitive and we obtain shorter and simpler proofs.
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Our AG-superposition inference rules have strong ordering restrictions implying
that inferences only need to involve the maximal summands of the clause. This
generalises standard superposition: summands play the role of terms.

Due to the simplicity and restrictiveness of our inference system, its compatibility
with redundancy notions and constraints, and the fact that standard term orderings
like RPO can be used, we believe that our techniques will become the method of
choice for practice. On the theoretical side, we expect that our techniques and
results will also lead to logic-based decidability and complexity results, along the
lines of, e.g., [BG96, Nie96, Nie98, GMV99, GdN99, Wal99].

This chapter is structured as follows. After the basic notions and notation given
in Section 7.2, in Section 7.3 we introduce our techniques for the simple case of
ground Horn clauses, and show that this can be used for deciding the satisfiability
of set of general ground clauses modulo AG. Sections 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 are the core of
this chapter. There, the ideas of the ground case are extended to Horn clauses with
variables. This is again extended to general clauses with variables in Section 7.7.
Finally, in Section 7.8 we give conclusions and mention some optimizations.

7.2 Basic notions

We use the standard notation and terminology of Chapter 2. Furthermore, we use
the following terminology for positions p and ç in a term í: we say that p is (strictly)
below q if q is a (proper) prefix of p, and then q is (strictly) above p. Similarly, p is
beside q (or disjoint with q) if no one is a prefix of the other. We also say that p is
below a function symbol / in í if t\q is headed by / for some q above p, and then p
is immediately below f if p is q.i for some natural number i.

The rewrite system RAG consists of the following five rules:

x + 0 ->• a;
-x + x ->• 0
-(-x) -> x

-0 -4 0
-(x + y) -* (-x) + (-y)

By AG we denote the set of seven equations consisting of these five rules (seen as
equations) plus AC, the associativity and commutativity axioms for +. By =AC and
=AG we denote the corresponding congruences on terms. In this chapter, rewriting
with a set of rules R is always considered modulo AC, that is, when writing —>#, we
mean the relation =AC —>/j =AC . We denote by nfR(t) the normal form of a term í
by rewriting with A, and instead of writing n/ß (£) we sometimes write AG-nf(t).
By free function symbols we mean symbols different from +, — and 0.
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We sometimes write terms with + in infix notation, without parenthesis. For
example, +(a, +(+(6, c),d)) is written a + b + c + d. But we remark that this is only
done at the notation level (and terms are not considered to be in flattened form as
in other approaches). A summand is a term u headed by a free symbol. We write
nu as a shorthand for u-f. . .") + u, and — nu as a shorthand for (— u) + ..."' + (— u),
and a — ò as a shorthand for a + (—6).

In this chapter, we assume that >- is a well-founded strict ordering on terms
satisfying:

1. >~ is AC-compatible, that is, s' =AcS ^ t =ACt' implies s' >- t'

2. >- is total up to =AC on the set of ground terms, that is, for all ground terms
s and í, we have s > - £ o r i > - s o r s —AC t.

3. >- orients all rules of RAG, that is, / >• r for every rule / — » r of RAG

4. y is monotonie on ground terms, that is, for all ground terms s, t and u, we
have u[s]p >- u[t]p whenever s >- í

One way to build such an ordering >- is to simply use the recursive path ordering
(RPO) [Der82], applied to the terms to be compared in flattened form w.r.t. +. This
flattening consists of removing all operators + that are immediately below another
+. For example, +(a, +(/(+(a,+(&, c))), c) ) becomes +(a,/(+(a, 6, c)),c), which
can also be written a + /(a + 6 + c) + c. Note that in the flattened form of a term í,
denoted by b (í), different occurrences of + can have different arities (but all greater
than 1).

Lemma 64 Let >~ be defined by: s >- t if b(s) >-rpo b(i), where >~rpo is an RPO
with a total precedence >-jr such that / }-? — Y f -f >-f 0 for all free symbols / and
where all symbols have a lexicographic status, except +, whose status is multiset.
Then >- fulfils the aforementioned requirements.

Definition 65 A ground equation nu ~ n\vi + . . . + n^v^ in normal form w.r.t.
RAG is said to be in reductive form if n > 0, the n¿ are non-zero integers, and u
and the u,- are summands with u >- v,. The (logically equivalent w.r.t. AG-models)
inverse reductive form of this equation is —u ~ (n — l)w —

For every equation s ~ í, its reductive form can be obtained by normalising
s + (—t) ~ 0 w.r.t. RAG into n\u\ + . . . + nkUk ~ 0 where, say, u\ is the maximal
summand, and then, if n\ is positive, the reductive form is n\u\ ~ — n^u-¿ — . • .—nkUk]
otherwise, it is — n\u\ ~ n^u-^ + . . . + n^Uk. Note that the unary minus operator —
is overloaded in our notation since it is applied as well to coefficients (but remember
that coefficients are not part of our logical language but just a shorthand in our
notation) .
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Example 66 If a y b >- c then the equation (-a) + c+ 0 + (-(-c)) +'(-b) ~
(—c) + a + b + 0 is equivalent to (-a) + (-a) + c + c + c 4- (—b) + (-6) ~ O, written
shortly —2a -j- 3c — 26 ~ O, and becomes in reductive form 2a ~ 3c — 2b, and in
inverse reductive form —a ~ a — 3c+ 2ò. D

Example 67 Equations in reductive form can be adequately used as terminating
rewrite rules. Assume we have a y b >- c and the equation (in reductive form)
3a ~ — b + c. It can be applied either as it is, or in its inverse form — a ~ 2a + b — c.

For example, 4a is AG-equivalent by this equation to —2a —26 + 2c. Let us prove
it by rewriting both terms into their respective normal forms. On the one hand, by
simply applying the equation to three of its four a's, 4a rewrites into the normal
form a — b + c. On the other hand, by applying the inverse form, —2a — 26 + 2c
rewrites into -a-26 + 2c + 2a + o - c which simplifies with RAG into a - b + c.

Note that normal forms w.r.t. both ways of rewriting with such equations nu ~
v will always have a positive number of M's between 0 and n — 1, and that the
inverse kind of steps is not needed if n = 1. The two ground inference rules of AG-
superposition that are given below in fact correspond to these two ways of rewriting.
D

7.3 Ground Horn Case

Here we first introduce part of our techniques on the simple subcase of ground Horn
clauses. We assume all equations in clauses to be eagerly maintained in reductive
form, and moreover we assume negative equations 0 ̂  0 to be removed eagerly from
all clauses.

Definition 68 The inference rules for ground AG-superposition are as follows:

direct AG-superposition:
C V nu ~ r D[nu]p

CV£>[r]p

. _ . . . C V n u ~ r D[-u]p
inverse AG-superposttion: —-^—=-^ -r T-^- it n > 1

C V U[(n — l)u — rjp

where D\p denotes a subterm of D modulo AC, that is, each D'\q is such a subterm
if D =AC D'.

The ordering restrictions of AG-superposition are such that inferences are needed
only if they take place with the strictly maximal summand and on a maximal sum-
mand (that is strictly maximal if it occurs in a positive equation), that is, denoting
by s >- C the fact that s >- í for every summand t occuring in C, these inferences
are needed only if:
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1. w X C (and remind that, by expression in reductive form, also u >- r)

2. s >- D' whenever D is D1 V ms ~ í (in reductive form) with D\p in ms

3. s y D' whenever D is D'V ms ^ t (in reductive form) with D\p in ms

Note that hence inverse AG-superposition is needed only on proper subterms of
summmands s since in an (in)equation in reductive form the term — « cannot occur
elsewhere.

7.3.1 Completeness for the ground Horn case

The following definition follow the same lines as the model generation method ex-
plained in Chapter 3. We now use multiset extensions for lifting the ordering >- on
terms to orderings on ground equations (in reductive form) and clauses in the usual
way.

Definition 69 Let C be a ground clause, and let emul(s ~ f) be {s, t} if s ~ t is a
positive equation in C, and {s, s, í, t} if it is negative. Then we define the ordering >-e

on (occurrences of) ground equations in a clause by e >-e e' \iemul(e) >-mui emul(e'}.
Similarly, >-c on ground clauses is defined C >-c D if mse(C) (>-mui)mui mse(D),
where mse(C) is the multiset of all emul(e) for ocurrences e of equations in C.

Lemma 70 Let C and D be ground clauses. If D is the reductive form of C then
C te D.

Proof: Let u be the maximal summand of an equation s ~ t occurring (positively
or negatively) in C. If u does not occur in the reductive form of s ~ í, i.e., it has
been cancelled out, then the reductive form is smaller. Otherwise the reductive form
of s ~ t is of the form nu ~ r where u >- r. If — u occurs in s ~ í then again nu ~ r
is smaller. Otherwise s ~ í is of the form nu -f- s' ~ £ and nu ~ r is smaller (if s' is
non-empty) or equal (if s' is empty). ö

We now show how to construct a model for sets S of ground Horn clauses closed
under ground AG-superposition and where D £ S (note that this implies the refu-
tation completeness of ground AG-superposition). As usual (see [BG94b]), in order
to construct the model we will generate a set of rewrite rules RS by induction on
^c. But here the model will contain as well the rules of RAG, and, as said, all rules
will be applied modulo AC.

Definition 71 Let 5 be a set of ground Horn clauses in reductive form, and let C
be a clause in 5 of the form C V nu ~ r. Then C generates the rule nu —> r if the
following three conditions are satisfied:
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1. (Re U AG)* £ C

2. a >- r and u y C

3. n w is irreducible by ÄC

where ne is the set of rules generated by clauses of 5 smaller than C w.r.t. >-c.
Furthermore, if C generates nu -> r with n > 1, in addition C generates its inverse
form — u —ï (n — 1) u — r. The set of all rules generated by clauses in 5 is denoted
by As-

We now state an essential result: R$ U RAG is convergent modulo AC.

Lemma 72 Let 5 be a set of ground Horn clauses in reductive form.
RS U RAG is terminating and confluent modulo AC on ground terms.

Proof: All rules in RsURAG are oriented w.r.t. >-, and hence RsURAG is terminating
for rewriting modulo AC, since X is AC-compatible, well-founded, and monotonie on
ground terms. Confluence is a consequence of the following facts. By construction
of RS, for all ground rules / —> r in RS, the term / is irreducible by/the ground
rules in RS\ {I —* *"}• Furthermore, RAO is well-known to be confluent. Finally, the
(extended) critical pairs between RAG and RS are easily shown to be joinable (this
is a bit long and tedious, so we omit this part here). D

Theorem 73 AG-superposition is refutation complete for ground Horn clauses.

Proof: Let 5 be a set of ground Horn clauses (whose equations are in reductive
form) such that 5 is closed under AG-superposition and ü ^ 5. We prove that
then S is satisfiable by exhibiting an AG-model / for 5, where / is the equality
Herbrand interpretation defined as the congruence on ground terms generated by
RS U AG. Note that, since RS U RAG is terminating and confluent, / \= s ~ í if, and
only if, s ->HsUñ^G<— *ftsuRAG t- We proceed by induction on ^c, that is, we derive
a contradiction from the existence of a minimal (w.r.t. >-c) clause D (in reductive
form) of S such that / ft D.

Let s be the maximal summand in D. Then D is either of the form D'V ms ~ £
with s >- D' (a), or else it is D' V ms $é t with s X D' (b). We first show that in
both cases ms is reducible by RS-

(a) Since / ^ D, it has generated no rule of .Kg. According to Definition 71, this
can only be because ms is reducible by RQ. (b) Since / J£ D, we have / f= ms ~ £.
Therefore ms and í is joinable by Rs(JRAGi and since ms >- í, the maximal side ms,
which is in normal form w.r.t. RAG, has to be reducible by AS. The rule reducing
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ms has been generated by a clause of the form C V nu ~ v, and there exists an
inference by (direct or inverse) AG-superposition

C V / ~ r D[l]p

CVD[r]p

where / ^ C V D[r]p and D is larger w.r.t. Xc than C V D[r]p, and therefore,
by Lemma 70, also larger than the reductive form of C V D[r]p, contradicting the
minimality of D. D

7.3.2 Selecting negative literals

It is easy to see that our inference rules remain complete with selection of negative
literals (see, e.g., [BG94b]), where it is assumed that in each clause with a non-empty
antecedent one of its negative equations has been selected. In the Horn case this
leads to positive unit strategies (and in the non-Horn case to positive strategies) : all
left premises of AG-superpositions are positive unit clauses, and the only inferences
involving non-unit clauses are AG-superpositions on the selected negative equation.
The following result is a simple modification of the previous one; it is immediate if
we define AS such that only unit clauses generate rules:

Theorem 74 AG-superposition with selection is refutation complete for ground
Horn clauses.

7.3.3 Deciding the satisfiability of sets of ground clauses

From our results it is not difficult to obtain a decision procedure for the satisfiability
of arbitrary sets of ground clauses modulo AG.

For the Horn inference system with selection, each inference of / ~ r on a clause
D produces a smaller clause D'. Furthermore, D is a logical consequence (mod-
ulo AG) of the smaller clauses / ~ r and D', i.e., D has become redundant in the
sense [BG94bj. In our procedure such redundant clauses can be removed with-
out loss of completeness (redundant clauses never generate any rules, and in the
proof of the completeness theorem, they are never the smallest counter example;
see, e.g., [BG94b] for details). Hence, if after each inference the maximal premise
D is removed, the procedure remains complete, and at each inference the clause
set decreases w.r.t. the multiset extension of the ordering and hence the process
terminates, thus deciding satisfiability.

A decision procedure for the satisfiability of sets of arbitrary ground clauses
modulo AG can be obtained by first transforming into Horn clauses (where 5 U C V
AI V ... V An is split into the disjunction of sets 5,- of the form 5 U C V .A,-; then 5
is satisfiable if some of the 5,- is).
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Theorem 75 AG-superposition with selection decides the satisfiability of sets of
ground clauses modulo AG.

7.4 Inference rules for clauses with variables

In this section, we adapt the inference system in order to deal with equality con-
strained clauses with variables, where constraints are conjunctions of equalities s = í.
As usual, the semantics of a constrained clause C \ T is the set of its ground in-
stances, that is, the ground instances Ca such that Ta evaluates to true if = is
interpreted as =AG. Then a is called a solution for T. The empty clause with a
constraint T is hence a contradiction, denoted simply by d, if, and only if, TO is
true for some ground 0.

Very roughly, the following is needed for lifting our completeness results from
the ground case to equality constrained clauses with variables. If for clauses C\ \ T\
and C-i | TI there is an inference between ground instances

D

then there exists an inference by the non-ground version of the inference rules

Ci I Ti Ca I Ti
D'\T

such that D is a ground instance of D' \ T.
As we will see in Section 7.5, for completeness it suffices to be able to do this

only for instances with a of Ci and Ci that are, in some technically rather involved
sense, irreducible with respect to RS, where RS is the set of rules generated in a
way similar to the previous section (but now by ground instances of clauses).

Definition 76 An equation s = t is in one-sided form if it is of the form e ~ 0
where e is in normal form w.r.t. RAG.

Note that each equation has two (AG-equivalent) one-sided forms: for example,
x + y — z ~ 0 is equivalent to —x — y + z ~ 0. In the following, we assume that all
equations in clauses are kept in one-sided form. Unless explicitly stated otherwise,
it does not matter which one of the two. Furthermore, for all substitutions a, we
assume w.l.o.g. that xa is in normal form w.r.t. RAG for all x.

In order to define the non-ground inference rules, we now analyse for each in-
ference rule how their premises have to be expressed. For simplicity, we omit the
constraints, since they do not matter at this point; let us only remark that the
amount of possible inferences can be further restricted in many different ways by
checking their compatibility with the constraints.
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7.4.1 Left premises of direct AG-superposition

Intuitively, our aim is the following. Let C be a clause with a positive equation
e ~ 0, and assume a ground instance Ca of it generates a rule nu —> r with n > 0,
and C a is the left premise of an AG-superposition. Then for the non-ground case
we have to be able to express e ~ 0 as s ~ t such that the terms sa and ta have,
respectively, nu and r as normal forms w.r.t. RAG-, and then perform the inference
with AG-unification between s and the corresponding subterm of the right premise.
Orienting e ~ 0 a s s ~ i i n this way may require to split the variables of e into two
parts:

Example 77 Consider the clauses a + 2x ~ b and /(4a) ^ f (a + b - 2c), where
a >- b >- c. Assume that, for the instance where x »-» a + c, the equation a + 2x ~ 6
generates the rule 3a -> 6 — 2c. Then there exists a ground inference

3a -» ò - 2c /(4a) çé /(a + 6 - 2c)
/(a + b - 2c) ce /(a + 6 - 2c)

applied to three of the a's in /(4a), where the conclusion in reductive form becomes
0 ^ 0 and hence the empty clause.

To cover this inference at the non-ground level, x has to be split into y (which,
roughly, will contain the maximal summands in xa) and z (for the remaining sum-
mands). Hence a + 2x ~ ò can be oriented as a + 2y ~ ò - 2z, Then there is a
non-ground inference

q + 2y ~ b - 2z /(4a) ^f(a + b- 2c)
f(a + b- 2z) ¿f(a + b- 2c)

unifying a + 2y with three of the a's in /(4a). AG-unifying both sides of the conclu-
sion (which will be another inference rule; see below) detects the instance where z is
c; the corresponding instance has a reductive form 0 ^ 0 and hence the contradiction
is found. D

Definition 78 Let e be a term of the form nis\ + . . . + npsp + m\x\ + . . . + mqxq

where the s,- are non-variable summands, the a;,- are variables, and the n,- and TO,-
are non-zero integers. By splitting each a;,- into two new variables, y,- and z,-, and
splitting the summands into two disjoint sets, the equation e ~ 0 can be written as
an equivalent equation s ~ t of the form

- . . .- npsp -roizi - ...-mqzq

In the following, we call each such an equation s ~ t an orientation for e ~ 0 and
we call the corresponding constraint T of the form

x\ = y\ + Zi A . . . A xq = yq + zq
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the splitting constraint for this orientation.

It is not difficult to see that this notion of orientation fulfils what we wanted:
if ea c± 0 generates a rule nu —*• r then indeed for some orientation s ~ í of e ~ 0
and some extension of a in order to include the y,- and z,-, the terms sa and ta have,
respectively, nu and r as normal forms w.r.t. RAG. This we will see in detail in the
completeness proofs.

Of course, the fewer orientations have to be considered for a given equation e ~ 0,
the fewer inferences will be performed, which is better for efficiency in practice.
Indeed, a little more careful analysis reveals that a large number of optimizations
are possible. In Section 7.8 we will mention some of them. It is also important for
efficiency to exploit the unifiability and ordering restrictions as the strongest possible
filters to avoid redundant inferences with such orientations s ~ t. For example,
apart from the unification restrictions of the inference itself, where s is unified with
a subterm of the right premise, in the above orientation we can add s\ = ... = Sk to
the constraint; in particular, this means, e.g., that if e is /(...) + g(...) + ..., then
no orientation s ~ t is needed where both summands headed with / and g are in
the left hand side s. In Section 7.8 the problem of checking the ordering restrictions
is addressed.

Note that this notion of orientation does not depend on which one of e ~ O or
—e ~ 0 we consider as the one-sided form, and that the non-deterministic aspect of
orientation is the guess of a subset $i... Sk of the (non-variable) summands (where
the guess is constrained by the requirement that all of them are AG-unifiable and
by the requirements on )-).

7.4.2 Left premises of inverse AG-superposition

Example 79 Consider a >- b >- c and the clauses /(-a + b + c] ^ f (a — c) and
2x ~ 6. With the instance x i-4 a — c, the second equation becomes 2a ~ ò + 2c.
At the ground level, there exists an inference with inverse AG-superposition which
produces f (a — c) çé f (a — c). At the non-ground level, x is split into y + z, and the
inference is performed with —y ~ y-f 2z — 6, and we obtain f (a + c + 2z) çé f (a — c).
From this, by AG-unification the instance z H-> -c is found and the empty clause is
obtained. ü

Definition 80 Let e. (or —e) be a term of the form x\ + ... + xn + v, where v
contains only negative variables and (positive or negative) summands, and let e' be
e but where every occurrence of £,• at top-level position has been replaced by y¿ — ¿,-,
where y,- and ¿,- are new variables. The splitting constraint T is x\ = y\—z\ A. . .Axn =
yn - zn. Hence e' is of the form yi - z\ + ... + yn - zn + v.
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Then, if e' is of the form s + e" where s is a positive summand, then — s ~ e" is
an inverse orientation for e ~ 0 with splitting constraint T.

Furthermore, if e' is of the form w + e" where it; is a variable (i.e., w is some
y¿), then —w\ ~ w% + e" is an inverse orientation for e ~ 0 with splitting constraint
T A W = Wi + W>2.

Finally, if e' is of the form — w + e" where u; is a variable, but none of the z,-,
then wi ~ —wi + e" is an inverse orientation for e ~ 0 with splitting constraint
r A u; = Wi + w%.

The splitting of the variable w in the second case of inverse orientation is the
one illustrated by the previous example. Example 86 shows the necessity of the
splittings of the constraint T.

7.4.3 Right premises for direct AG-superposition

Example 81 Consider a >• b y c, the left premise 3a ~ 6, and the right premise
f(2x, x) ̂  f (a + b + 2c, 2a + c). With the instance {x i-> 2a + c}, the right premise
is /(4a + 2c, 2a + c) ;e /(a + 6 + 2c, 2o + c) which gives in one ground inference
f (a + ò + 2c, 2a + c) ;e /(a + 6 + 2c, 2a + c), which in reductive form is 0 ̂  0.

Now the question is: how can we, at the nonground level, perform the inference
into the term 2z? (which is the term t in the definition below). .By splitting z into
only the two variables y and z, one gets f(y + y + z-\-z,y + z) #•: /(a + 6 + 2c, 2a + c),
for which the ground inference cannot be lifted: it is impossible to split y+y+z+z
into t\ -f Í2 such that t\a is 3a, and tía is a -f 2c for some a.

As we will see, by splitting x into three variables y, y', and z, lifting is always
possible. In our example, then one gets f(2y+2y'+2z, y+y'+z) ^ /(a+6+2c, 2a+c),
where 2y + 2y' + 2z is split into 2y + y' and y' + 2z (these are the terms t\ and ¿2
in the definition below). Then an AG-unifier of 3a and 2y + y' instantiates y and
y' with a, and the conclusion of the non-ground inference is f (a + b + 2z, 2a + z) c¿
/(a + 6 + 2c, 2a-f-c), which by one more AG-unification, where z is instantiated with
c, becomes O çé 0. ü

Definition 82 Let í be a non-variable subterm of e in a literal e ~ O or e ^ 0
where t is not immediately below an AG-symbol and the head symbol of t is free or
+. W.l.o.g., let t be of the form

+ . . . + npSp + mixi + . . . + mqxq + t'

where all s¡ are summands, all x¿ variables, all n¿ and m,- are positive coefficients,
and t' contains only negative summands and variables.

Then t\ + ti is a splitting for t if ti is a term whose head symbol is free or + of
the form

. . . + mqyq + liy( + . . . + lqy'q
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where 0 < fc,- < n,- and 0 < Í, < m,-, and ¿2 is

(HI - ki)si + . . . + (np - kp)sp + mizi + ... + mqzq + l(y{ + ... + l'qy'q + 1'

where l\ is 0 if /,• is 0 (i.e., then a;,- is split only into two parts y,- and z¿), and l'¡ is
m,- - /,• otherwise. Again we denote by T the corresponding splitting constraint.

As before, other restrictions apply; for example it is also not necessary to consider
t\ of the form y,- -f y[ (i.e., if m,- is 1).

7.4.4 Right premises for inverse AG-superposition

Definition 83 Let í be a non-variable subterm of e in a literal e ~ O or e ^ 0
where t is not immediately below an AG-symbol.

If í is of the form — s + í', where s is a summand, then ¿i + £2 is an inverse
splitting for t with empty splitting constraint T if t\ is — s and ti is t'.

If í is of the form — x + t' , where a; is a variable, then ¿1+^2 ls an inverse splitting
for t if ii is — y and ¿2 is —z + t', and the splitting constraint T is x = y + z.

7.4.5 AG-superposition rules

Based on the notions of orientations and splittings defined in the previous sub-
sections, we are now ready to define the inference system for Horn clauses with
variables.

Definition 84 In the left premise C V l ~ r of the direct AG-superposition rule
below, it is assumed that the actual clause is CVe ~ 0 and that / ~ r is an orientation
of e ~ 0. Similarly, in the right premise, D\t\+t-2\p denotes that D\p is a non- variable
term í that is not immediately below an AG symbol, with a splitting t\ -f ¿2- In the
same way, for the inverse AG-superposition rule, they denote inverse orientations
and splittings. In all cases, T is the conjunction of the splitting constraints of the two
premises. The inference system 'K consists of the following three rules for constrained
clauses:

direct AG-superposition:

C V / ~ r | r D(t ! + ¿2]p | T1

C V D[r + ¿2]p | T A T' A l = íj A T

inverse AG-superposition:

c v / ~ r | r
C V D[r + t2]p | T A T' A l = f i A T
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AG-zero-instance:

C | T A e = 0

The ordering restrictions of the superposition rules are the ones corresponding to
the ground rules. More precisely, a direct (or inverse) superposition with premises
Ci | TI and C-i \ TI and conclusion D | T is needed if, for some solution 0 of T,
there is a ground direct (resp. inverse) inference between the reductive forms of C\6
and C^O, and with conclusion DO. The AG-zero-instance rules can be restricted to
maximal equations of the clause.

In the following sections, we will prove the refutation completeness of this in-
ference system. But let us first illustrate some of the limitations and technical
difficulties when dealing with constrained clauses, by means of an example taken
from [NR01]. Note that in such examples where only free symbols occur, AG-
superposition boils down to normal superposition.

Example 85 Consider the unsatisfiable clause set, with the ordering as in Lemma
64 based on / ï-? a >-? b >-?• c:

1. a ~ 6
2. f(x) ~ c | x = o
3. f (b) ¿ c

No inferences that are compatible with the constraint of the second clause can be
made (a superposition inference between 2 and 3 leads to a clause with an unsatisfi-
able constraint x = a A 6 = x). This incompleteness is due to the fact that the usual
lifting arguments for superposition (see [NR01]) do not work here, since they are
based on the existence of all ground instances of the clauses; in this case, it requires
an instance /(ò) ~ c of clause 2, which does not exist. This example also shows that
one cannot deal with arbitrary initial constraints. For constrained clauses, the alter-
native technique for lifting is based on the notion of irreducible instances [NR01]. In
this chapter we extend this idea of irreducible substitution. It becomes technically
more complex due to the built-in properties of AG (example 91 gives an idea of it).
D

Example 86 In this example it is shown how the inference system performs and
also the need of the splitting of variables in the right premise of inverse AG-
superposition is illustrated. Consider the clause f(x) çé /(—a) V x + 3a ~ 0. With
the instance {a; H-> —a}, the negative equation in reductive form is 0 ~ 0. The
positive equation is 2a ~ 0, which may generate the two rules 2a — > 0 and -a ->• a.
If one wants to refute / (— 3a) ce /(a), then the inverse rule has to be used. Indeed,
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with —a —>• a, the term /(—3a) rewrites into f (—la + a), which is /(—a), which
rewrites into /(a).

Now we want to perform, at the non-ground level, the ground refutation cor-
responding to these two rewrite steps. Assume that, at the non-ground level, we
consider the orientation —a ~ 2a + z, i.e., without the additional splitting of x as
explained in definition 80. Then, by the corresponding inverse AG-superposition
inference we obtain f ( x ) ç£ /(-a) V f(x) ^ f (a). If one adds constraints forcing
a to be the maximal summand in the clause /(x) çé /(—a) V x + 3a ~ 0 and such
constraints are inherited, then no substitution different from (x >-> —a} is possible
(such constraints can be handled with the methods presented in Chapter 8. Now,
one would want to do a new inference on i, but in H no inferences below variables
are computed. So this shows the need of a splitting of x into y - z in an inverse
AG-superposition inference.

Indeed, if we do this additional splitting, the orientation becomes —a ~ 2a+y—z .
Then the instance under consideration is extended such that {y H-» O, z H» o}, and
the obtained clause is f ( x ) ?e /(—a) V /(y — z) ce /(a), with the splitting constraint
x = y — z. Now, it is possible to do the second inverse AG-superposition inference
(the one corresponding to the second rewrite step with -a -> a). Applying -a on
-2, one obtains f(x) çé /(-a)V/(a;') ̂  /(-a) V/(y+2a + y'-2') ^ /(a) (here, the
x of the left premise is renamed into x') with the splitting constraint x' = y' — 2',
and extending the substitution {y' t-4 0, z' H-> a}. With this substitution, all these
equations are of the form 0 ~ 0, and three AG-zero-instance inferences give us the
desired refutation. D

7.5 Completeness for a simple subcase

For explanation purposes, in this section we consider the simpler subcase where
all free symbols are constants. Hence this is assumed in all results of this section.
It is interesting to observe that in this subcase the inference rule of inverse AG-
superposition is not needed.

As said before, we will deal with instances with ground substitutions a of clauses
C that are in some sense irreducible with respect to RS, where AS is the set of rules
generated in a way similar to how it was done for the ground case in the previous
section.

Example 87 Let s be a term and a a substitution, both in normal form w.r.t.
RAG- Then still sa needs not be in normal form w.r.t. RAG-

FOT example, if s is — x + y + a, xa is a + ò, and ya is 6, then — xa is AG-equal
to —a + (—6) and sa in AG-normal form is 0. ü
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Example 88 The problems illustrated in Example 85 still occur in this simple case
where all free symbols are constants. Again with the ordering a >- ò >- c, consider

1. a ~ ò
2. ò + x ~ c | a ; = a
3. 26^ c

No inferences are possible on this unsatisfiable set. Q

Definition 89 Let C be a clause, let í be a term, let a be a substitution in AG-
normal form, and let A be a ground TRS.

The pair (t, a] is irreducible w.r.t. R if for all variables x occurring in í, the
term xa is irreducible w.r.t. R-~u where u is the maximal (w.r.t. >-) summand of
AG-nf(ta).

The pair (C, a) is irreducible w.r.t. R if (e, a) is irreducible w.r.t. R for all
equations e ~ 0 of C.

Note that the notion of irreducibility for (C, <r) does not depend on which one-
sided form e ~ 0 is considered.

We now adapt the notion of rule generation to the non-ground case. Instead of
by ground clauses in reductive form, now the rules are generated by the reductive
forms of instances Ccr of clauses C \ T of S, where (C, cr) is irreducible:

Definition 90 Let 5 be a set of constrained Horn clauses, let C | T be a clause
in S with a ground instance Ccr, and let G be the (ground) reductive form of Ccr,
where G is of the form G' V nu ~ r. Then G generates the rule nu —> r if the
following four conditions are satisfied:

1. (RG U AG)* £ G

2. u >- r and u >- G'

3. nu is irreducible by RQ

4. (C, er) is irreducible w.r.t. no-

where RG is the set of rules generated by reductive forms of instances of clauses of
5 that are smaller than G w.r.t. )^c. Furthermore, for each generated rule nu —>• r
with n > 1, in addition the rule — u —> (n — l)u — r is generated. The set of all rules
generated by clauses in 5 is denoted by RS-

In the remainder of this section #5 always denotes the ground TRS generated
for a given 5 as in the previous definition.
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Example 91 This example illustrates how the application of generated rules cor-
respond to inferences at the non-ground level. It also shows why the irreducibility
notion is more complicated than the standard one of superposition with constraints
of [BGLS95] and [NR95], where, roughly speaking, one simply imposes that for every
variable x the term xa has to be irreducible w.r.t. the rewrite system R.

Consider the equation e ~ 0 of the form 2x — 2a — 26+c ~ 0 where a >- b >- c, and
the substitution a such that xa is 0+6. We have that ea ~ 0 is 2a+26-2a-26+c ~ 0,
and its reductive form is c ~ 0. The corresponding orientation at the non-ground
level is c ~ 2a + 26 — 2z. Due to this instance the rule c —> 0 may be generated.
Later on, the rule b —> 0 may be generated too, due to other equations. The variable
x with the substitution a is reducible by such a rule 6 —> 0. So with the standard
notion of irreducibility, rules generated later on could reduce the substitution of
clauses generating smaller ones. Therefore this classical notion is not adequate in
our context. Roughly speaking, we need to allow such big summands that are
cancelled out to be reducible.

Indeed, with the notion used here, the one of Definition 89, we will see in
Lemma 92 that xa will be irreducible w.r.t. all generated rules with maximal sum-
mand smaller than or equal to —c. And indeed this irreducibility is preserved in the
conclusions of inferences. Assume we want to refute 2c + y ̂  0, where ya is 0 with
the rule c —> 0. Observe that (2c + y, a} is irreducible w.r.t. the generated R. At
the non-ground level, the reduction with c —ï 0 corresponds to an inference with the
orientation c ~ 2a + 26 - 2x, and the resulting clause is c + 2a + 26 - Ix + y ;é O.
Observe that (c + 2a -f 26 — 2x + y, a) is irreducible w.r.t. A, since the maximal
summand of AG-nf(-^2a + 2b — 2xa) is c. Here, some constraints can be added, like
for example c > 2o + 26 — 2x. Such constraints can be handled with the methods
presented in Chapter 8. In this case, the only possible solution a is xa = a + b. O

The following lemma shows that our notion of orientation for left premises of
direct AG-superposition fulfills the requirements.

Lemma 92 Let C \ T be a clause whose instance Ca with reducive form Cr gen-
erates the rule nu —» r.

Then there exists an orientation /i ~ TI of the positive equation e ~ O of C,
and some extension of a in AG-normal form satisfying the splitting constraint of the
orientation, and AG-nf(lia) = nu and AG-nf(ria) = r. Furthermore, all variables
x in TI satisfy that xa is irreducible w.r.t. R$~u-

Proof: W.l.o.g., let e be of the form k\x\ -f • • •+ kpxp + ku -f v where the Ar,- and
k are (possibly zero) integers, the ar,- are variables, and u is the (possibly 0) sum of
constants different from u. Now consider the orientation of e ~ 0 into l\ ~ r\ where

+ ... + kpyp + ku
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n = -kiZi - ... - kpZp - v

i.e., where each a;,- has been split into y¿ + z¿. Furthermore, consider the extension
of a where y,-<7 consists of all (positive or negative) u in X,-ÍT, and z,- is the sum of
the remaining constants, that is, if x^a =Acomiu + u« where u does not occur in t;,-,
then y,-<r = m,-w and z¡a = u,-. Note that in v¡ constants larger or smaller than u
may appear, but not u itself.

Then AG-nf(l\a) = nu and AG-nf(ri0) = r. It remains to be shown that every
variable 2,- in rj satisfy that xa is irreducible w.r.t. R$~u. We know that (e,a) is
irreducible w.r.t Acr, i-e., x¡a is irreducible w.r.t. Rc~". Then, since z,-<7 is a sum
of constants that already appear in x¡cr, we have that z¡(r is irreducible w.r.t. Rc~".
D

Note that in this case where all free symbols are constants, for a given clause
with positive equation e ~ 0 there are at most two orientations l\ ~ TI: one where
the maximal constant symbol of e (if there is any) is in /i , and another one where
there is no constant symbol at all in l\ (¡f there is any variable in e).

Lemma 93 Let e be a term such that (e, a) is irreducible w.r.t. AS, and let ea ~ 0
in reductive form be mu ~ v. Furthermore, let nu -> r be a rule in RS with
1 < n < m. . -• - , ; - >'•::'•

Then there exists a splitting e\ + e-i of e and an extension of a in AG-normal
form satisfying the corresponding splitting constraint, and (e\ + e^a =AG ea and
eicr =XG rcu. Moreover, all variables x in 62 satisfy that xa is irreducible w.r.t. A|~".

Proof: For every variable x,- in e, w.l.o.g. we have x,-a =ACo fniu + vi where u does
not occur in u¿, and where m,- > 0 because (e, a) is irreducible w.r.t. RS (which
contains nu -> r and hence if n > 1 also — u —ï (n — l)u — r).

Therefore, since ea ~ 0 in reductive form is mu ~ u, and m > n, we can assume
that e ~ O (in one of its one-sided forms) is of the form

... + kX + ku + e '~0

where k > O, e' is the (possibly 0) sum of the remaining constants and variables,
and {xi, . . . , Xp} is a minimal set of variables with positive coefficients &,• such that
k\m\ + . . . + kpmp + k > n or, if k is negative, k\m\ -\- . . . + kpmp > n.

Now we distinguish three possible situations:

1. k > n, and hence p is 0. Then some splitting of the form

e\ = nu
e-i = (k — n)u + e'

fulfils the requirements. Note that (e^a) is irreducible w.r.t. R$ since e-¿ has
the same variables as e and the maximal summand of AG-nffaa] is smaller
than or equal to u, the maximal summand of AG-nf(ea).
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2. n > k > 0. Then fcimi + . . ,+kpmp + k > n > fc2m2 + . . .+kpmp-\-k (the latter
relation by minimality of the set {xi, . . . , xp}). Now let / be n — (k2m2 + • • • +
kpTrip + fc), i.e., intuitively, / is the number of u 's we need from the kim\ w 's in
x\a, We assume that / mod ki is not 0 (the case of / mod fci = 0 is analogous
and the diferences are commented below). Now let m' be / div &i, let k' be
/ mod ki , and consider the splitting

= ku + k\y + k'y' + k2y2 + . . . + kpyp

= (ki - k'}y' + kiz + k2z2 + .,.+ kpzp + e'

where every x,- is split into y,- + z¡, except for x\ that is split into y + y'+z (if
/ mod k\ is 0 then the variable y' is not needed in the splitting and x is split
into y -f- z) and let ya be m'u, let y'a be u, let. «a be (mi — m' — l)u + uj, and
for i in 2 . . .p, let y,-cr be m,-w, and let z^a be u,-. This fulfils the requirements,
and, for similar reasons as in Lemma 92 we have that every variable x in 63
satisfies that xa is irreducible w.r.t. R$~u .

3. k < 0. Then k^rni + . . . + kpmp > n > ¿2^2 + . . . + kpmp. As in the previous
case, assume that / mod ki is not 0, and let / be n — k^m^ + . . . + kpmp, let m'
be / div ki, let k' be / mod ÄI, and consider the splitting

+ k'y' + k2y2 + . . . + kpyp

e2 = (&! - k')y' + kiz + k2z2 + ... + kpzp + ku + e'

and let ya be m'u, let y'a be u, let za be (m\ — m' — l)u + i>i, and for i in
2...p, let y¡a be m,-u, and let z¡a be u¿. This fulfils the requirements, and,
for similar reasons as in Lemma 92, every variable x in e2 satisfies that xcr is
irreducible w.r.t. R$~u. D

The proof of the previous lemma reveals that the definition of splitting of right
premises (Definition 82) could be made more restrictive. Indeed this is possible, thus
reducing the number of inferences that need to be considered. In fact, the following
more restrictive definition is also adequate for the general case handled in the next
section, where we consider arbitrary free symbols. We decided to give Definition
82 as it is because it is simpler, but here we give the more restrictive alternative
(it can be skipped by all readers except the ones interested in implementing these
techniques in the most optimized way).

Let í be a non-variable subterm of e in a literal e ~ O or e ̂  0 where í is not
immediately below an AG-symbol and the head symbol of t is free or +. W.l.o.g.,
let t be of the form

4- ... + HpSp + miXi + ... + m„x„ + t'
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where all s¿ are summands, all x, variables, all n¿ and m,- are positive coefficients,
and £' contains only negative summands and negative variables.

We choose a subset of the s,-, say {sj . . .sp/} with p' < p, and a subset of the
a;,-, say {xi, . . . , Xg>} with q' < g. The case where the subset of summands is empty,
the subset of variables contains only Xi and mi is 1 is not accepted (no inferences
in variables are permitted). If (i) the subset of variables is empty, we choose a
summand in {si . . .sp>}, say si, and a number n[ < n\. Otherwise, if (ii) the subset
of variables is non-empty we choose one of those variables, say x\ and a number
m'i < mi.

In case (i), t\ + ¿2 is a splitting for t if t\ and ¿2 are of the form:

Tii«! + . . . -f TlpiSpi

(HI - n[)si + np/+iSp/+i . . . + npsp + miXi + . . . + mqxq + 1'

respectively. In case (ii), split every variable x,- of {x2, . . ., xq>} into y,- + z,-. If (ii.l)
m'j is 0, then split x\ into y\ + z\, and otherwise, if (ii.2) m^ is not 0, then split x\
into yi -f- i/j -f z\. In case (ii.l), t\ -\- ti is a splitting for t if t\ and t-i are of the form:

n\s\ + . . . + UpiSpimiyi + . . . -f mqiyqi + 1

. . + npSp + miZi + . . . + mqizqi + mqi+ixqt+i + • • • + mqxq + 1'

respectively. In case (ii.2), t\ -f Í2 is a splitting for t if ii and £2 are of the form:

respectively.

Theorem 94 H is refutation complete for constrained Horn clauses where all free
symbols are constants and the initial set of clauses has only empty constraints.

Proof: In fact, we will show that in this case where all free symbols are constants,
no inferences by inverse superposition are needed. Let S be the closure under *H of a
set of Horn clauses So without constraints, and assume D ^ 5. Again we prove that
then the equality Herbrand interpretation I defined as the congruence on ground
terms generated by R$ U AG is an AG-model for S. But now this is done in two
steps. Let Irns(S) denote the set of ground instances C a of C | T in S such that
(C, a] is irreducible w.r.t. RS.

1. First, it is proved that / f= Irns(S), in a very similar way as for the ground
case, by deriving a contradiction from the existence of such a Ca whose re-
ductive form is minimal w.r.t. yc. This is done in detail below.
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2. Second, from I |= Irns(S) it follows that / (= 5 for the following reasons. For
each ground instance Co of a clause C \ T in So, consider another instance
Co' of C, where xa' is the normal form w.r.t. AS of xa for every variable x
of C. Since T is empty (as So has no constraints) , Co1 is also an instance of
SQ. It is also in Jr/js(So), since (C, a') is obviously irreducible. Since So Ç S
and / $= Irpis(S) we have / (= Irns(So) and hence / |= C<r', which implies
/ [= Ca, and hence we also have / \= SQ. But since So \= S, this gives us
I\=S.

We now prove the first part. Let Cr be the minimal, w.r.t >-c, reductive form of
some Co in /r#s(S) that is an instance of a clause C \ TC such that / \£ CT.

If Cr is a disjunction of literals of the form 0^0, then an inference by AG-zero-
instance applies to any one of these literals, eliminating it, and its conclusion has a
smaller false counter example.

Otherwise, as in the ground case (the proof of Theorem 73), let s be the maximal
summand in Cr. Then CT is either of the form C'r V ms ~ í with s y C'r, or else it
isC'rVms^t with s >: C'r. Then C is of the form C' V e ~ 0 or C' V e çé O, where
the reductive forms of C' and ea ~ 0 are C¿ and ms ~ í respectively.

As in Theorem 73, in both cases ms is reducible by R$. Since all free symbols
are constants, the rule reducing ms must be of the form ns — » r, with m > n > 1.
This rule has been generated by the reductive form Dr of an instance Da of a clause
D | TD. Let D be of the form D' V e' ~ 0.

Then by Lemma 92 there exists an orientation /i ~ r\ of e' ~ 0 and an extension
of a preserving AG-equality such that AG-nf(l\a) is ns and AG-nf(rio] is r, and
such that every variable x in rj satisfies that xa is irreducible w.r.t. R$~".

Furthermore, by Lemma 93, there exists a splitting e\ + eg of e and a new
extension of o (here we assume as usual that both clauses C and D contain diferent
variables and that the splittings in them are done also with diferent variables) that
is AG-preserving such that (e\ + €2)0 —AG ea, and eia =AG ns, and where every

gvariable x in e.^ satisfies that xa is irreducible w.r.t. R~u

Now, since every variable x of ri + e\ satisfies that xa is irreducible w.r.t. R$~u,
and since the maximal summand of AG-nf((ri + KI)O) is smaller than or equal to
w, it holds that (rj + €i,a) is irreducible w.r.t. AS-

Now, the following inference exists:

jy V li ~ ri I TD C' V el + e2 ̂  0 | T
C' V ri + e2 ^ 0 | TD A Tc A / = ev A T

Its conclusion belongs to S, since S is closed under %, and it has an instance with
a that contradicts the minimality of Cr. ü
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7.6 Completeness for Arbitrary Horn clauses

In this section we drop the restriction that all free symbols are constants. All
definitions and proofs that are needed for this purpose follow the same intuition as
what was done in the constants-only case, but several aspects become technically a
bit more involved.

Example 95 This example shows that in the presence of arbitrary free symbols
a more refined notion of irreducibility than the one of Definition 89 is needed. We
continue with Example 91, and consider new problems due to the non-constant
symbols. Suppose we have a unary symbol / bigger than a, b and c, and an equation
/(c) ~ 0. It is reducible with the rule c -4 0, that, at the non-ground level is
c —> 2<z + 26 — 2x, with the substitution {x *-ï a + b}. By the corresponding direct
AG-superposition inference we obtain f ( 2 a -f 26 - 2x) ~ 0. At the ground level it
is of the form /(O) ~ 0. Observe that /(O) >~ xa, and hence, xcr would be reducible
by a rule with left hand side 6, that is smaller than the maximal summand of the
equation. For this reason, we need a more complex notion of irreducibility, where
the irreducibility of a variable x in an AG-context is only necessary for summands
in xa that are smaller than or equal to the maximal reducible summand of such an
AG-context, and not to the maximal summand in the equation. -.-,,.. D

The following definitions are parameterized by the given rewrite system R, and
we always denote (possibly with subindices) terms by s, í, u, u, positions by p, q and
variables by x,y,z.

We first define irreducibility for pairs (s, a) where s is a term and a a substitution,
both in normal form w.r.t. RAG. Then still sa needs not be in normal form w.r.t.
RAG, because the following two kinds of steps may be applicable: (i) if x is a variable
occurring imediately below a - in s and xa is headed by +, then this — is "moved
inwards"; (ii) after this, some "complementary" pairs u and —u' below the same +
are cancelled if u and u1 are summands with u —AG u' •

Definition 96 Let s be a ground term, and let R be a ground TRS. We define
maxredn(s) to be the maximal summand u such that either:

• AG-nf(s) is of the form nu + v and nu —>• r 6 R;
In this case we say that u is determined by a top-level positive reduction.

• AG-nf(s) is of the form — u + u, and — u -> r £ A;
Then u is determined by a top-level negative reduction.

• AG-nf(s) is of the form u + v or — u + v and u is reducible at non-top-level by
A;
Then u is determined by a non-top-level reduction.
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Definition 97 Let s be a term and let a be a substitution, both in normal form
w.r.t. RAG, and let R be a ground TRS.

The pair (s, cr) is called recursively irreducible w.r.t. R if the following conditions
hold. Let y be maxredn(sa).

1. for all x such that s is of the form x + s', and all summand v with u > v and
such that xa is of the form mv + v', if u is determined by a top-level negative
reduction, then either u >- v and mt; is irreducible w.r.t. A, or v is tí and
m is positive; otherwise (top-level positive or non-top level reduction) mv is
irreducible w.r.t. R.

2. for all x such that s is of the form —a; + s', and all summand v with u > v and
such that xa is of the form mv + t/, if u is determined by a top-level negative
reduction, then either u >- v and mv is irreducible w.r.t. A, or u is w; otherwise
(top-level positive or non-top level reduction) mv is irreducible w.r.t. R.

3. for all t of the form /(¿i,..., fm) such that AG-nf(sa) is of the form t + v or
-í + v and u ^ AG-nf(tcr}, each (i,-,or) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R.

Definition 98 Let s be a term, let u be a summand, and let a be a substitution,
both in normal form w.r.t. RAG, let C be a clause, and let R be a ground TRS.

The pair (s, a) is called (w ^-irreducible (resp. (u ^)-t'rredua'&ie) w.r.t. R if the
following conditions hold.

1. for all x such that s is of the form x + s' or —x + s, and all summand v with
u >^ v (resp. u X v) and such that xcr is of the form mv + u', the term mu is
irreducible w.r.t. R.

2. for all t of the form /(¿i,..., im) such that AG-nf(sa) is of the form í + t> or
—t + v and u >^ AG-nf(ta], each (i^cr) is recursively irreducible.

If u is the maximal summand of AG-nf(sa] w.r.t. >-, then, we simply say that
the pair (s, a) is irreducible w.r.t. R.

The pair (C, ÍT) is irreducible w.r.t. R if (e, cr) is irreducible for all its equations
e ~ 0 (note that this notion does not depend on which one of the two possibilities
of writing the equation like e ~ 0 is chosen).

7.6.1 Model generation

As in the case where all free symbols are constants, which was explained in Sec-
tion 7.5, now the AG-model induced by R is built. Again the rules are generated,
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exactly as in Definition 90 of Section 7.5, by the reductive forms of instances Ca of
clauses C \ T of 5, where (C, a) is irreducible. But now the notion of irreducibility is
according to Definition 98. The main theorem of this section says that H is refuta-
tion complete for constrained Horn clauses if the initial set of clauses has only empty
constraints. Its proof follows the same arguments as its analogous of the constants-
only case, Theorem 94. Lemma 106 finds, for a given term that is reducible by R,
a context inside it where the maximal summand is reducible at the top. This gives
us an inference at the ground level. Lemmas 107, 108, 109 and 110 justify that
there exist orientations and splittings at the non-ground level corresponding to the
inference at the ground level. This new inference at the non-ground level has to
satisfy some conditions of irreducibility that are justified by Lemmas 113, 115 and
116.

Lemma 99 Let u be the maximal summand in AG-nf(s(r)i let RI be a rewrite
system and let RI be a rewrite system with left hand sides of the form nw or —tu,
where n > 0 and tu is a summand such that w >- u. Let (s, a] be recursively
irreducible w.r.t. RI.

Then, (s,«?) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R\ U R^.

Proof: We prove it by induction on the size of s. Let v be maxredji^sff). Observe
that u y v. Since u is the maximal summand of AG-nf(scr), and for all the w,
we have that w >- u, then maxredn^R^scr) is v. Moreover, the sets Rfmv and
(RiURi)*"1" coincide for any m. Therefore, the conditions of recursive-irreducibility
for variables x such that s is of the form x -f s' or — x + s' are satisfied. Let s be
of the form t + s' or — t + s', for a summand t of the form f(t\i..., in), and such
that v X AG-nf(ta). Then, we have that v >- -4<7-n/(£,-a). Therefore, for all the ty,
we have that w is greater than the maximal summand in AG-nf(t{a}. By induction
hypothesis, ( i i , f f) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R\ U Äa- ^

Lemma 100 Let u be the maximal summand in AG-nf(sa), let R\ be a rewrite
system and let R^ be a rewrite system with left hand sides of the form nw or —w,
where n > 0 and w is a summand. Let u be a ground summand in AG-normal form
such that v > u and (s, a) is (v X)-irreducible w.r.t. RI.

If all such w satisfy that w >- v, then, (s, a) is (v X)-irreducible w.r.t. RI U R-Í.
If all such w satisfy that w X v, then, (s, a] is (v >-)-irreducible w.r.t. R\ U RI.

Proof: We only prove the first statement (the second one is analogous). Observe
that the sets R^mv and (AI UÄ2)-mt; coincide for any m. Therefore, the conditions
of (v X)-irreducibility for variables a; such that s is of the form x + s' or — x + s'
are satisfied. Let s be of the form í + s' or — t + s', for a summand t of the form
/(ii,.. . ,£«), and such that v X AG-nf(ta). Then, we have that v >- AG-nf(ticr).
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Therefore, for all the u?, we have that w is greater than the maximal summand in
AG-nf(tia). By Lemma 99, (t¿,<r) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R\ U R-¿. ü

Lemma 101 If, as in the definition of A, the reductive form Cred of Ca generates
the rules nu —ï r and —u —> (n — l)u — r, then (C, a) is irreducible not only w.r.t.
Rcredi but w.r.t. R\{nu -» r, —w -4 (n— l)u-r}. Moreover, if e ~ O is a negative
equation of C, then (e,cr) is irreducible w.r.t. A.

Proof: Let e ~ 0 be an equation of C. Let RCreti be the set of rules generated by
reductive forms bigger than Cred w.r.t. yc. Then, RCred is of the form Uie/{n«u¿ -*
r¿, -u,- -> (n,- - l)u¿ - r,-}. All these u;'s are larger than the maximal summand of
AG-nf(e<r). Moreover, if e ~ 0 is a negative equation, u is larger than the maximal
summand AG-nf(ea}. By applying Lemma 100 with RCred and RCred U {nu -»
r, —w -> (n — l)u — r} for negative equations, the lemma follows. ü

Lemma 102 Let s be a term of the form s\ + «2- Let (s, a) be (u ^-irreducible
(resp. (u >-)-irreducible) w.r.t. R', for a given summand u. Then, (SI,CT) and (82,0)
are (u ¡^-irreducible (resp. (u >-)-irreducible) w.r.t. R'.

Lemma 103 Let s be a term of the form si + «2. Let (s, a] be recursively irre-
ducible w.r.t. R'. Let maxredn(sa) >- maxredR(sia).

Then, (SI,<T) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R'.

Lemma 104 Let (s, a] be (u ^-irreducible (resp. (u ^-irreducible or recursively
irreducible) w.r.t. R. Let s be of the form (i) nx + s' or (ii) — nx + s. Let x\
and £2 be variables not in s such that x\a and x^o are in AG-normal form, and
(Xl +X-2)(T =ACOX(T.

Then, we have that (i) (nx\ + nx? + s', a) or (ii) (—nx\ — nx-i + s', a] is (u ^)-
irreducible (resp. (u >-)-irreducible or recursively irreducible) w.r.t. R.

Lemma 105 Let (s,a) be (u >-)-irreducible w.r.t. R. Let s be of the form nx + s'.
Let xa be (i) u\ -\-... + um — vi — ... — ujt, or (ii) u\ +.. . + um or (iii) —v\ — ... — wjt,
where the u,- and u¿ are summands. Let x\ and xi be variables not in s. Let :CI<T be
MI +. . . + um in cases (i) and (ii), and 0 otherwise. Let xia be DI + ... + ujt in cases
(i) and (iii), and 0 otherwise.

Then, we have that (nx\ — nx-¿ + s',a) is (u >-)-irreducible w.r.t. R.

Proof: Since s' is a subsum of s and x\a is a subsum of x<r, the only doubt for
reducibility is what happens with a^tf. If x-¿a is of the form mvi + v' for some u,-
such that u >- u,-, then xa is of the form — mv¿ + v". Since (s, a] is (u ^-irreducible,
v¡ is irreducible w.r.t. R, and no rule with left-hand-side —v¡ nor u,- appears in R,
and hence, a term of the form n'v¡ is not a left-hand-side of a rule of R. Hence,
such variables x-i satisfy the conditions for irreducibility, and (nx\ — nx^ + s',a) is
(u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R. ü
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Lemma 106 Let t be a term in AG-normal form and reducible by R. Then, there
exists an AG-context t' of t, and a summand u such that u is maxredn(t') by
top-level reduction.

Proof: This can be proved by induction on the size of t. The term t by itself is an
AG-context of t. Let v be maxredn(t). If it is by top-level reduction, then, u is v,
and we are done. Otherwise, it is by non-top-level reduction, and then, v is of the
form /(t>i, . . . , i>n), and one of the t;,- is reducible. Then, by induction hypothesis,
this Vi contains the t' and u satisfying the required condition. D

Lemma 107 Let the reductive form Cred of Co generate the rule nu -t r'.
Then there exists an orientation / ~ r of the positive equation e ~ 0 of C, and

an extension of a satisfying the splitting constraint of the orientation, such that
AG-nf(la] is nu, AG-nf(ra] is r', and (r, a) is (u X)-irreducible w.r.t. R.

Proof: By Lemma 101, (e, a) is irreducible w.r.t. R \ {nu -> r, -tí —» (n - l)u — r}.
In fact, it is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R \ {nu -» r, —u -» (n — l)u — r}, since u is
the maximal summand of AG-nf(ea}. Observe that AC-changes in the substitution
do not affect irreducibility. Hence we can suppose that x.cr is of the form (i) /,•«, or
(ü) ¡¡u + Vi, or (iii) Vi, for all variables z,- in e, where u¿ has no ocurrences of u at
top-level position. Let e' be the result of replacing each ocurrence of x,- at top-level
position by y¡ + 2,-, where y,- and z¡ are new variables. Let a be extended such that
y,-CT is liu (in cases i and ii) or 0 (in case iii), and z¡a is 0 (case i) and u¿ otherwise.
By Lemma 104, (e', a] is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R \ {nu —> r, — u —> (n — l)u — r}.

Now, we may write e' as / + /', for terms / and /' such that / contains all the
y,-, and all the summands t at top-level position in e' such that AG-nf(tcr) is u;
and /' contains all the z,-, and the rest of the summands. By Lemma 102, (/', a] is
(u X)-irreducible w.r.t. R \ {nu -> r, — u —> (n — l)u — r}.

We have that AG-nf(la] is nu, and AG-nf(l'a) is AG-nf(-r'). Moreover, if /'
is of the form x + /" or —x + /", and xa is of the form mv + v' for some summand
v with u > v, then, necessarily u >- v, due to the way we have extended a to the
variables in /'. Therefore, mv is irreducible w.r.t. R, because it is irreducible w.r.t.
{nu —^ r, — u —> (n — l)u — r}, and w.r.t. R \ {nu —t r, —u —> (n — l)u — r}, since
(/', a) is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R \ {nu —»• r, — u -> (n — l)u — r}. •

Furthermore, if I' is of the form í + /" or —í -f I", for some summand t of the
form /(ii,.. .,i„) such that u ^ AG-nf(ta], we have that u X -AG-n/(£,-<7), and, by
Lemma 99, (ti, a) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R.

Therefore, (I1,a) is (u >;)-irreducible w.r.t. R. And, if we take r as AG-nf(-l'),
(r, a) is (u V)-irreducible w.r.t. R. O

Lemma 108 Let the reductive form Cred of Ca generate the rule -u —> (n —
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Then there exists an orientation / ~ r of the positive equation e ~ 0 of C, and
an extension of a satisfying the splitting constraint of the orientation, such that
AG-nf(la) is -u, AG-nf(ra) is (n - 1)« — r', and (r, a) is (u >-)-irreducible w.r.t.
R. Moreover, for all a; such that r is of the form x + s, we have that xa is not of the
form — u + s'.

Proof: By Lemma 101, (e, a] is irreducible (in fact (u ^-irreducible) w.r.t. R \
{nu -4 r, -u -» (n - l)u — r}. This implies that if e is of the form x + e¡ or
—x + 62 and xa is of the form mv -f t/ for some summand v with u >- u, then
mv is irreducible w.r.t. R \ {nu -4 r, -u -4 (n - l)u - r}, and, in fact, w.r.t. R.
Additionally, if e is of the form t + 62 or -í 4- «2 for some summand í of the form
/(ii,...,ín) such that u X .ACT-n/^a), we have that (i,-, a) is recursively irreducible
w.r.t. R\{nu -ï r, —u —> (n — l)w-r}. But observe that, since u y AG-nffaa), by
Lemma 99, (f;, er) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R. Altogether this implies that
(e, a) is (u >-)-irreducible w.r.t. R.

Let us consider now a certain variable x that appears in e at top-level positive
variable position. AC-changes in the substitution do not affect irreducibility. Hence
we can assume that xa is of the form (i) v, or (ii) v + w, or (iii) tu, where v (resp. w)
contains only positive (resp. negative) summands at their top-level positions. Let e'
be the result of replacing each ocurrence of x at top-level positive variable position
by y - z, where y and z are new variables. Let a be extended such that ya is v (in
cases i and ii) or 0 (in case iii), and za is O (case i) and AG-nf(-w) otherwise. By
Lemma 105, (e', a] is (u >-)-irreducible w.r.t. R. We can repeat this process with all
the variables in e at top-level position. Let the resulting term be e'. Again, (e', a]
is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R.

Since AG-nf(e'a) is nu — r, either (i) e' is of the form x -f e" for some variable
x and xa is of the form u + e"' or u, or (ii) e1 is of the form —x -f- e", and xa is of
the form — u -f e'" or —u, or (iii) e' is of the form í + e" for some summand t such
that'icr =AG u.

In case (i), we replace this occurrence of x by x\ + a;2) where x\ and xa are new
variables, and we extend a such that x\a is u, and 12^ is e"' or 0, depending on the
case. By Lemma 104, we have that (x\ + x-¿ + e", a) is (u >-)-irreducible w.r.t. R.
By Lemma 102 (xj + e", a) is (u X)-irreducible w.r.t. R. Therefore —xi ~ x2 + e"
is an orientation that satisfies the required conditions.

Case (ii) is identical to case (i), but now, the obtained orientation is x\ ~ — x?, -f
e".

In case (iii), by Lemma 102, we have that (e",a) is (u X)-irreducible w.r.t. R.
Therefore — t ~ e" is an orientation that satisfies the required conditions. d

Lemma 109 Let nu —» r' be a rule of R. Let (s, a) be (i) irreducible or (ii)
recursively irreducible w.r.t. R. Let AG-nf(sa) be of the form nu + s'. Let u be in
case (i) the maximal summand of AG-nf(sa), or in case (ii) maxredn(sa).
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Then, there exists a splitting si + «2 of s, and an extension of a satisfying the
corresponding splitting constraint, such that (s\ + si}a =AG sa, and s\a is nu, and
(«2,0') is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R.

Moreover, in case (i), the maximal summand of AG-nf (s<¿a), and, in case (ii),
the summand maxred^s^a), is smaller than or equal to u w.r.t. >-.

Proof: From our hypothesis, it follows that (s, a) is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R
(observe that for the case (ii) u is not determined by top-level negative reduction).
Moreover, if s is of the form —z+i, then x is not of the form — u+t'. Since AG-nf(sa)
is nu + s', these n w's can not be provided by negative variables at top-level position.
Thus s has to be of the form miXj + ... + mqxq + niti + ... + nptp + s", where
the m,- and n¿ are positive, AG-nf(ti0) is u for ¿ i n !.. .p, and z,-(7 is of the form
kiU + Vi for ¿in 1... q with positive fc,-, and mi * k\ +... + nig * kq + n\ - f . . . np > n.
Moreover, such x¿ and í¿ can be chosen to satisfy the following conditions: the 2,-
and t{ do not appear in s", and p is maximal (i.e. if q is not 0, that is there is at
least one chosen variable xi, then no summand t such that s" is of the form í + s'"
satisfies ta =AG u)> and q is minimal (i.e. by eliminating one variable, say x\, we
have that mj * k? + • • • + mg * kq + «i +... + np < n). The case where p is 0 and q is
1 and mi is 1 is not possible, since x\a cannot contain more than n — 1 u's, because
it would be reducible w.r.t. A, contradicting the (u X)-irreducibility of (s, a).

For facility of explanations, we assume that mi * k\ +... + mq * kq + n\ + ... np

is exactly n. Other situations are treated analogously, by doing the corresponding
additional splittings as explained in Lemma 93.

Now, we split every x¿ into y,- + 2,-, where y¿ and z¡ are new variables, and a is
extended such that y,-cr is fc,-u, and z¡a is v¡. Thanks to Lemma 104, the obtained
term is (u X)-irreducible w.r.t. R. It may be written Si + «2t where s\ contains
all the ti and all the y,-, and «2 contains the rest of summands and variables. The
AG-normal form of sjcr is nu, and of s^a is 5', and s\ + s2 is a splitting for s. By
Lemma 102, (s2,a) is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R.

Moreover, in case (i), the maximal summand of AG-nffaa), and, in case (ii),
the summand maxred^s^a), is smaller than or equal to u w.r.t. >-. Observe that,
ommiting the summand u, the AG-normal forms of sa and s%a coincide. D

Lemma 110 Let n > 1 and — u —>• (n — I)M — r' be a rule of R. Let (s, a) be
recursively irreducible w.r.t. R. Let AG-nf(sa) be of the form — u + s'. Let u be
maxredji(sa).

Then, there exists a splitting si + «2 °f 5, and an extension of a satisfying the
corresponding splitting constraint, such that (sj +si)a =AG sa, and sia is —tí, and
(«2)^) is (u >-)-irreducible and recursively irreducible w.r.t. R. Moreover, we have
that u y maxredn(s2a).
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Proof: From our hypothesis, it follows that (s, a) is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R.
Moreover, if s is of the form x 4- s", then xa is not of the form — u + s"'. Since
the AG-normal form of sa is —u + s', then, either (i) s is of the form -u + í for
some summand v such that AG-nf(va) is u, or (ü) s is of the form —x +1 for some
variable x such that xa is of the form u + s'" or u.

In case (i), we may take — v as sj, and í as «2- Then Si + «2 is a splitting for s,
and u y maxredR(s2a).

In case (ii), we may split x into x\ + $2, for new variables £1 and £2, and extend
a such that x\a is u and x^a is s'" or 0, depending on the case. By Lemma 104,
-x\ - x-i + t is (u >-)-irreducible and recursively irreducible w.r.t. R. We may take
—xi assj, and -x^+t as «2- Then «i+S2 is a splitting fors, and u X maxrednfaa).

In both cases, by Lemmas 102 and 103, we have that ($2, o1) is (u >-)-irreducible
and recursively irreducible w.r.t. R. n

Lemma 111 Let í be a summand. Let (t + s, a) be recursively irreducible w.r.t.
R. Let AG-nf(ta) be smaller than or equal to maxredn((t + s)a) w.r.t. >-. Let t'
be a summand such that (í', a) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. A, and AG-nf(ta) >-
¿G-n/(i'<r).

Then, (yíG-n/^' + sJjCr) recursively irreducible w.r.t. R.

Proof: Let u be maxredß((i + s)cr). After replacing í by t', this maximal reducible
summand does not increase. Moreover, if u is maxred(t' + sa), then it is due to the
same reason as before (top-level positive reduction, or top-level negative reduction or
non-top-level reduction). Except for í', the variables and summands that appear in
AG-nf (t1 + s) at top-level position are the same ones that appear in t+s at top-level
position, and with the same sign. Therefore, the conditions for irreducibility are
satisfied for the variables at top-level position. But also for í', since it is recursively
irreducible w.r.t. R. G

Lemma 112 Let (s, a) be recursively irreducible w.r.t. R, Let t be an AG-normal
form of sa. Let p be an AG-context position in t such that t\p is reducible w.r.t. R.

Then there exists an AG-context position g in s such that sa\q =AG ¿Ipt and
(s|9,a) is recursively irreducible, and for all term r, s[r]qa =AG t[ra]p.

Moreover, let (r,cr) be recursively irreducible w.r.t. R, and let t\p >- AG-nf(ra).
Then (AG-nf (s[r]q), a) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R.

Proof: This is proved by induction on the size of s. In the case where p is A, q is A,
and all the results are obvious. Therefore, suppose that p is not A. Then, p is of the
form p'.p", where t\p> is a summand of the form /(ii,.. .,in) at the AG-context A.
Let u be maxred(t). Since t\p> is reducible, we have that u ^ t\pi. An AG-context
of t\pi is reducible, and therefore there is an i such that í,- is reducible, and p is of
the form p'.i.p'".
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Since t is an AG-normal form of sa, we have that, either (i) s is of the form
x + s' or —z + s', and xa is of the form i|p/ + s" or — i|p< + s"; or (u) s is of the form
v + s' for some summand v such that va =AG t\p> and í is of the form i|p/ + i'; or
(iii) s is of the form — v -f s' for some summand v such that va =AG t\p> and * is of
the form -í|p/ + í'.

In case (i), xa is of the form mt\p< + s", and t\p< is reducible at non-top position
by J2, and mao:reci/i(£) >; £|p/, but i|p< cannot be maxredß(i) by top-level reduc-
tion (observe that for the rules nu -> r of R such u's are irreducible at non-top
by R). Altogether this contradicts the hypothesis of recursive-irreducibility, and
therefore, only cases (ii) and (iii) are possible. In fact, we consider only case (ii),
since case (iii) is analogous. The summand v has to be of the form /(t>i,..., vn),
and Via =AG ti- By induction hypothesis, there exists an AG-context position q'
in Vi such that u¿cr|9/ =AG ¿tip1") and for all term'r, Vi[r]qia =AG t[ra]pm. More-
over, if (r,a) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R, and í|p X AG-nf(ra), we have that
(AG-nf(vi[r]qi),a) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R. Moreover,
(/(ui, . . . , AG-nf (vi[r]qi), un), a) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R. Finally, by
Lemma 111, (/(vi,..., j4G-n/(u,-[r]9'), un) + s', a) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R.
D

Lemma 113 Let (s, a) be irreducible w.r.t. R. Let í be an AG-normal form of sa.
Let p be an AG-context position in í different from A such that i|p is reducible w.r.t.
R.

Then there exists an AG-context position g in s different from A, such that
s\qa ~AG *|pi and (s|g, a) is recursively irreducible, and for all term r, s[r]g<r =AG
t[ra]p.

Moreover, let (r, a) be recursively irreducible w.r.t. A, and let t\p >- AG-nf(ra).
Then (AG-nf (s[r]q), a) is irreducible w.r.t. R.

Proof: The proof is analogous to the previous one, except for the fact that, instead
of doing induction, it refers to the previous lemma, and that we need a modification
of Lemma 111 for dealing with irreducible pairs instead of recursively irreducible
pairs w.r.t. R. ü

Lemma 114 Let (s, a) be (u X)-irreducible w.r.t. R.
If maxredft(sa) is smaller than or equal to u, then (s, a) is recursively irreducible

w.r.t. R.
If the maximal summand oî AG-nf (sa) is smaller than or equal to u, then (s, a)

is irreducible w.r.t. R.

Proof: Direct by applying the definition. ö
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Lemma 115 Let (r, a) be (u X)-irreducible w.r.t. R. Let (í, a) be (u ^-irreducible
w.r.t. R.

Then, (AG-nf(r + t),a) is (tí X)-irreducible w.r.t. R.
Additionally, suppose that maxredn((r + t)a) is smaller than or equal to u w.r.t.

X. Then (AG-nf (r +1), a) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R.
Moreover, if the maximal summand of AG-nf ((r -f t)a) is smaller than or equal

to w, then (AG-nf (r + t), er) is irreducible w.r.t. R.

Proof: Observe that r and t are in AG-normal form. Therefore, the AG-normal
form of r +1 is obtained by eliminating some summands at the AG-context A, by
the inverse rule. If AG-nf (r + t) is of the form x + s or —x + s, then, either r or
t is of the form x -f s' or -x + s', and, therefore, xa satisfies the corresponding
requirements. If AG-nf (r + t) is of the form v -f s or — v + s for a given summand
v = /(ui,... , vn) such that u > AG-nf (ver), then, either r or í is of the form v + s'
or — v + s', and hence such a v satisfies the corresponding requirements. Therefore
(AG-nf (r + t),a) is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R.

The rest of the proof is a direct consequence of Lemma 114. D

Lemma 116 Let n > 1, and — u —ï (n — l)u — r' be a rule of R. Let AG-nf (ra)
be (n — l)u — r'.

Let (r, a) be (u >-)-irreducible w.r.t. R, and if r is of the form x"+ s, then, xa is
not of the form — u + s'.

Let (t, a) be (u >-)-irreducible, and recursively irreducible w.r.t. R, and AG-nf (ta)
is not of the form u + s'.

Let maxredn(ta) be smaller than or equal to u w.r.t. >-.
Then, (AG-nf (r + i),cr) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R.

Proof: Since r and t are in AG-normal form, the AG-normal form of r+t is obtained
by eliminating some summands at the AG-context A, by the inverse rule.

Observe that, since AG-nf (ra) is (n — l)u — r', and AG-nf (ta) is not of the form
u + s', it holds that AG-nf ((r + t)a) is of the form mu + s" or s", where s" does not
contain u's at the AG-context A, and m is negative, or positive but smaller than n.

If m is positive, or AG-nf ((r + t)a is of the form s", then, maxredji((r + t)a) is a
certain v smaller than u w.r.t. >-, and (AG-nf(r + t ) , a ) is (v >;)-irreducible w.r.t. A,
since both (r, a) and (í, a) are (u >-)-irreducible. By Lemma 114, (AG-nf'(r +1), a)
is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R.

From now on, we assume that AG-nf ((r + t)a) is of the form mu + s", for a
given negative m. In this case, AG-nf (ta) contains more than n — I negative w's,
and hence maxredn(ta) and maxredn(r + ta) has to be u by top-level negative
reduction.

If AG-nf (r + í) is of the form a; + s and xa is of the form kv + v' for a given
summand v with u >^ u, then, either r or í is of the form x + sj. In both cases, if
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u > u, then, since both (r, a) and (t, a) are (w >~)-irreducible, we have that kv is
irreducible w.r.t. A. Therefore assume that xa is of the form ku + v' (i.e. v is u), and
then, for satisfying the recursive-irreducibility conditions it is enough to show that
k is positive. If r is of the form a: -f- Si, by our hypothesis k is positive. If í is of the
form x 4- s\ then, k is positive due to the fact that (i, er) is recursively irreducible,
and u is maxredftfta) determined by top-level negative reduction.

If AG-nf(r -f £) is of the form — z -f- s, and xa is of the form kv -f t/ for a given
summand v with u X u, then, either r or í is of the form x -\- s\. In both cases, if
u >- u, then, since both (r, cr) and (í, a) are (u >~)-irreducible, we have that kv is
irreducible w.r.t. R. Otherwise, if v is u, the recursive-irreducibility conditions for
such —x -f- s and kv are satisfied trivially.

If AG-nf(r+t) is of the form u+sor - u+sfora given summand v = f(vi,.. .,vn)
such that u X AG-nf(va), then, either r or í is of the form u + s' or — v -f s'. Since
both (r, a) and (í, a) are (w ¡^-irreducible, it holds that all the (t>,-, a] are recursively
irreducible w.r.t. R. ö

Theorem 117 H is refutation complete for constrained Horn clauses if the initial
set of clauses has only empty constraints.

Proof: This proof is analogous to the one for Theorem 94. The diferences are in
how it is proved that / \= Irns(S).

Let Cred be the minimal, w.r.t ^C) reductive form of some Ccr in IrRs(S) that
is an instance of a clause C \ TC such that / ^ Cred.

If Cred is a disjunction of literals of the form 0 ̂  0, then an inference by AG-
zero-instance applies to any one of these literals, eliminating it, and its conclusion
has a smaller false counter example.

Otherwise, as in the ground case (the proof of Theorem 73), let s be the maximal
summand in Cred. Then Cred is either of the form Cred' V ms ~ t with s >- Cred'
(a), or else it is Cred' V ms çé í with s >; Cred' (b). As in Theorem 73, in both
cases ms is reducible by R. Then, by Lemma 106 there exists an AG-context s'
that is a subterm of ms, and a summand u such that u is maxredfi(s') by top-level
reduction. Therefore, a rule in R of the form nu —> r' or — u -> (n — l)u — r' reduces
s', and it has to be nu —> r' if s' is ms; and moreover, no rule with left-hand-side
bigger reduces s'.

Therefore, C is of the form C"Ve ~ O or C" Ve cé O, where ms-tìs an AG-normal
form of ea.

The rule reducing ms — t (at the AG-context ms — t or in an AG-context inside
s), has been generated by the reductive form Dr ed of an instance Da of a clause
D | Trj. Let D be of the form D'V d ~ 0. Now, we distinguish two cases:

• (a) If the rule reducing ms is nu —t r', then, by Lemma 107, there exists
an orientation / ~ r of d ~ 0 such that AG-nf(la) is nu and AG-nf(ra)
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is r'. Moreover, (r, er) is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R. Now, we analyse two
possibilities:

— (a.l) If s' is ms, then s is u, and AG-nf(ea} is mu — í, for m > n.
Moreover, u is the maximal summand of ms — t and (e, a) is irreducible
w.r.t. R. By Lemma 109, there exists a splitting e\ + e2 of e such that
(ei + e2)<7 =¿1(7 ecr, and ei<r is nu, and (e2,cr) is (u X)-irreducible w.r.t.
A, and the maximal summand of AG-nffaa] is smaller than or equal to
u. By Lemma 115, (AG-nf(r + 62), cr) is irreducible w.r.t. A. Now, the
following inference exists:

D' V l ~ r | Tp C' V ei + e2 ~ 0
C" V r + e2 ~ 0 | TO A TC A / = e! A r

Its conclusion belongs to 5, since 5 is closed under %, and it has an
instance with & contradicting the minimality of Crea.

— (a.2) If s' is inside s, i.e. (ms — t) \p is s' for some position p below some
s, then, by Lemma 113, there exists an AG-context position q in e such
that e\q(T =AG s'ï and (e|9,(r) is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R, and for
all term r", e[r"]qa =AG (ms-t)[r"a]p. Moreover, if (r",a) is recursively
irreducible and s' >- AG-nf (r" a) , then, (e[r"]g,<7) is irreducible w.r.t. R.

Now, we will obtain the concrete r" that is interesting for us. Denote
e\q by e'. Observe that e' is recursively irreducible w.r.t. R, and s' is of
the form nu + s", and maxredR(s') is u. By Lemma 109, there exists a
splitting e\ + e'2 of e' such that (e[ + e^)*7 —AG ¿ a, and e^cr is nu, and
(e2, CT) is (u ^-irreducible w.r.t. R, and maxredn(e'2cr) is smaller than or
equal to u. By Lemma 115, (AG-nf(r + e2),cr) is recursively irreducible
w.r.t. R. This AG-nf(r + e'w) is the r" we wanted. Now, the following
inference exists:

D' V / ~ r | TD C'V efá + ¿¿g ~ 0 | Tc

C1 V e[r + e'2]q ~ 0 | TD A Tc A / = e( A r

Its conclusion belongs to 5, since 5 is closed under %, and it has an
instance with a contradicting the minimality of Cred.

• (b) If the rule reducing ms is — u — > (n — l)u — r', then, the contradiction of
the minimality of Cred follows, now, from Lemmas 108, 113, 110, and 116; in
a similar way to case (a.2). ü
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7.7 General Clauses

The inference system is extended to non-Horn clauses in the standard way, with
(equality) factoring, which in the ground case is:

. ~ , . . C V nu ~ r V n« ~ r'
AG-factonng:

C V r 9ü r' V nu ~ r'

with the ordering restrictions that u is the maximal summand in the clause, which
does not appear in a negative equation, and where nu ~ r is maximal w.r.t. >-c.

For the non-ground case, the two equations involved have to be oriented as the
left premises of AG-superposition (note that if both orientations require to split a
certain variable x, then it needs to be split only once). Let us denote by I the rules
of "H (with the same ordering restrictions as the factoring rule) plus this additional
rule. By a relatively standard adaptation of the rule generation with respect to the
Horn case (i.e., as for standard superposition, see [BG94b]), we obtain the following:

Theorem 118 The inference system T is refutation complete for general clauses.

7.8 Extensions

We now very briefly comment on a few aspects that have not been treated yet in
this chapter.

Our completeness proofs are compatible with the notions for redundancy and
saturation as in the basic framework [NR95, BGLS95]. Note that, by dealing with
constrained clauses, no AG-unifiers are computed. Instead, the unification problems
are stored in the constraints and a constrained clause C \ T is redundant if T is
unsatisfiable. Apart from the well-known basicness restriction, an additional ad-
vantage is that only one conclusion is generated, instead of one conclusion for each
AG-unifier[Vig94, NR97].

Checking the ordering restrictions in our framework is different from the usual
situation. Instead of checking whether, say, for given terms s and £, there exists some
ground a such that sa Xrpo ía, we need to check whether this holds after normalising
both sides by RAG, that is, whether AG-nf(sa) >-rpo AG-nf(ta).. Deciding the
satisfiability of such constraints is NP-complete, as we will see in Chapter 8. One can
also add information to the constraint language defined in that chapter for stating
that if nisi + ... + miy\ + ... is the left hand side of an orientation (Definition 78)
then all s,- are equal and all summands in the y,- are equal to these s,-.

It is also possible to find sufficient conditions for ruling out redundant infer-
ences without fully deciding satisfiability. In practice, for efficiency reasons, such
approximations are used as well for standard superposition. Neither soundness nor
completeness require to actually decide ordering constraints.
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Example 119 Suppose s is /(/(O) — z) and t is x. It is easy to see that sa >~rpo t(r
for all a. But if a is {a; —>• /(O)}, both terms normalise w.r.t. AAG into /(O). D

The fact that ordering restrictions are checked after normalisation w.r.t. RAG

complicates optimisations related to the analysis of the so-called shielded variables
of a clause C, that is, variables that occur below a free symbol in C.

Example 120 In the context of [GW96, Stu98], shieldedness of variables like x in
the clause f ( x — /(a)) 9^ O V2x ~ b allow one to conclude that 2x cannot contain the
maximal summand of Cff for any a and hence 1x need not be used as left premise
in any inference. In our case, the instance where xa is /(a) may generate the rule
2/(a) -»• 6, and hence we can rule out the inferences only for other instances. Similar
optimisations apply to right premises. D

Also other shieldedness-related optimisations can be used. For example, let e ~ 0
be an equation of a clause C where e is of the form s + n\x\ + ... + n^Xk — 0 and
the distinct variables x,- do not occur elsewhere in s or in C. If n¡ = 1 (or n,- = — 1)
for some ¿, then such an equation e ~ 0 collapses the theory: s + x ~ 0 implies
s + (-s +1) ~ 0 and hence t ~ 0 for every t. Hence one can assume that any such a
clause CVs+x ~ 0 is eagerly replaced by C. This can be combined with the fact that
e ~ 0 is logically equivalent modulo AG to s + nz ~ 0, where n = gcd(ni,..., n^)
and z is a new variable.



Chapter 8

Ordering Constraints for
Built-in Abelian Groups

We have mentioned in previous chapters that it is crucial for the performance of
ordered resolution or paramodulation-based deduction systems that they incorpo-
rate specialized techniques to work efficiently with standard algebraic theories E.
Essential ingredients for this purpose are term orderings that are E-compatible, for
the given E, and algorithms deciding constraint satisfiability for such orderings.

In this chapter we introduce a uniform technique providing the first such al-
gorithms for some orderings for abelian semigroups, abelian monoids and abelian
groups, which we believe will lead to reasonably efficient techniques for practice.

Our algorithms are in NP, and hence optimal, since in addition we show that,
for any well-founded E-compatible ordering for these Ei the constraint satisfiability
problem is NP-hard even for conjunctions of inequations.

8.1 Introduction

As we have mentioned already several times in this thesis, for the performance of
ordered resolution or paramodulation-based deduction systems it is essential to use
specialized techniques dealing efficiently with standard algebraic theories E, like
abelian semigroups (AC, for associative and commutative) abelian monoids (AGO),
or abelian groups (AG). We have seen that essential ingredients for this purpose are
reduction (i.e., well-founded and monotonie) orderings >- on ground terms that are
E-compatible for the given E, i.e., s =B s' >- t' —E t implies s >- í, and algorithms
deciding the satisfiability of ordering constraints for such orderings. Such ordering
constraints are used to express ordered strategies in automated deduction at the
formula level [KKR90]. This allows one to reduce the search space by inheriting the
ordering restrictions while keeping completeness [NR95, NR01].

Ill
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Let us recall here that an ordering constraint is a quantifier-free first-order for-
mula built over terms in T(F, X) and over the binary predicate symbols '=' and
'>'. These constraints are interpreted over the domain of ground terms, where =
and > are interpreted, respectively, as a congruence R¿ and a reduction ordering >-
such that >- is total up to ft!, i.e., for all ground terms s and t either s y t or í >- s
or t KÍ s. Hence a solution of a constraint C is a substitution a with range T(J:}
and whose domain is the set of variables of C such that Co evaluates to true when
interpreting = as « and > as >-. Then we say that a satisfies C.

The first practical applications of ordering constraints gave rise to the distinction
between fixed signature semantics (solutions are built over a given signature J^), and
extended signature semantics (new symbols are allowed to appear in solutions). The
latter semantics is in some cases easier to check, and is used in applications like
the computation of saturated sets of ordering constrained clauses that can be used
for deduction with other clauses containing arbitrary new (e.g., Skolem) symbols,
but it is less restrictive and hence less powerful for refutational theorem proving.
The satisfiability problem for ordering constraints was first shown decidable for the
well-known recursive path orderings (RPO) introduced by N. Dershowitz [Der82],
for fixed signatures [Com90, JO91] and extended ones [NR95, Nie93j. NP algorithms
(fixed and extended signatures) were given in [Nie93, NRV99]. For the Knuth-Bendix
ordering (KBO) these results have only recently been obtained in [KVOO, KV01].

Ordered strategies and ordering constraint inheritance can be used without loos-
ing completeness with built-in algebraic theories E, like AC [NR97, Vig94] or AG
[GNOO]. An additional advantage of constraints in this context is that in each infer-
ence only one conclusion is generated, instead of one conclusion for each E-unifier.
This can have dramatic consequences. For example, there are more than a million
unifiers in mguAc(f(%, #1 a;), /(t/i, J/2i î/3) Î/4))- But, probably due to the lack of ade-
quate orderings and constraint solving algorithms, these ideas have not been put into
practice yet. For example, McCune found his well-known AC-paramodulation proof
of the Robbins conjecture [McC97c] by still computing complete sets of AC-unifiers,
and adding one new equation for each one of them (although heuristics were used
to discard some of the unifiers).

Indeed, of the many, rather complex, AC-compatible reduction orderings that
have been defined in the literature, only for the AC-RPO ordering of [RN95] a
constraint solving algorithm exists [CNR95]. But, unfortunately, this algorithm is
far from practical due to its conceptual and computational complexity, and moreover,
it only deals with extended signature semantics.

However, in many practical cases one has to deal with only one single associative
and commutative symbol, and then a simple version of the RPO on flattened terms,
which we will call FRPO, fulfills all requirements. The same FRPO can be used as
an ingredient for an AG-compatible reduction ordering AG-RPO that satisfies all
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requirements of [GNOO], by using it to compare AG-normal forms of ground terms.
Finally, it turns out that an ACO-compatible ordering ACO-RPO is obtained in a
similar way by considering normal forms w.r.t. the rule x + 0 —>• x.

Here we introduce a uniform technique providing the first constraint solving al-
gorithms for fixed signature semantics for AC compatible orderings. More precisely,
we give NP algorithms for FRPO-based orderings for abelian semigroups (FRPO it-
self), abelian monoids (ACO-RPO) and abelian groups (AG-RPO). We believe that
the new techniques will lead to reasonably efficient practical algorithms for these
orderings, and give new insights for the development of constraint solving methods
over fixed signatures for other E-compatible orderings.

This chapter is structured as follows. After the basic definitions of Section 8.2, in
Section 8.3 we give some initial assumptions on the constraints. These assumptions
simplify matters and are easy to enforce. Then we introduce the crucial notion of
segments. Section 8.4 is on pure FRPO constraints. Then, after explaining the
relatively simple extension to ACO-RPO in Section 8.5, in Section 8.6 we deal with
the technically more complex part of the chapter, namely the techniques for AG-
RPO.

It is obvious that the satisfiability problems we deal with are NP-hard, because
as subcases they include the AC, AGO and AG-unifiability problems which are all
NP-hard. As a consequence, since our algorithms are in NP, they are optimal,
and the problems are NP-complete. But one may wonder whether there exists any
ordering at all for these E such that at least the satisfiability problem for positive
conjunctions of inequations (by which one cannot always encode unification) is in
P. In Section 8.7, we answer this question negatively: we show that for any well-
founded total E-compatible ordering for each one of these E, the problem is NP-hard
even for conjunctions of positive inequations.

8.2 Basic Definitions

In this chapter we consider terms built over variables and the symbols of T U
{+, —,0} , where +, - and 0 are not in f. The symbols of f will be called free
symbols. In the following, (possibly sub- or super-indexed) symbols x, y, and z will
always denote variables, symbols s, t and u will denote terms, and / and g will
denote symbols of F, i.e., free symbols. A term u is called a summand if it is headed
with a free symbol. It is a top-level summand of all terms of the form u or u +1' or
-u + t'.
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As seen in chapter 7, the rewrite system RAG consists of the following five rules:

x 4-0 -» x
-x + x -> 0
-(-*) -» X

-0 -»• 0

By AG we denote the set of seven equations consisting of these five rules (seen as
equations) plus AC, the associativity and commutativity axioms for +• By RQ we
mean the set {x + 0 -4 x} of only the first rule, and by AGO we mean AC U RQ.

By =E we denote the congruence on terms generated by a set of equations E. In
this chapter, rewriting with a set of rules R is always considered modulo AC. For
instance, when writing -ÌRAG, we mean the relation =AC -ïRAG =AC- By nfR(s) we
denote a normal form w.r.t. A of a term s. Each term s has a unique (up to =AC)
normal form w.r.t. RAG\ see, e.g., [Mar96].

Furthermore, as usual, terms will always be (eagerly) considered in flattened form
w.r.t. AC. As seen in chapter 7, this flattening consists of removing all operators +
that are immediately below another +. For example, the term +(0,, +(/(+(o, +(&, c)) ), c) )
becomes -f (a, /(+(«, 6, c)),c). Note that in the flattened form of a term t, denoted
by flat(t), different occurrences of + can have different arities (but all greater than
1). Usually, the symbol + will be written in infix notation: a + b + c, and terms like
(—a) + (—6) are written as — o — b. A term of the form x\ + . . . + xn — y\ — . . . — ym ,
with n + m > 0 will be called a sum of variables,

Definition 121 Let > be a precedence and assume mul = {+}• The RPO on
flattened terms, denoted by FRPO, is defined as follows:

s>lrpot\iflat(s)^rpoflat(t}.

Example 122 FRPO is not monotonie in general. If + > a > b then b + b >~¡rpo a
but a + a yfrpo b + b + a. Also, if a > + > / then f (a) + f (a) >-,rpo /(/(a)) but
/(a) + /(/(a)) >-/rpo /(a) + /(a) + /(a)- Similar non-monotonicities occur in the
presence of more than one AC symbol. ü

However, we have the following result. It is not used elsewhere in this chapter,
but we give it here for showing the applicability of FRPO in practice:

Property 123 [BP85] If -f is the only AC symbol and either + is the smallest
symbol in the precedence, or else only the smallest constant is smaller than +, then
FRPO is an AC-compatible reduction (i.e., monotonie and well-founded) ordering
on ground terms that is total up to =Ac>
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Definition 124 The ACO-RPO and AG-RPO orderings are defined as follows. Let
s and t be two ground terms. We define:

s ^„corpo t if nf^ (s) >- frpo nffr (t)
and

s ^a„rPo t if nfRAa(s)>-frponfRAa(t)

The following results are stated here again only for showing that ACO-RPO and
AG-RPO are also useful for practical applications like [GNOO]. They are not difficult
to prove (see also [GNOO]).

Property 125 ACO-RPO is a total ACO-compatible reduction ordering on ground
terms in normal form w.r.t. —>^ if + is the only AC symbol and the precedence is
of the form ...> + > 0.

Property 126 AG-RPO is a total AG-compatible reduction ordering on ground
terms in normal form w.r.t. — ÌRAG if + is the only AC symbol and the precedence
is of the form . . . > - > + > 0.

In the following, we will consider these precedences, and also in the FRPO case
0 denotes the smallest constant symbol.

8.3 Constraint Solving

We now present a first transformation of our initial constraint C into a (a disjunction
of) so-called linear systems S. After this, we will see that such 5 can be assumed to
satisfy certain further useful assumptions. This transformation and the assumptions
are independent of which one of the three orderings we deal with is considered. In
later sections further ordering-specific assumptions will be introduced.

Definition 127 A linear system 5 is a constraint of the form

where {xi, . . . , xn} = vars(S), and all ¿,-j are distinct non- variable terms.
We denote by =5 the equivalence relation on terms with variables generated by

the equalities in 5. Each subconstraint of the form x,- = £,-,1 = . . . = tifa is called an
equivalence class. By >s we denote the smallest strict ordering relation on terms
with variables that is compatible with =5 and containing the inequalities of 5.
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Lemma 128 [Com90, Nie93]
Independently of whether FRPO, ACO-RPO or AG-RPO is considered, each

constraint C can be transformed into a finite disjunction of linear systems such that
C is satisfiable if and only if one of the linear systems is.

The proof of the previous lemma is an easy consequence of the fact that one
can consider all different linear orderings with = and > on all terms that are sides
of relations of C. It is easy to see that for each such a linear ordering S, either C
follows from the relations of 5 (i.e., all solutions of 5 are solutions of C), or else C
is incompatible with it (i.e., no solution of S is a solution of C).

In order to obtain exactly one variable in each equivalence class, it suffices to
insert a new (existentially quantified) variable in each equivalence class without any
variables, or to merge two equal variables into one if necessary (merging of equal
variables, which will be done more often in this chapter, can be recorded separately
if one wants to reconstruct a solution for the original constraint rather than to decide
its satisfiability).

Similarly, in what follows we will make some more assumptions.
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Definition 129 The global assumptions about a linear system S

El=*l, l = • • • = *l,fci > • • • > 3f»=*n,l = - • - = tn,kn

are as follows:

Al. O is in the rightmost class, i.e., 0 is i„it- for some i.

A2. Each t,-j is either a sum of variables, or 0, or of the form /(t/i,.. .,ym)-

A3. 5 is of the form x = t > S', where t is headed with a free symbol or 0.

A4. Each equivalence class contains at most one term headed with a free symbol.

A5. If some í,-t¿ is headed with a free symbol, then t,-j >s x for all x in i,-j-.

A6. If f(yi,...,ym) >s g ( z \ , - - - , Z k ) and 5 > /, then
y% >s g(zi> • • - i zk) for some í in !.. .m.

A7. I f / (y i , . . . , ym) >5 /(«i,- . . , «m) for then either
y¿ >s / (2 i , - - - ,2m) for some ¿in 1... m or else (yi , . . . ,ym) >$* (2i,...,zm).

A8. If s >s í where s is a sum of variables and í is headed with sòme free symbol,
then x >s t for some variable x in s.

Lemma 130 Independently of whether FRPO, ACO-RPO or AG-RPO is consid-
ered, each linear system 5 can be transformed into a finite disjunction of linear
systems 5i,.. .,5n satisfying the global assumptions and such that 5 is satisfiable
if and only if one of the 5,- is.

Similarly to Lemma 128, the previous lemma is based on the fact that some
additional terms can be inserted in 5 as well (while keeping a linear system).

For Al, one can guess that the smallest variable is 0 or that 0 is below the
smallest variable. For A2, one can insert as well all subterms headed with free
symbols and the direct subterms of such terms. Then one can replace the non-
variable arguments t of all terms by the variable x with x =3 t. For A3, any
constraint x\ = t\¿ — ... — í^jt, > 5 can be transformed, by adding an additional
leftmost equivalence class, into x0 = /(O, • • •, 0, x\) > x\ = £i ti = ... = t\fa > S,
by taking / as the minimal non-constant function symbol in J-'. Once assumptions
Al-A3 have been imposed, by the definitions of the orderings, assumptions A4-A8
either hold or else the constraint is necessarily unsatisfiable.

We now introduce the notion of segment, which is again common to the algo-
rithms for FRPO, ACO-RPO, and AG-RPO constraints.
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Definition 131 A segment T of a linear system 5 is a subsequence of 5 of the
form

where ío,fc0 *s headed by a free symbol, and £„,*„ is 0 or headed by a free symbol,
and all other f,-¿ are sums of variables.

The variables Zi, . . ., zn (note: not z0) are said to be the variables defined in T,
and their occurrences as single variables in their equivalence classes are called their
definitions.

8.4 FRPO constraints

We now treat the case of the AC-compatible FRPO-ordering. Some additional spe-
cific assumptions are needed that do hold for FRPO, but not for all three orderings
dealt with in this chapter.

Definition 132 The FRPO assumptions about a linear system S

are the global assumptions plus the following two additional ones:

ACl. If some i,-j is j/i + . . . + ym then £,-j >s */» for all t in 1 . . . m.

AC2. In no equivalence class there is a term headed with + and another one headed
with a free symbol.

As before, for all linear systems satisfying the global assumptions, the FRPO as-
sumptions either hold or else the constraint is necessarily unsatisfiable w.r.t. FRPO:

Lemma 133 Any linear system 5 that fulfills the global assumptions and that is
satisfiable w.r.t. FRPO also fulfills the FRPO assumptions.

Example 134 Let the constraint C be f ( x + z) > y A z > f (x). One way of
linearly ordering its terms with > and = is y = f(x+z) > f ( x ) > x + z > x = z = 0.
Enforcing the FRPO assumptions, by adding new variables w\ and w^ for the classes
of /(z) and x + z respectively, and merging x and z, it becomes y = f ( w 2 ) > wi =
/(z) > tu2 = £+£ > £ = 0. However, it is in contradiction with our initial constraint
C. Another linear ordering is f(x + z)>x + z>z = y> f(x) > x = 0, which
becomes Wi = f(wi} >W2 = x + y>y>wz = /(z) > z = 0. This linear system
satisfies all FRPO assumptions and it is not in contradiction with C. ü
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8.4.1 The splitting transformation

Due to the FRPO assumptions, each segment is of the form

= í

In such a segment T, every variable occurring in some í,-¿ is defined either in T itself
or in some other segment to the right of T. Now our aim is to transform 5 in such a
way that the latter kind of variables are removed from T, i.e., such that all variables
occurring in some t¡¿ of such a segment are defined in the segment itself. This
transformation preserves satisfiability, but we will not give the proof here because
Lemma 143 below gives a simpler and more direct proof of the main result needed,
namely that the original system is satisfiable if, and only if, the diophantine system
for some of its split systems is satisfiable.

As a result of this splitting transformation, terms f(v\, . . . , vn) where the u,- are
sums of variables may appear in 5, and hence assumption A2 will not hold anymore
after the transformation.

The idea of the transformation is as follows. Let a be some arbitrary solution
of 5, let x and y be variables defined in T, such that y is the variable defined in
the equivalence class immediately below the one where x is defined. Then xa >~,Tpo

ya >:/rpo ta. Therefore, for at least one of the top-level summands u of xa we have
u > ter. Hence, if Ux is the sum of all top-level summands u of xa with u X ta, and
ux is the (possibly empty) sum of the smaller ones, then xa is of the form Ux + ux

or of the form Ux. Similarly, y a can be of the form Uy + uy or Uy. Furthermore,
either (i) Ux >- Uy, or else (ii) Ux = t/y, ux is non-empty, and either uy is empty or
ux >- Uy. In case (i), we say that xa >-¡rpo ya due to the "large" summands, and
in the case (ii) due to the "small" summands. According to these ideas, 5 will be
transformed by the following transformation.

Definition 135 Let 5 be a linear system satisfying the FRPO assumptions. The
following splitting transformation for 5 treats one segment T at the time, segment
by segment from left to right. The last segment (i.e., the rightmost one, which is of
the form xn = 0) needs no treatment. One can assume, inductively, that in every
segment T' to the left of T, all variables that appear not below a free symbol in T'
are defined in T' itself, and moreover, due to assumptions A5 and ACl, no variable
defined in T' appears in a segment to the right of T'. After treating each segment T,
the FRPO assumptions (as well as the definition of linear constraints) are assumed
to be imposed eagerly in the segments to the right of T (otherwise, some of the steps
of the transformation may not make sense).

Let T be a segment in 5 of the form:

X0=S > X i = t i , i = . . . = tiiki > . . . > Xi = tili = ... = tilki > Xi+l=t
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and assume the transformation has already been applied to all segments left of T in
5. Then the splitting transformation for T consists of the following steps:

1. Guess a subset of split variables of {xi . . . x,-} such that whenever x =5 y\ -f
• • • + yjt, then x is split if, and only if, at least one of the y,- is split or defined
in a segment to the right of T (intuitively, x is split if it is guessed to have at
least one "small" summand).

2. If x is a split variable, then introduce two new variables X and x', and every-
where in 5 replace x by X + x'. In this case we say that x is split into X + x'
(intuitively, the X is for the large summands and the x' for the small ones) . If
x is a non-split variable of {XQ . . .x,-+i}, replace x everywhere in 5 by a new
variable X . These replacements are needed not only in this segment, but also
to the left of it, since these variables may appear in some term of the form
f(v\, . , . , ü„) where the u,- are sums of variables.

3. After this, the equivalence classes e in T are either of the form
. . . = VJt + Ufc or of the form Vj = . . . = V¿, where the VJ are either sums of
upper case variables or terms headed with free symbols, and the v¡ are sums
of lower case variables and variables defined in segments to the right of T (all
summands contain at least one upper case variable thanks to assumptions A8
and ACl). If e is such an equivalence class, we denote by E the equivalence
class FI = . . . = Vk and by e' the class vi = . . . — Vk (if it exists for e) . Then
we can write T as eo > e\ > • • . > e,-+i and we can guess, for each relation
6j > ej+i whether (i) it is due to the large summands or (ii) to the small ones
(note that case (ii) applies only if e j is non-empty),

According to these guesses, replace T by the new segment T':

EQ > EI $ . . . # EÍ+I

where the relations # stand for > or = depending on the guesses made, and
insert each e'- in some segment to the right of T, adding it to an existing
equivalence class or creating a new one, in such a way that, whenever Ej =j/
jEj+i, either e'j > e'j+1 or e'j+l does not exist.

Note that the previous splitting transformation does not increase the number of
segments of 5 and only a polynomial number of variables are split: each variable
can only lead to k splittings, where k is the number of segments.

Example 136 (Example 134 continued) Let us apply the splitting transformation
to the result wi = f ( w 2 ) >w^ = x + y>y>w3 = /(x) > x = 0 of Example 134.
First we treat the leftmost segment w\ = f ( w i ) >W2 = x + y>y>W3 = /(#)•
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The possible variables to be split are w-i and y. We guess to split only w-¿ into
W-2 + w'2, obtaining wi = f(W-¿ + w?) > W2 + w'2 = x + y > y > w3 = f (x).
Now, for the relation Wi + w'^ > y we guess W% = y. After removing w'^ from
this segment and inserting it, for example, in the equivalence class of 0, we obtain
w\ — f(y + x) > y > W3 = f(x) > x = 0. For the segment wy = f(x) > x = O no
splitting is needed. O

Let us now analyze the assumptions that can be made about the transformed
systems.

Definition 137 Let 5 be a linear system. Two sums of variables X\ + . • • + Xn

and YI + . . . + Ym are compared by segments in 5, denoted Xi + . . . + Xn >segs(s)

1. All Xi are defined in different segments of 5

2. All YÌ are defined in different segments of 5

3. {Xi,.. .,*„}>?* {*,... .r«}.

Note that, if the elements of each set are written in decreasing order w.r.t. >s,
then point 3. of the previous definition is equivalent to {JTi, . . . ,-3Tn} 3 {Fj, . . .,Ym}
or ( Xi , . . . , Xn) >ljx (Fi,...,Fm). In fact, this latter equivalent notion is the one
that will be dealt with in the proofs below.

Now consider a relation x >s y in 5, and assume that 5' is obtained from
5 by the splitting transformation. Then, each occurrence of a term f(x) in 5
becomes in 5' a term of the form f(X + X' + X" + . . .), and similarly, f(y) becomes
f(Y + Y' + Y" + .. .); furthermore, the sums X + X' + X"+. . . and Y +Y'+Y" + . . .
are compared by segments in 5'.

According to this, consider the following new assumptions. They are basically
needed because as a result of the splitting transformation, terms /(i>i, . . ., vn) where
the t;,- are sums of variables may appear in 5, and also because some stronger state-
ments about the ordering can be made after the splitting transformation:

Definition 138 The split FRPO assumptions on a linear system 5

are the FRPO assumptions where A2, A6 and A7 are reformulated as follows:

Al' . Each tij is either a sum of variables, or 0, or of the form f ( v i , . . . , vn) where
the Vi are sums of variables.
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A6'. If /(ui , . . . ,um) >s g(wi,...,wk) and g > /, then x >s g(wi,.. .,wk) for
some a; in /(«i,...,vm).

A7'. If /(ui, . . . , Um) >s /(w>i, • • • , wm) then either
x >5 f(wi, . . . , wm) for some variable x in /(vi, . . . , vm), or else
(vi, . . . , t ;m) >[e

e
x
gs(s} (ioi,...,«; ra).

Lemma 139 Let 5 be a linear system satisfying the FRPO assumptions, and let
Si , . . . , Sn be the (disjunction of) linear systems resulting from the possible splitting
transformations on 5. Then each 5,- satisfies the split FRPO assumptions.

Hence in what follows we can assume that, after the splitting transformation, we
deal with linear systems satisfying the split FRPO assumptions.

8.4.2 Diophantine systems

We are now ready for defining the system of diophantine equations and inequations
DS for a linear system 5. Later on we will see that the variables of D$ are inter-
preted over the positive natural numbers, and that the symbol + in DS is of course
interpreted correspondingly.

Definition 140 Let 5 be a linear system satisfying the split FRPO assumptions.
The system of diophantine equations and inequations D s for S is the set of all
equations and inequations such that for every segment in 5 of the form

the following equations and inequations are in DS-

1. xi > x2i x2 > x3i ..., x,' > xi+i

2. Xj =• tjtk, for all j in 1 ... i and all k in l ... k j

3. the equation x¿+i = 1.

Example 141 (Example 136 continued) The system of diophantine equations for
wi = f ( y + x) > y > w3 = f(x) > x = 0 is

u>i = 1 y > w3 w3 = l x — I

We obtain a solution 0 for it by defining yd = 2. Below we will see that from each
such a 0 one can build a solution a for the linear system from right to left. We have
xa = 0 and hence w3a = /(O). Now for each variable u with vo — n, we define
vtr = £+ . . . " ) + í, where t is the summand at the lower end of its segment; e.g.,
we define ya to be /(O) + /(O). Finally, we have w^a = /(/(O) + /(O) + 0). If one
desires to reconstruct the solution for the original constraint of Example 134: w'2a
is 0, and za is /(O) + /(O). ü
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8.4.3 Deciding the satisfiability of FRPO constraints

The following simple result will be used below when solving ordering constraints on
multisets of several elements as multisets over a single element:

Lemma 142 Let C be a set {en,..., CQ) with an ordering >- where en >- ... X co-
Then for any decreasing sequence of finite multisets over C

Mo «-...»- Mm

there exists a weighting function / : C -4 M from C into the natural numbers, with
/(e0) = 1 such that

f (Mo) > ... > F(Mm)

where the extension to multisets F of / is defined F({ai..., a/t}) = /(«i) + ... +
/(**)•

Proof: Let k be |Mb| + • • • + |Mro|. Then, for instance, the function f(e¡) = k*
fulfills the requirements. ü

Lemma 143 Let Si... Sm be the resulting systems of applying the splitting trans-
formation to a linear system 5. Then 5 is satisfiable for FRPO if, and only if, some
DS¡ is satisfiable in the positive natural numbers.

Proof: •£=: Assume D$> is satisfiable for some 5' in {Si.. .5m}. Let 0 be a solution
for DS< • We can inductively build a solution a for 5" as follows. For each segment
T in 5' of the form

X0 = S > 2:1=^!=... = ̂  > . . . > Xi = tili = ... = ti¿i > Zj+i= í

assume a (partial) solution a has already been defined for the linear system consisting
of all segments to the right of T. Then, for the variables x j defined in T, we define
XjO to be ta + ...") + ta where n — XjO (note that if T is the rightmost segment,
then í is 0). By construction of DS', a satisfies all equality relations in S', that is,
ua =AC va for all u and v with u =s' v. Furthermore, it also satisfies the relations
Xjcr >-frpo XJ+\G with j in {1.. . ¿} for such segments T.

Hence it only remains to be checked that a satisfies sa >-/rpo XI<T.'We know that
a is a solution for all relations between terms strictly to the right of s. One shows
that sa >frpo t'a, where t' is any term to the right of s. This is done inductively
from right to left.

The result is trivial if t' is 0, since s is of the form / ( t> i , . . . , vn) and / > 0. If t'
is a sum of variables, then, by construction of cr, t'a is of the form ni'V, where t" is
the rightmost term in the segment of t'. By the induction hypothesis sa >~/rpo t"a,
and hence sa >-/rpo t'a, since f > +. Otherwise, let t' be of the form g(wi,..., wm)
where the w¡ are sums of variables. We distinguish three cases:
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1. / > g. By assumption A5, every variable y occurring in the term fif(u>i, . . . , wm)
appears to the right of it, and by the induction hypothesis, sa >-/rpo M& for
such y. Therefore, sa >-/rpo g(wi, • • • > wm)a follows by definition of RPO since
/ > g > +•

2. g > f. By assumption A6', x >s §(u>i, . • • ,«>„,) for some variable x in s, and
hence xa >-/rpo g (tui, . . . , wm)a. Since x is a proper subterm of s, we have that
sa >~/rpo XG, and sa >-/rpo 5(^1, . . . , wm)a follows by transitivity.

3. / = g. By assumption Al' either x >s f(wi,...,wn) for some variable x
in /(ui , . . . ,u„), or else (üi , . . . ,v„) >//egs(5) (t/>i, ...,«;„). In first case we
conclude in a similar way as for the case g > f . For the second case, note
that Vi >sega(s) w¿ implies u,-cr >-;rpo w¡a because t;,- and w¿ are of the form
j/i + . . . and z\ + . . . respectively, and there exists some k such that y j — z j
for all j in 1 ... k — l, and yk >s ¿k if Zfc exists, and for all / > k we have that
zi appears in segments to the right of the one where yk is defined, and hence,
J/fctf >~/rpo z/ta + Zk+i& + • • • (remember that + has multiset status, and that,
by the induction hypothesis, a satisfies all the relations to the right of s) .

Furthermore, by assumption A5 and the induction hypothesis, we have sa yfrpo

y a for every variable y in any of the «>,•, and since / > +, we have that
sa >-/rpo W|Cr. Altogether this implies sa ¡>-/rpo /(^ii • • -,wn)a.

Once we have a solution a for S' of this kind (i.e., where each xa is a sum of icr's,
where í is the lower extreme of the segment where x is defined), it can be extended
to a solution for S by recursively defining xa to be Xa -f x'a, for each splitting of
a variable x into X + x'.

=>•: Assume S is satisfiable. Now we prove that D$' is satisfiable as well for some S'
in {S\ . . .Sm}. Let a be a solution of S. Let S' be the system obtained by applying
the splitting transformation according to a, that is, if x is defined in a segment T
of 5 of the form

then x is split into X + x' if ICT contains some summand smaller than ta; we pro-
ceed similarly for the other guessings, and a is extended conveniently for the new
variables. The extended substitution a is a solution for S'. Moreover, in a segment
of 5' like the previous one, for all j in {!.../ + 1} we have that XjO contains only
top-level summands greater than or equal to ta.

Now let C — («o, • • ., «n} be all the different top-level summands of these vari-
ables, where un yfrpo w„_i >lrpc • • • ̂ /rpo «o and w0 is ta. Every XjO and tjja can
be seen as a multiset of these summands (the multiset of its top-level summands).
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By Lemma 142 there exists a function / : C -ï J\f such that its extension F to
multisets satisfies F(xia) »- ... »- F(xi+i(r), and F(xi+icr} = /(UQ) = 1. More-
over, since XjO and tjt¡a are the same multiset, if tjj is of the form Xj¡ + ... + Xjt,
then F(xjcr) = F(tjja} = F(xjlcr) + ... + F(xjlcr). Therefore, the assignment
XjO = F(xjcr) satisfies the equations of DS> corresponding to T. O

Theorem 144 The satisfiability problem for FRPO constraints is in NP.

Proof: Generating one of the linear systems S of the disjunction equivalent to C
consists of a polynomial number of guessings of the relations between all the subterms
in C, and the size of S is polynomial w.r.t. the size of C. The splitting transformation
consists of a polynomial number of guessings. By Lemma 143, S is satisfiable if and
only if there exists a sequence of guessings, in the splitting transformation, giving a
linear system S', such that DS> is satisfiable. Checking whether DS> is satisfiable is
again in NP [Sch87]. D

8.5 ACO-RPO Constraints

In this section we consider ACO-RPO constraints over arbitrary signatures of the
form . . . > / > + > 0. Observe that all terms of the form 0 + • • • + 0 are equivalent
to 0 in this setting and that hence the second smallest term w.r.t. the ordering ACO-
RPO is / (O, . . . , 0). Therefore we can add, w.l.o.g., an additional assumption to our
linear systems, in particular because otherwise assumption AC1 does not hold.

ACQ All linear systems S are of the form S' > x = f (y,..., y) > y = 0 and no term
of the form t + y occurs in S. This is obtained by removing y in such terms.

With this additional assumption, one can check that the whole rest of the steps
described in the previous section directly suiBce for ACO-RPO constraints. Minor
details are that, during the splitting process, the new assumption ACQ has to be
preserved, and hence no small variables resulting from a splitting can be inserted in
the rightmost segment. Moreover, in the diophantine system it is not necessary to
create the equations corresponding to the rightmost segment.

Observe that the basic idea of the splitting process is that solutions for the linear
system are transformed into new solutions where, at every segment, the variables
that appear in it contain only top-level summands of this segment. Therefore, 0
does not appear in segments that are not the rightmost one, and hence everything
behaves like in the FRPO case, again solving the diophantine equations over the
positive natural numbers. This gives us the following result.

Theorem 145 The satisfiability problem for ACO-RPO constraints is in NP.
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8.6 AG-RPO Constraints

In this section we consider AG-RPO constraints over arbitrary signatures of the
form . . .> -> + > 0.

Let us first consider some examples over the signature / > a > - > + >0 where
/ is unary and a is a constant.

Example 146 The smallest terms over this signature in increasing order w.r.t. >~
are:

0, a, o+a, a+a+a, ..., -a, -«-a, -a-a-a, ..., /(O), /(0)+a
/(0)+a+a, ..., /(0)-a, /(O)-a-a, ..., /(0)+/(0), /(0)+/(0)+a, ..., -/(O)

where —a is the smallest limit ordinal u, /(O) is 2w, /(O) — a is 3a;, /(O) + /(O) is
4a;, -/(O) is w2, and f (a) is 2o;2. D

Example 147 We have /(/(a)) X /(a - /(O) + /(a - a)) since
*&„«(/(/(«))) = /(/(«)) >-FRPO f (a) = nfRAG(f(a - /(O) + /(a - a))). D

Example 148 Terms can be smaller than their subterms: a \= x > f (x —f (a)) if
xa = f ( a ) , since n/H/1G(/(a)) = /(a) ^FRPO /(0) = n/fí/4G(/(/(a)-/(a))). D

As we have seen in the previous example, a linear constraint such that x appears
to the right of the segment where it is defined may be satisfiable (hence assumption
AC1 will not be made in this section). Similarly, the following example shows us
that terms headed with / may become equal to terms headed with + or — (and
hence assumption AC2 is also not considered in this section).

Example 149 a \= x-y = f(z) if we have xa = f ( a ) + f ( a ) , ya = f ( a ) , za = a. D

Another difficulty to be taken into account is that, after the splitting transfor-
mation, contrarily to what happened in the previous sections, a solution for a linear
constraint may need more than one different top-level summand for some segments:

Example 150 Suppose that we have a signature of the form / > — > -f > 0
where / is unary. Then the smallest terms are ordered like:

0, /(O), /(0)+/(0), /(0)+/(0)+/(0), ....
-/(O), -/(0)-/(0), _/(0)-/(0)-/(0), ..., /(/(O)).

The linear constraint /(/(O)) > — z > z > y > —y > /(O) is unsatisfiable: since we
need to satisfy y > —y, necessarily ya is a sum of negative /(0)'s. Therefore za is
of the form — /(O) — ... — /(O), with some more negative /(0)'s. But then — z > z
is not satisfied by a.

However, the linear constraint /(/(/(O))) >-z>z>y>—y> /(O) has the
solution a where ya = —/(O) - /(O) and za = /(/(O)) + /(/(O)). It has no solution
where ya and za are built from one single summand. D
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8.6.1 Only unary symbols

For explanation purposes, in this subsection we first solve the problem under the
restriction that all the non-constant function symbols have arity one. Our signature
is of the form . . . > / I > C I > . . . > Q > — > + > 0 , where h is the smallest
non-constant function symbol, i.e., all the c,- are constants.

Example 151 We have the following ordering on summands (from which the or-
dering on ground terms is easily derived). If / = 0 then the smallest summands are,
in increasing order: /i(0), /i(M°))> h(h(Q) + M°))i ... If M O then the smallest
summands are, in increasing order: cj, ..., GÌ, /i(0), h(c¡), h(ci + c¡), /i(c/+
ci + c/), — These summands will be denoted by sumí, sum^, sums,...

The successor summand of a summand of the form h(s) is h(s + sumí) if * is
not of the form s' — sumí, and h(s — sumí) otherwise. The successor summand of a
summand f(s) with / > h is always h(f(s)). We write succsumk(u) to denote the
fc-th successor summand of u.

Assumptions for the linear systems.

As before, we generate a disjunction of linear systems, and apart from' the global
assumptions, we need the following:

Definition 152 The AG-RPO assumptions for a linear system S consist of the
global assumptions plus the following two additional ones:

AGI. All the constants c, and the terms swmi, sum^ and h(0) appear in S, and in
the correct order.
The segment between sum-¿ and sumí will be called the base segment.

AG2. S is of the form S' > x = .. . = sumi > y = .. .=0 and no term of the form t + y
occurs in S.

Assumption AG2 is a modification of assumption ACO: in the class of 0, sums
of variables defined to the left of it may appear; in a solution for the system, these
variables will contain summands that cancel each other out.

In this setting, a sum of variables is a sum of positive and negative variables,
and all assumptions have to be interpreted accordingly. For example, assumption
A8 implies that no term of the form —x is in a segment to the left of the segment
where x is defined. If -x appears in a segment to the right of the one where x is
defined, we have a case of unsatisfiability not detected by our assumptions. But the
splitting transformation and the check of solutions of the diophantine system detect
this case and other additional ones.
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The splitting transformation.

The splitting transformation is essentially as for FRPO but it is technically more
complex. Hence the reader should understand first the FRPO case. Before giving
the formal definitions, let us first provide some intuition behind the differences with
the FRPO case.

Firstly, note that when it is guessed that some relation is due to the small
summands, the small terms cannot be inserted in the class of 0, because adding 0
to a term does not make it larger w.r.t. AG-RPO. Therefore also no splitting of
variables in the base segment is done.

Another difference with the FRPO case is that after splitting and removing small
variables from a segment T, some variables defined in T could appear to the right
of T. To avoid this, we need to associate some equations to a segment T during the
splitting transformation of T. These equations are of the form M = 0, where M
is a sum of positive and negative variables defined in T. These equations are not
inserted in the linear system, but they are kept because they will produce part of
the diophantine system.

Let M denote such a sum of (upper case) variables defined in T, and let m denote
a sum not containing any of these variables. Let s be a term in some equivalence
class to the right of T, and suppose that s is of the form M + m (no term of the
form /(M + m) of f ( M ) can appear due to assumption A5). Then, in any solution
er, the term Ma must be equivalent to 0. Therefore, for each such s, the part M is
removed from s, and M = 0 becomes an associated equation of T. If the part m of
s is empty, then s is replaced by the variable of the class of 0.

Finally, for simplicity reasons, we want the rightmost class of each T to be of
the form x = t. This can be accomplished as follows. Assume that after splitting
this class is x = TI + t( = ... = Tn + t'n = í, where the T, are the "large" sums,
i.e., the sums of the (positive and negative) variables defined in T. Then the class
i'j = ... = t'n necessarily has to be equal to 0, and hence the T,-'s can be removed
and added as a; - T,- = 0 to the associated equations of T. The class t{ = ... = tf

n

will be inserted in the class of 0, although the later transformations of the segments
where the variables of the í,- (and their splittings) are defined will turn these í,- into
associated equations of those segments.

By processing the segments in this way, from left to right, when we arrive to the
segment containing the class of 0, it is of the form x = sumi > x — 0, since no other
variables can appear in this segment.

Definition 153 Let 5 be a linear system satisfying the AG-RPO assumptions. The
following splitting transformation for 5 treats one segment T at the time, segment
by segment from left to right. The rightmost segment (the one ending with 0) needs
no treatment.
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After treating each segment T, the AG-RPO assumptions (as well as the defini-
tion of linear constraints) are assumed to be imposed eagerly in the segments to the
right of T.

One can assume, inductively, that in every segment T' to the left of T, all
variables that appear not below a free symbol in T" are defined in T' itself, and that
no variable defined in T' appears in a segment to the right of T'. Also inductively,
one can assume that in such segments T", every class containing a term headed with
a free symbol is of the form x = f (s) where s is a sum of variables. Let T be:

> Z|'+l=*i'+l,l = - . . = í;+l,fc;+i =í

and assume the transformation has already been applied to all segments left of T
in S. Then the splitting transformation for T in the AG-RPO case consists of the
following steps:

1. If T is not the base segment, guess a subset of split variables of {x\ . . . a;,-} such
that every sum in the class of a split variable contains either a split variable
or a variable not defined in 5.
(Note that this point is different from the FRPO case; in a class x = y +2, here
it makes sense to split y and z while not splitting a;: there can exist solutions
a where the small summands of ya and za cancel each other out.)

2. If x is a split variable, then introduce two new variables X and x', and every-
where in S replace x by X + x'. If x is a non-split variable of {XQ . . . a;,-+i},
replace x everywhere in 5 by a new variable X.
(Note that in segments left of T this affects only terms of the form /(t>), due
to the induction hypothesis. In segments right of T it does not affect terms
headed with free symbols, due to assumption A5).

3. After this, the equivalence classes e in the segment are either of the form
X + x' = v\ = . . . = Vk or of the form X = i>i = . . . = Vk- For each u,- there are
sums Vi and u,' such that Vi =AG Vi + u¿ and V¿ is the sum of all upper case
variables of w,-.

If e is such an equivalence class, we denote by E the class X = V\ = . . . = Vk
and by e' either the class x' = v{ = . . . = v'k or 0 = v{ = . . . = v'k depending
on whether the corresponding variable x has been split or not. Then we can
write T as eo > GÌ > . . . > e,-+i and we can guess, for each relation e j > e,-+i
whether (i) it is due to the large summands or (ii) (only if Xj is split) to the
small ones. According to these guesses, replace T by the new segment T':

E0 > #!#. . .# Ei+i
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where the relations # stand for > or = depending on the guesses made. Insert
each e j in a segment to the right of T, adding it to an existing equivalence
class (that will be the class of 0 iff x j is not split) or creating a new class, in
such a way that, whenever E j =T' Ej+ii either e'j > e'j+l or ej+1 does not
exist.

4. Let s be a term in an equivalence class to the right of T, and suppose that s is
of the form M + m or M, where M is a sum of positive and negative variables
defined in T, and m does not contain any of these variables. Each such s is
replaced by m, or the variable in the class of 0 if the part m of s is empty, and
M = 0 becomes an associated equation of T.

5. Now the rightmost class of T is of the form a; = TI = ... = Tn = í, where all
the T,- are the "large" sums, i.e., the sums of the positive and negative variables
defined in T. Replace this class by x = £, and add the equations a; — T,- = 0 as
associated equations of T.

As in the FRPO case, after the splitting transformation assumptions A2, A6 and
A7 can be assumed to have been reformulated into A2', A6' and A7' respectively,
and a new assumption is satisfied as well:

Definition 154 The split AG-RPO assumptions about a linear system S are the
AG-RPO assumptions where A2, A6 and Al have been reformulated into A2', A6'
and AT as in the split FRPO assumptions (Definition 138) plus the following addi-
tional assumption:

AG3. For all terms f ( v ) in 5, where u is a sum of variables, no two variables in v
appear in the same segment.

Lemma 155 Let 5 be a linear system satisfying the AG-RPO assumptions, and let
Si,..., 5n be the (disjunction of) linear systems resulting from the possible splitting
transformations on S. Then each 5,- satisfies the split AG-RPO assumptions.

Hence in what follows we can assume that, after the splitting transformation, we
deal with linear systems satisfying the split AG-RPO assumptions.

Example 156 Let us consider the signature h > — > + > 0. Suppose during the
splitting transformation, just after splitting the variables of the leftmost segment,
we obtain:

z = h(x3) > x3> X2> xi> XQ = x3-X2-xi+y2-yi-yi = h(yi) >
2/2 > y\ > h(w) > w = 0.
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At this point, if we assume that this splitting of variables has been done according
to a solution tr, then, all the x¿cr contain top-level summands bigger than or equal
to h(yi)cr, and all the y,<7 contain top-level summands smaller than h(yi)a. Since
(23—x2 — xi+y2 — yi — yi)cr must coincide with h(yi)a, the summands below the y,-cr's
must cancel each other out, i.e. (1/2 — t / i — yi)<7 must be 0. Therefore, continuing the
process according to this solution, we remove y2—y\—yi from the sum x3—x2 —
y2_y1_y1 ) an¿ a¿¿ ft fa the class of 0, obtaining:

Z = h(x3) > X3 > X2 > X! > XQ = X3-X2-Xi =

y3 = x2-xi-x0+y2+yi > 2/2 > yi > h(w) > w = y2-yi-yi = 0
Now, in order to leave the treated segment in a normalized form XQ = /i(yi), we
remove the £3 — x2 — xi and we add 0:0 — 23 + 2:2 + x i = 0 to the set of associated
equations of this segment.

Finally, since the term x2-xi -xo+y-i+yi is to the right of /i(yi), and hence
it must contain only summands smaller than ft(yi)cr, we have to force the x,-'s to
cancel each other out. We remove x-¿ — x\ — XQ and we add x? — x\ — XQ = 0 to the
associated equations of the leftmost segment. Note that this is a diiferent treatment
with respect to what was done with y2—y\ — yi before. But remember that the aim
is to remove variables of the treated segment from the other segments to the right
of it. In fact, this ya—yi-yi added to the class of 0 will be removed from this class
when the next segment is treated, since none of the y,-'s is defined in the rightmost
segment.
After finishing the treatment of the leftmost segment we obtain:

x3> x2> xi> x0 = h(yi) >
> y2 > yi > h(w) > w = y2-yl-yi=Q

and the associated equations XQ — x3+x2+xi = 0 and x2 — x\ — XQ = 0. Q

Diophantine equations.

Example 150 shows that now in solutions more than one summand may be needed in
a single segment. But only a certain small number of summands play an important
role in the comparisons of a segment. These summands will be called the decisive
ones.

Example 157 If a > ò > c, in the inequation a-f-o+a-{-&+6+c >~ a- fa+a—c—c—c
the summand ò will be called the decisive summand, since it is the largest sumand
that appears in both terms with a different number of occurrences. Note that in
each comparison there is exactly one decisive summand. D

Definition 158 Let s be a term and u a summand. The number of occurrences of
u in s (notation #(«, s)) is the integer n such that s =AG nu+s', where u is not a
top-level summand of s'.
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Example 159 We have #(a,/(a+6)-a-a) =-2. D

Definition 160 Let s and í be two ground terms such that s >- t. The decisive
summand of the inequation s >- í is the top-level summand u such that, for all
summands v with v yagrpo tt, we have $(u,s) = $(u,i), and either (i) #(«,«) >
#(tt,t) > 0 or (ii) #(u,s) < #(u,i) and #(w,s) < 0.

Definition 161 Let S be a linear system satisfying the split AG-RPO assumptions,
and let T be a segment in S of the form

Let a be a solution of S.
Then the number ndec for this a and T is the cardinality of dec(Ta) U {ícr},

where dec(T<r) is the set of decisive summands in the inequations x ¡a >- Zj+ier with
j > 0.

For given T and a solution <r, the number ndec is, roughly, the number of different
summands that are decisive in some comparison of the segment. Since there is at
most one decisive summand per comparison, when a is unknown one cari guess ndec
to be between 1 and t+1. There are some cases of segments where it must be exactly
1, which is when we know that for all solutions a we have scr = succsumi (ta) , i.e.,
that sa is the successor summand of ta:

• s is some c j and t is Cj±\ , or

• t is GÌ and s is h(Q), or

• í is sumí and s is sura2, or

• t is headed with some / with / > h and s is h(x^i).

Definition 162 Let 5, T and a be as in the previous definition. In the following,
the elements of dec(Ta) U {ta} are denoted (and ordered) by un¿ec >-agrpo . . . yagrpo

Ui.

Intuitively, if the splitting has been done according to a, then, for such S, T
and a, always ta is MI. Once the splitting transformation has been applied to S,
we can define a system of diophantine equations and inequations D s for 5. For
a segment T as the one in the previous definitions, in the definition of DS below,
for every variable x j with 1 < j ' < i + l, ndec integer variables X j t i , . . .,Xjin¿ec
are created; intuitively, these variables represent the number of occurrences of each
decisive summand in Xj. For the segments where ndec is 1, the variable name x j is
used as well for the corresponding integer variable.
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Example 163 Consider / > h > — > + > 0 and suppose that after the splitting
transformation we have:

W5> U>4=

Now we want to find a solution a such that for every variable it contains only
summands greater than or equal to the rightmost term of the segment where it
is defined. We may guess that the number of decisive summands for the leftmost
segment is 3. Therefore, we need to guarantee that at least two summands between
h(wi+X2)cr and f ( z 3 ) a exist. Note that the only situations where not enough room
might be available between two such terms s and í occur when s is a (fc-th) successor
summand of t. It is analyzed in Example 151 when this can happen. For example,
the successor summand of f(z$}cr is h(f(z^))a and the next one is h(f(z3}+h(tí)}a.
Since X2 is a variable in the base segment (and hence x2

£r necessarily is of the form
sumí + • • • + sumí or —sumí — ... — sum!, where in this signature sumí is /i(0)),
we need x^a to be greater than or equal to /i(0) + /i(0) in order to make sure that
there is enough room between h(w\ +0:2)0' and /(zsjcr. This illustrates the need of
adding to the diophantine system either an equation of the form #2 a-2 or one °f
the form x2 < 0, since -h(0) is greater than any sum of positive A(0)'s.

Later on, we may guess that the number of decisive summands for the segment
z3 = h(x3} > «4 =~2/3 > ys> yi=-y\ > y\ = h(xi] is 2. We need to guarantee that
there exists at least one summand between h(x3)cr and h(x2)<r. Observe that x3 and
xi are defined in the base segment. If we guess x^a to be /i(0)+. . .+/i(0), then either
x3a is also of the form h(0) + . . .+h(Q) with at least two more /i(0)'s than 0:20", or
x^a is of the form -h(0) — . . . — h(Q). If we guess that x^a is -h(0) — . . . — /i(0), then
£3(7 also has to be-^(O) — . . .— h(Q), but with at least two more-/i(0)'s than x^a. ü

Definition 164 Let 5 be a linear system satisfying the split AG-RPO assumptions,
and let T be a segment in 5 of the form

with associated equations q\ = 0, . . . , qi = 0.
The following equations are added to the system DS in order to express for which

inequation which decisive summand is decisive, and whether it decides positively or
negatively:

1. For each j between 1 and ¿, we guess which index summand k between 1 and
ndec is the decisive one for the inequation x j > x>fi- Now, for all k' > k
we add the equation Xj¿< = ^j^i,k'- In order to decide the way in which the
fc-th summand is decisive, we guess adding either (i) Xj¿ > £>fi,fc > 0 or (ii)

a n d X k < 0 .
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2. Let ij-j be the result of replacing in tj¿ every variable z¿/ by Xj',fc, that is,
the integer variable corresponding to the fc-th decisive summand (with this
replacement, we are transforming a term into an expression with integer vari-
ables) . Now in order to make sure that the number of occurrences of the fc-th
summand at each side of the equalities coincides, add Xjtk = t*j¡, for all j in
{1 . . .i}, and all fc in {1 . . .ndec}, and all / in {1 . . -fcj}. We proceed identically
with the associated equations.

3. We add x^i,! = 1, and for all k in {2 . . .ndec} we add 2:̂ 1,* = 0.

We now impose some more diophantine equations ensuring that, in a solution
a, there will be enough space for the decisive summands between sa and ta, when
ndec > 1 (as illustrated in Example 163) . Assume ndec > 1 and let y and z always
denote variables defined in the base segment:

4. If s is of the form /i(y+s') and t is of the form h(z+s'), it has to be guessed
whether one adds either the equations (i) y > z + ndec and z > O, or the
equations (ii) y < z — ndec and z < 0, or the equations (iii) y < 0 and z > 0
(in these equations y and z are the integer variables corresponding to the term
variables with the same name defined in the base segment).

5. If s is of the form h(y+s') and t is of the form /i(s'), there is another choice
between the equation (i) y > ndec, and the equation (ü) y < 0.

6. If s is of the form /i(x^.i+y) and t is of the form f ( t ' ) , either the equation (i)
y > ndec — 1 or (ii) y < 0 is added. O

Constraint Solving.

Lemma 165 Let 5 be a linear system satisfying the AG-RPO assumptions. Let
DI . . . Dm be the diophantine systems generated from all the linear systems satisfying
the split AG-RPO assumptions obtained by applying the splitting transformation
to 5. Then S is satisfiable if, and only if, some D¡ is satisfiable over the integers.

Proof: =£•: As for the AC case, assuming that 5 is satisfiable by some substitution
a, we find some 5' resulting from a splitting transformation of 5 according to a,
and some extension of a that is a solution of 5'; and, moreover, given a segment T
of 5' of the form

for all j in {1 . . .¿+1} we have that all the x ja contain only summands greater than
or equal to ta.
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Consider the set C = {ui, ...,«„} including ta and all the different top-level
summands of these variables that are decisive in some inequation Xjcr >-agrpo Xj^a,
for some j in {1, . . . , ¿}, and where un yagrpo . . . >-a8rpo ui- Let D' be the diophantine
system obtained from S' by doing the guessings according to a: the chosen ndec is
precisely the cardinality n of C for such segments T, and the chosen index for the
generated equations from the inequation x j > x^i is k if Wfc is the decisive summand
in Xja >~agrpo Xjifia, etc. Now, if for such segments T we assign $(ufc,£¿cr) to each
variable Xjtk, then we obtain a solution for D'.

4=: Assume that some guessed D$> is satisfiable for some S' resulting from a
splitting transformation of S. Let 0 be a solution for D$>. We can inductively build
a solution a for S' as follows. For each segment T in 5 of the form

assume that a (partial) solution a has already been defined for the linear system
consisting of all segments to the right of T. Then ta is already defined. Let ndec
denote the guessed ndec for T. Now, for all j in {!,..., i+1} we define x ja to be the
sum containing Xj¿0 times the summand succsum^(ta} for each k in {1, . . ., ndec},
and no other summands.

By construction of the diophantine system of equations, a satisfies all equality
relations in S', and all the relations x j >~agrpo Xjfi with j in {1, . . . , i} for this segment
T, and hence it only remains to be checked that o satisfies sa >-agrpo x^a. This is
done by distinguishing six cases:

1. All cases where ndec is 1.
Then sa is greater than a sum of positive or negative fa's, and then it is greater
than x\a.

2. s and t are of the form h(s') and h (í7), respectively, and T is not the base
segment.
By assumption A7', either (a) x >$ h(t') for some variable x in s', or (b)
s' >sega(s) t'. In case (a), by assumption AG3, this variable x is the only one
in s' satisfying x >s h(t'}. Therefore, no summand in xa is canceled out in s'a,
and hence h(s')a ^agrpa h(xa) yagrpo xa ^.agrpo h(t')a. In case (b), s' and t' are
of the form y\ + . . . and z\ + . . . respectively, and there exists some k such that
y j = z j for all j < k, and y k >s ¿k if ^jt exists, and all the z j with j > k appear
in segments to the right of the one where yk is defined. In fact, all the y/s are
in different segments, and the same for all the Zj's. Therefore, no summands
in s'a cancel each other out, and the same for the summands in t'a, and hence
s'a Xagrpo t'a, and y^a contains the decisive summand in this comparison. If t/jt
is not defined in the base segment, then h(s')a >aerp0 succsum¡(h(t')a) for all
natural numbers /, and we conclude since x i a is a sum of positive and negative
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summands of this form. Assume now that yjt is defined in the base segment.
If Zk does not exist, then either the equation (i) y^ > ndec, or the equation
(ii) t/fc < 0 has been added to the diophantine system. In both cases, by the
induction hypothesis, h(s')a >-agrpo succsumi(h(t')a) for all Hn 1 . . .ndec—1,
and since x\a is a sum of positive and negative summands of this form, we
conclude again. If Zfc exists, then either the equations (i) t/fc > Zk + ndec and
Zk > 0, or the equations (ii) y& < Zk — ndec and zjt < 0, or the equations
(iii) y k < 0 and z¡, > 0 have been added to the diophantine system, and by
analogous arguments we conclude again.

3. s and t are of the form f(s') and g(t'), respectively, with g > f > h.
Then, by assumptions A6' and AG3, exactly one variable x in s' is defined
in this segment. Therefore the summands in xa do not cancel out with other
summands in s'a, and hence f(s')a yagrpo xa >agrpo g(t')v- Moreover, f(s')a
is bigger w.r.t. AG-RPO than any sum of positive and negative summands of
the form h (g (t')+ sumí + • • .+sumi)a, and hence f(s')a >-agrpo x\a.

4. s and t are of the form h(s') and /(i'), respectively.
Then, by assumptions A6' and AG3, exactly one variable a; in s' is defined in
this segment. If a: is not %i+i, then xa ^agrpo f(t')a-{-f(t')a. Note. that f(t')a+
f(t')a is the smallest sum of positive and negative summands succsumi(f(1^)a)
(with / > 0) that is neither f ( t ' ) a nor 0.

Since the summands in xa do not cancel out with any summands in s'a,
we have that h(s'a) yagrpo h(f(t')a + f ( t ' ) a ) , and since h(f(t')a + f(t')a) is
greater than any term of the form /i(/(i')+sumi + . . .+sumi)a we have that
sa >-agrpo x\a, that is a sum of positive and negative summands of such a form.
Assume now that x is z¿+i. Then s is of the form /i(a:^i + s") . If s" contains
some variable not defined in the base segment, since the variables in s" are not
canceled out when applying a, we have that s"a is bigger than any term of the
form sumi+. . .+sumi. For similar reasons, h(s')a >-agrpo xia, since x\a is a sum
of positive and negative summands of the form h(x^.\-\-sum\-\-. . .+sumi)a or
£,-+i<7. Assume now that s is of the form h(x^i+y), where y is a variable defined
in the base segment. Then either the equation (i) y > ndec— 1, or the equation
(ii) y < 0 has been added to the diophantine system. In both cases, by the
induction hypothesis, ya yagfpo sumi+. . .nifcc~1)+swmi. Since x\a is a sum of
positive and negative summands smaller than h(xn.i+sumi . . .n<fcc~1)+sumi)o',
and the summands in (x^i+y) do not cancel each other out, we have sa yagrpo

5. s and í are of the form f(s') and /(£')> respectively, for / > h.
If s' contains some variable defined in T, we proceed as in previous cases.
Otherwise, assume that no variable in s' is defined in T. By assumption Al'
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and the induction hypothesis we have that s'a >-agrpo t'a. Therefore f ( s ' ) a is
greater than any summand of the form /i(/(i')+sumi + . . . -f summer, and we
conclude again.

6. s is of the form f(s') and t is headed with h or with some g such that / > g.
If some variable in s' is defined in this segment, we proceed as in previous cases.
Then, assume that no variable in s' is defined in the segment T. It suffices to
show that sa >-agrpo ta, since automatically we obtain sa >~a„rpo succsumk(ta)
for all natural numbers k. What we do is proving that sa >-agrpo t'a, where
t' is either í or any other term to the right of t, and it is done inductively
from right to left. Clearly sa is bigger than 0, all the c,, and all the xa for
variables x in the segments delimited by some c¿. If t' is headed by h or g'
such that / > g', we obtain sa >-agrpo t'a inductively. If t' is headed by /,
we obtain sa >~agrpo t'a as in previous case. If t' is headed by g' such that
g' > /, then, some variable x in s' is defined in a segment to the left of t' in
S', but to the right of í, and no other variable in s' is defined in this segment
(no cancellation is possible). Therefore we obtain sa >~agrpo t'a inductively.
If t' is a sum of variables yi + . . ,+yk1 -J/fc'+i - • • --yjt) then, every y¡a is a
sum of positive and negative summands of the form succswni (t"a) , for some
t" that, by the induction hypothesis, satisfies sa >~¿,fpo t" a. Moreover, since
s is headed by / with / > /i, we have sa >-agrpo succsumi(t" a] . Therefore,
sa >aagrpo

This a can be extended to a solution for S analogously to the FRPO case. d

Theorem 166 The satisfiability problem for AG-RPO constraints restricted to
signatures with free symbols of arity 0 or 1 is in NP.

8.6.2 Arbitrary arities

The extension to arbitrary signatures is obtained by proceeding analogously to the
AC case. What has to be taken into account is that succsumi(f(s\, . . . ,s/t)) is
/i(0, . . . , 0 , / ( s i , . . . , S f c ) ) , and
succsum\(h(si, . . . ,Sfc)) is h($i, . . ., Sk+sumi) if sjt is not of the form s'—sumi, and
h(si , . . . , Sfc — su mi ) otherwise.

Theorem 167 The satisfiability problem for AG-RPO constraints is in NP.

8.7 Hardness

Obviously, the satisfiability problems we deal with are NP-hard, because as subcases
they include the AC, AGO and AG-unifiability problems. But one may wonder
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whether there exists any ordering at all for these E such that at least the satisfiability
problem for positive conjunctions of inequations (by which one cannot always encode
unification) is in P. Here we answer this question negatively (by reducing l-in-3-sat
with only positive literals), even if monotonicity of the ordering is not required.

Theorem 168 Let E be AC, AGO, or AG, and let y be any arbitrary well-founded
E-compatible ordering on ground terms that is total up to =& Then the constraint
satisfiability problem for >- and =B is NP-hard even for constraints that are con-
junctions of positive inequations.

Proof: By reducing l-in-3-sat with only positive literals. We build a conjunction
Cp that is satisfiable if, and only if, the l-in-3-sat problem P is satisfiable. Let
¿3, ¿2 and t\ be the three smallest ground terms w.r.t. >- such that ¿3 >- ¿2 >- *i-
Furthermore, let min(E) and max(E) denote the minimal and maximal term (w.r.t.
>~), respectively, of the set E={ EI+ÍI+ÍI , ti+t2+t2i t^+t^+t^ }.

Now, for each variable £,• in P, we add an inequation ¿3 > a;,- to Cp, forcing x,
to be either t\ or ¿2- Furthermore, for each clause in P of the form a;,- V x j V x k, we
force exactly one of its three variables to be ¿21 by forcing Xi+Xj+Xk to be

if min(E) >- ¿1+Í1+Í2) then add min(E) > Xi+

if Í1+Í1+Í2 >• Tnax(E), then add x¿+Xj+Xk > max(E).

• Otherwise, add u > Xi+Xj+Xk > v, where u is the smallest term in E larger
than íi+íi+Í2> and v is the largest term smaller than íi+íi+Í2- n

8.8 Other kinds of constraints

Our algorithms for dealing with equality and ordering constraints are also extendable
to other kind of constraints that are very useful for the applications of Chapter 7.
Let us explain how. In our algorithms, for each variable x the number of differ-
ent summands at top-level position that appear in the generated solution for x is
guessed. Moreover, in some cases it is guessed if such a summand appears positively
or negatively. All these guessings can be restricted by additional constraints of the
form "the variable x contains only one different summand", or of the form "the
variable x contains exactly one summand that is negative", or "all the variables of
the sum x + y — z contain only one different summand, the same one for all of them" .
By doing the guessings adequately to such new constraints, the generated solution
will satisfy them, and the diophantine system will be satisfiable if and only if there
exists a solution for the set of constraints including the new ones.

Such constraints are useful in an inference system like the one for abelian groups
presented in Chapter 7. For example, as we saw in that chapter, in such an inference
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system equations of the form e ~ 0 are oriented into logically equivalent ones s = t
where s contains summands and variables, and the only accepted substitutions for
such variables are the ones such that all of these variables contain one different
summand, and the same one for all of them. This summand also has to coincide
with the rest of summands in s when applying a substitution (that is a solution).
Additionally one wants all summands that do not cancel each other out in t to be
smaller than the summand appearing in s. The techniques of Chapter 7 can be
combined with the ones presented here for obtaining an efficient inference system
for abelian groups.
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